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4. INTRODUCTION.  

 Cancer: a public health problem. 

Cancer is a disease characterized by the uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells 

that can originate from most of the human body's cells and organs. The most 

accepted theory is that a set of genetic mutations in normal cells allows them to 

proliferate, invade tissue, and metastasize autonomously (1). This disease is one of 

the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide and is the second leading 

cause of death globally. Currently, it causes millions of deaths a year, generating 

high economic and social costs (2).  

In Chile, malignancies are the second cause of mortality, accounting for 21.8% 

of deaths, with approximately 35,000 new cancer cases per year and a rate of 143 

per 100,000 inhabitants in 2015 (3, 4). In comparison with other causes of death, 

cancer shows an upward trend with increasing mortality. In Chile, the most frequent 

tumor locations are stomach, lung and prostate among men and breast, lung and 

cervix in women (5). On the other hand, cancer is the leading cause of death in 

France, accounting for 185621 deaths, with 467965 new cases in 2020 (6). The 

most frequent tumors are prostate, lung and colorectum among men and breast, 

colorectum and lungs among women (7).  

Importantly, the leading cause of death in patients with cancer is the 

dissemination of the tumor cells from the primary site of the tumor to different organs 

(8). One of the most metastatic tumors is cutaneous malignant melanoma, in which 

incidence and mortality have increased over the past several decades in Chile (9). 

Melanoma constitutes between 1 and 4% of skin cancers; however, it is responsible 

for most of the deaths related to skin cancer (10). This type of tumor presents a high 
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rate of early metastasis in the disease progression, which can occur even from thin 

primary tumors (11). Although substantial progress has been made to understand 

the complexity of melanoma metastasis, the identification of new targets is essential 

to restrain tumor dissemination from the primary lesion to distant organs. 

 Tumorigenesis and metastasis. 

Tumorigenesis involves (i) the acquisition of genetic alterations by individual 

cells and (ii) the subsequent action of natural selection upon this phenotypic 

diversity that allows tumor cells to acquire fundamental characteristics that drive the 

development of the tumor (12). These distinctive features of tumor cells –collectively 

known as the hallmarks of cancer– include sustained proliferative signals, evasion 

of cell proliferation control mechanisms, resistance to programmed cell death, 

unlimited replicative potential, angiogenesis, reprogrammed energy metabolism, 

immune system evasion and tissue invasion and metastasis (12, 13).  

The most fundamental traits of tumor cells involves the autocrine stimulation 

of cancer cell proliferation and is mediated by: an increased secretion of growth 

factors, the induction of the production of these growth factors in the stromal cells 

(14, 15) and the negative control of anti-proliferative signals mediated by tumor 

suppressor genes such as p53 and retinoblastoma protein (pRb) (16, 17). 

Importantly, another relevant feature in tumor cells is the capacity to resist to the 

induction of cell death. Tumor cells that have increased expression of anti-

apoptotic regulators, such as B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2), B-cell lymphoma-extra-

large (Bcl-xL), or enhancing survival signals, through a decrease in the expression 

of proapoptotic factors, are positively selected (18). Also, tumor cells have capacity 

to induce a process of neo-angiogenesis adding new vessels associated with the 
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tumor to sustain the neoplastic growth (19) through the regulation of vascular 

endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A) and thrombospondin-1 (20, 21). The 

generation of new vessels, which give access to the circulation, and the acquisition 

of invasive capacities allow tumor cells to migrate from the primary tumor to other 

organs and initiate a process known as metastasis. 

Metastasis is defined as the movement of tumor cells from a primary site 

to progressively colonize distant organs, representing a major contributor to 

the death of cancer patients. This ability of tumor cells to metastasize is one of 

the most concerning problems in cancer research (22). Indeed, despite the 

substantial effort dedicated to the early detection and diagnosis of cancer, most 

patients present metastasis at the time of medical care, and approximately 90% die 

from metastatic lesions (23, 24). Tumor metastasis generates three mayor medical 

problems: (i) resistance to conventional therapeutic treatments, (ii) high invasive 

and proliferation rates and (iii) failure of vital organs (25). Metastasis treatment with 

drugs such as bevacizumab (VEGF blocking antibody) and dasatinib/saracatenib 

(Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase (Src) kinase inhibitors) have been tested 

in cellular and animal models with positive outcomes; however, all efforts to 

specifically target metastasis have failed in preclinical models and clinical trials (25); 

therefore, a deep understanding of the key molecular pathways involved in this 

malignant event is required to design future therapeutic options.  

As mentioned, the capacity of tumor cells to invade adjacent tissues and form 

distant metastases is one of the most aggressive features of cancer.  Most solid 

cancers progress to disseminated metastatic disease, leading to secondary tumors 

and the invasion of tumor cells from the primary tumor to distant tissues is one of 

the early steps in the metastatic cascade (26). One of the best characterized 
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metastatic processes is the metastasis in melanoma, known to exhibit high 

migration/invasion properties through a metastatic infiltration process.  

Melanoma is developed by the transformation of melanocytes, cells 

specialized in the production of melanin, and accounts for approximately 80% of 

skin cancer-related deaths (27). The classical model describing melanoma 

progression consists in a series of steps, beginning for the formation of a benign 

precursor (melanocytic nevus), followed by the generation of a dysplastic nevus, 

progression through radial and vertical growth phases, and finally the metastasis 

(28, 29). The radial growth phase represents an early stage in the disease, and it is 

determined by a horizontal growth in the epidermis. The second phase (vertical 

growth phase) represents the first stage of melanoma dissemination, and it is 

characterized by a vertical growth that allows the invasion into deeper skin layers. 

To progress through all these stages, metastatic cells exhibit common cellular and 

molecular features including increased reorganization of actin cytoskeleton, 

uncontrolled cellular migration, and an increased capacity of degradation of 

extracellular matrix and invasion (30). In the next section, we will provide a brief 

overview of the molecular mechanism and actors that regulate cell migration, 

invasion, and metastasis in cancer. 

 Mechanisms and molecular actors of tumor cell migration, 

invasion and metastasis.  

The process of metastasis has been schematized as a sequence of steps 

involving (i) local invasion and intravasation of tumor cells to neighboring blood and 

lymphatic vessels, (ii) transit of tumor cells through the lymphatic and blood system, 

(iii) extravasation or escape from the vessels to the parenchyma of distant tissues, 
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(iv) the formation of small nodules of tumor cells, denominated micro-metastasis, 

and (v) the growth of these lesions into macroscopic tumors (31). A series of 

alterations in critical molecular and cellular processes allow tumor cells to rapidly 

and effectively complete all these steps (Reviewed in (32)) (Figure 1).  

Cell migration is required for multiple biological processes, such as tissue 

repair, immune system responses, and organogenesis during development (33). 

However, aberrant cell migration promotes the progression of many diseases, 

including metastasis (reviewed in (30)). During migration, cells polarize through the 

leading edge triggering the formation of focal adhesions and protrusions. Once 

adhesions are formed, the rear retracts, allowing the cell body to move forward. 

These steps are spatiotemporally regulated by different proteins involved in 

signaling pathways that ultimately lead to increased actin and microtubule 

dynamics (34, 35).  Meanwhile, the invasion occurs when tumor cells acquire the 

ability to penetrate the surrounding tissues through the degradation of the 

extracellular matrix (ECM) and pass through the basement membrane. An essential 

process for tumor cell invasion is the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), a 

cellular process through which epithelial cells undergo morphological and 

biochemical changes leading to a more mesenchymal phenotype with enhanced 

invasive capabilities (36).  

Invasion of tumor cells is initiated by different signaling pathways that control 

actin cytoskeleton dynamics, the turnover of cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions, and 

remodeling of the tumor environment (30). The remodeling of the tumor 

microenvironment can guide tumor cells and induce several types of movement 

(13). Moreover, the tumor microenvironment is also involved in the activation of 
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several signaling pathways and cellular processes that lead to the metastatic 

process (37).  

 

Figure 1. Metastatic cascade.  

Metastasis is a multistep process that has been schematized as a sequence of steps, firstly involving 
primary tumor detachment and invasion to the surrounding extracellular matrix. This process allows 
tumor cells to intravasate to blood and lymphatic vessels and enters in the circulation. Tumor cells 
then attach to endothelial cells, a process that facilitates the extravasation from the blood vessels to 
the parenchyma of the target organ. The next step is forming small nodules of cancer cells, 
denominated micro-metastasis, where tumoral cells can remain dormant for a long time before the 
growth of these lesions into macroscopic tumors. This last step is known as colonization. (Figure 
modified from: Gómez-Cuadrado, L. et al., 2017). 

 

 Different steps of the migration/invasion process at the cellular and 

molecular levels. 

Tumor cells use similar migration mechanisms to spread within tissues that the 

ones used by non-tumor cells during physiological processes. Cell migration 

through tissues can be described as a cycle of the five-steps process (Figure 2) 
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(38, 39). In the first step, the moving cells become polarized and elongate with the 

generation of protrusions at the leading edge, where little adhesion to the ECM is 

required (Figure 2.1). These protrusions are formed by parallel and crosslinked 

actin filaments and a group of scaffolding and signaling proteins that allow signal 

exchange with the ECM substrates. Cell protrusions during the migratory process 

can take several forms, including lamellipodia, filopodia, pseudopods, and 

invadopodia (40). The formation of these structures is regulated by the activation of 

Rho GTPase family members (35, 41).  Of these GTPases, Ras-related C3 

botulinum toxin substrate 1 (Rac1) and Cell division control protein 42 homolog 

(Cdc42) are required for lamellipodia and filopodia formation. Cdc42 interacts with 

the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) proteins to induce filopodia formation, 

while Rac1 enhances lamellipodia generation by the activation of WASP-family 

verprolin-homologous protein (WAVE) proteins (42).  

 In the second step, cells form focal contacts with the ECM (Figure 2.2). 

These contacts are composed of clusters of adhesion proteins, mainly integrins, 

transmembrane receptors that recruit adaptor and signaling proteins to form an 

initial focal complex, which can grow and stabilize to form a focal contact. The 

integrin intracellular domains interact with signaling proteins such as the focal 

adhesion kinase (FAK), paxillin, and tensin that together with actin-binding proteins, 

like vinculin, paxillin, Filamin A (FLNA) and α-actinin, lead to the activation of Rho 

GTPases family and Phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3Ks) (43-45).  

In a third step, proteases are secreted near to the attachment sites leading to 

the degradation of the ECM components like collagen, fibronectin, and laminins 

(Figure 2.3). Among these proteases implicated in ECM degradation are surface 
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matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) such as Membrane type 1-matrix 

metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) that cleaves native collagens, along with other 

macromolecules, into smaller fragments making them more accessible for secreted 

proteases like MMP2 and MMP9 or serine proteases (38, 46). This step is one of 

the major drivers of tumor cell invasion. The major structure that orchestrates this 

process is the invadopodium, being a hallmark of tumor cells favoring dissemination 

and metastasis (38). Invadopodia are dynamic actin-rich protrusions with proteolytic 

activities that degrade the ECM. These structures are composed by a complex 

network of integrins, signaling proteins, and a local deposition of membrane-bound 

or secreted MMPs (47, 48).  

The fourth stage of the migration cycle is the cell contraction of actin 

filament provided by myosin II, which is the main motor protein in eukaryotic cells 

(Figure 2.4). Myosin II controls stress fibers assemble and contraction, and this 

process is regulated by the GTPase protein Rho and its downstream effector Rho-

associated serine/threonine kinase (ROCK) (49). On the other side, myosin light-

chain kinase (MLKC) phosphorylates myosin light chain (MLC) and activates myosin 

II regulating cortical actin network (50).These two signaling allows cells to control 

separately, the contraction in cortical actin dynamic and inner regions. 

 In the last step, by several mechanisms which are not fully understood, focal 

adhesions are disassembly preferentially in the trailing edge of the cells, whereas 

the leading edge remains attached allowing to move forward (Figure 2.5). The major 

mechanisms that regulate focal contact disassembly at the trailing edge are the actin 

filament turnover, the cleavage of focal contact components by the protease calpain, 

and focal contact disassembly by FAK (51-53). 
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Figure 2. The cellular processes and molecular actors involved in cell migration/invasion.  

During cell migration, cells start the cycle with polarization at the leading edge through the 
reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (1) and the generation if new contacts with the extracellular 
matrix (ECM), known as focal contacts (2). The ECM surrounding the leading edge is degraded by 
metalloproteinases (MMPs), a process that allows cell movement (3). Finally, cell contractions (4), 
synchronized with cell-matrix detachments (5), lead the cell body's movement. The molecular 
partners involved in the different cancer cell migration steps are presented in the associated boxes. 
(Modified from: Limia, CM et al., 2019). 
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 Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress in Cancer. 

The cellular factors that drive malignant cell transformation are highly complex 

and depend on a combination of oncogenes overexpression, mutations and micro-

environmental factors (54). Among them, alteration in protein homeostasis (also 

known as proteostasis) is an emerging feature of cancer cells that drive the 

adaptation to adverse and stressful conditions that challenge cancer cell survival 

(55).   

The generation of a highly efficient secretory pathway, comprising by the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the Golgi apparatus, is one of the essential 

adaptive mechanism in tumor cells (55). The ER is the main intracellular 

compartment that mediates the synthesis and folding of proteins that traffic through 

the secretory pathway. Despite this elaborated system, under intrinsic and extrinsic 

perturbations, protein synthesis and folding demand can exceed the ER folding 

capacity and unfolded proteins accumulate in the ER lumen, generating a condition 

named as ER stress (Figure 3). This condition engages an adaptive response 

termed as the unfolded protein response (UPR), an integrated signal 

transduction pathway that transmits information about protein folding status 

at the ER lumen to the cytoplasm and nucleus. These signaling pathways 

regulate transcriptional programs of genes coding for proteins associated with ER 

protein folding capacity, quality control, and the ER-associated degradation system 

(ERAD) (56, 57). If ER homeostasis cannot be restored, the UPR switches its 

signaling toward a pro-apoptotic mode to eliminate irreversibly damaged cells (58). 

Tumor cells are exposed to several perturbations such as nutrient deprivation, 

hypoxia, low pH, oncogenic addiction and an exacerbated secretory demand, 
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inducing alterations in protein homeostasis in the ER and favoring cell 

transformation (Figure 3) (12, 59). During the last decade, this adaptive response 

has been described as a pro-oncogenic mechanism, not only because it is an 

adaptive pathway that supports tumor progression but has been directly related to 

the acquisition of almost all hallmarks of cancer (Figure 4) (60, 61). Interestingly, 

fingerprints of UPR activation have been found in several types of primary and 

metastatic tumors, including brain, breast, colon, liver, lung, hepatocellular 

carcinoma, and skin cancer (reviewed in (62)). 

 

Figure 3. Secretory protein demand and disruption of endoplasmic reticulum homeostasis in 
cancer cells.  

Tumor cells present a great variety of adaptive mechanisms and, among them, the generation of a 
highly efficient secretory pathway. The amount of secreted proteins is dependent on the demand and 
the availability of materials. In tumor cells, various intrinsic factors increase protein demand, and 
proteotoxic extrinsic factors that challenge the homeostasis in the ER by the accumulation of 
unfolded proteins in the ER lumen, generating a cellular condition known as ER stress. Tumor cells 
need to adapt to this condition to grow, and for that is activated an adaptive signaling named as 
Unfolded Protein Response. Abbreviations: N, nucleus; ER, endoplasmic reticulum. (Figure from: 
Dejeans, N. et al., 2014). 
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Figure 4. Unfolded protein response and the hallmarks of cancer.  

The Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) activation has been described in different tumors and multiple 
cellular and animal models of cancer. In the last years, it has been proposed that UPR signaling can 
act as a pro-tumoral mechanism, favoring adaptation to stress factors and directly promoting the 
development of several Hallmark of Cancer. Abbreviations: IRE1⍺, inositol-requiring enzyme 1⍺; 
PERK, PKR-like ER kinase; ATF6, activating transcription factor 6; ER, endoplasmic reticulum. 
(Figure from: Urra, H. et al., 2016). 

 Unfolded Protein Response.  

The UPR is composed by three ER-resident transmembrane proteins including 

PKR-like ER kinase (PERK); Activating transcription factor 6α (ATF6α) and Inositol-

requiring protein 1α (IRE1α, referred to as IRE1 hereafter), that altogether aim to 

restore protein homeostasis (Figure 5) (55, 59, 63-65).  

 PERK and ATF6 signaling. 

Upon ER stress, PERK auto-transphosphorylation leads to its activation and 

phosphorylation of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 alpha (eIF2α). 

Phosphorylation of eIF2α leads to an inhibition of global protein translation, resulting 

in a reduction of ER load (66). Phosphorylated eIF2α, also initiates the selective 
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translation of a group of mRNAs that harbors upstream reading frames (67, 68). 

One of these selective mRNAs encodes the activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4), 

which regulates genes involved in protein folding, antioxidant responses, 

autophagy, amino acid metabolism, and apoptosis (55, 59, 69, 70). ATF4 also 

regulate cell death through the induction of the C/EBP homologous protein (CHOP), 

a transcription factor that upregulates pro-apoptotic members of the Bcl-2 protein 

family (71). Growth Arrest and DNA Damage-Inducible Protein (GADD34), a protein 

activated downstream CHOP, forms a complex with the protein phosphatase-1 

(PP1) to dephosphorylate eIF2α and restore protein translation, resulting in a 

negative feedback loop for the PERK signaling pathway (72) (Figure 5). 

On the other hand, ATF6 is a type II ER-resident transmembrane protein and 

can be found in two isoforms, α and ß, forming homo and heterodimers (73, 74). 

Under ER stress conditions, ATF6 is translocated through COPII vesicles to the 

Golgi compartment, where is cleaved by S1P and S2P proteases (75, 76). This 

proteolysis releases a cytosolic fragment of ATF6 (ATF6f), a potent transcription 

factor that regulates genes involved in the ERAD response and ER homeostasis 

maintenance (77, 78) (Figure 5). 

 IRE1 signaling, stress sensing and activation mechanism. 

 IRE1 is a type I ER-resident transmembrane protein and represents the most 

conserved branch of the UPR (66, 79, 80). The cytoplasmic region of IRE1 is 

composed of two domains with distinct enzymatic functions, including a 

serine/threonine kinase and an endoribonuclease (RNase) activity (Figure 5). Under 

ER stress, IRE1 dimerization and/or oligomerization leads to its auto-

transphosphorylation that triggers a conformational change, resulting in the 
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activation of its RNase activity (59, 81). Together with the tRNA ligase RTCB, IRE1 

catalyzes the unconventional splicing of X-box binding protein-1 (XBP1) mRNA, 

removing a 26-nucleotide intron, shifting its open reading frame and leading to the 

translation of a new protein and potent transcription factor termed XBP1s (spliced 

form) (82). XBP1s acts as a potent transcription factor and modulates the 

expression of several UPR target genes involved in protein folding, glycosylation, 

and ERAD (66). In addition, IRE1 RNase activity catalyzes the degradation of 

multiple ER-localized mRNAs and microRNAs through a process known as 

regulated IRE1-dependent decay (RIDD) that also attenuates the global mRNA 

translation (83, 84) (Figure 5). Of note, the molecular mechanism underlying the 

regulation of both RNase activities is still controversial and under debate. On the 

other hand, the IRE1 kinase domain interacts with the adaptor protein TNFR-

associated factor 2 (TRAF2) and triggers a phosphorylation cascade that leads to 

c-Jun N-terminal protein kinase (JNK) and nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-

enhancer of activated B cells (NFkB) pathways activation (85, 86).  

The first model that explained IRE1 activation mechanism and ER stress 

sensing mechanism proposed that IRE1 is maintained in an inactive form in basal 

conditions due to its interaction with the chaperone BiP (Immunoglobulin binding 

protein, also known as GRP78) (92). Once unfolded proteins accumulate in the ER, 

BiP chaperone dissociates from IRE1 and allow its homodimerization, leading to the 

activation of the UPR branches (64, 93). However, this mechanism is still under 

debate, and new models to explain the fine-tuning of the ER stress sensors have 

been proposed more precisely in the last years. Some studies have strengthened 

the role of BiP in ER stress sensing, and the involvement of other molecular partners 

have been described. For instance, ERdj4 (also known as DNAJB9) was shown to 
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be necessary for BiP/IRE1 interaction. In this model, ERdj4 binds to IRE1 and 

facilitates BiP recruitment to the complex (94). Furthermore, based on an 

interactome screening and a functional validation, our lab recently identified the 

collagen chaperone HSP47 as a binding partner of IRE1 that promotes the 

dissociation of BiP and the subsequent activation of IRE1 signaling (95). 

Alternatively, the other two models describing the sensing mechanism of unfolded 

proteins in the ER lumen have been described. One suggests that BiP can act as a 

UPR sensor, binding to misfolded proteins through its substrate-binding domain and 

transduce the information to IRE1 by its ATPase domain, triggering a conformational 

change and UPR activation (96).  Finally, the direct interaction of the IRE1-luminal 

domain with unfolded proteins has been proposed. The structure of the IRE1-

luminal domain showed that yeast IRE1p present an MHC-like groove, and in vitro 

studies demonstrated that unfolded proteins can directly bind to IRE1 and induce its 

activation (96, 97). This observation leads to the possibility that the UPR 

components can act as direct sensors of ER stress. Altogether, this evidence 

indicates that the ER stress sensing mechanism is a complex network that 

comprises not just the UPR machinery, but also the protein folding system. 
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Figure 5. Unfolded protein response.  

The UPR is mediated by three stress sensors localized at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
membrane: activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6), the PKR-like ER kinase (PERK), and the inositol-
requiring enzyme 1⍺ (IRE1). Under basal conditions, the luminal domains of these three sensors are 
constitutively bound to BiP (also known as GRP78), an essential ER chaperone. When unfolded or 
misfolded proteins accumulate in the ER, BiP dissociates from the UPR sensors leading to the 
activation of the UPR branches. PERK activation leads to inhibition of the global protein translation 
through the phosphorylation of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor (eIF2α), resulting in reduced 
ER load. Upon ER stress ATF6 is transported to the Golgi apparatus where is processed by S1P 
and S2P proteases releasing the cytosolic fragment (ATF6f). ATF6f is a potent transcription factor 
regulating the expression of genes related to ER-associated degradation (ERAD) response and other 
genes involved in reestablishing ER homeostasis. IRE1 is a kinase and endoribonuclease that 
catalyzes the unconventional splicing of X-box binding protein-1 (XBP1) mRNA removing a 26-
nucleotide intron. This processing event changes the open reading frame of XBP1, leading to the 
translation of a new protein termed XBP1s (spliced form). XBP1s acts as a potent transcription factor 
and modulates the expression of several UPR target genes involved in ER folding, glycosylation, and 
ERAD. Besides, the IRE1α endoribonuclease activity can target other mRNAs and microRNAs 
through a process termed regulated IRE1-dependent decay (RIDD). (Figure from: Hetz, C. and 
Papa, FR, 2017). 
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Remarkably, the IRE1 function is also regulated by a complex and dynamic 

signaling platform at the ER, termed as the UPRosome. The UPRosome involves 

many proteins that interacts with IRE1 and assemble a signaling platform at the ER 

membrane that regulate IRE1 activity (reviewed in (87)). During the last years, novel 

UPRosome-related physiological functions of IRE1 have been described, such as 

regulation of apoptosis, autophagy, protein degradation pathway, and calcium 

homeostasis (88-92). Remarkably, we recently discovered a fundamental and new 

function of IRE1 in cell migration. Our lab described that IRE1 can enhance cell 

migration and regulate actin cytoskeleton remodeling in non-tumor cells 

through its interaction with FLNA, an essential protein involved in actin filament 

crosslinking (93). Nevertheless, the impact of this novel function of IRE1 in cell 

migration has not been tested in tumor cells yet. 

 Connections between IRE1 signaling and cancer progression. 

The three pathways of the UPR have been related to cancer progression; in 

fact, fingerprints of UPR activation have been found in different types of primary 

tumors (reviewed in (61)). The signaling pathway of IRE1 is the most studied branch 

of the UPR in this context, and its association with cancer progression has increased 

in the last years (reviewed in (60)). Remarkably, IRE1 has been described as the 

fifth human kinase more likely to carry at least one tumor driver mutation, 

highlighting the importance of this ER stress sensor in cancer progression (94).  

As mentioned, IRE1 has an endoribonuclease activity that leads to XBP1 

splicing and RIDD, and both outputs have been associated with oncogenic 

processes (59, 62, 95). Several studies have linked IRE1/XBP1s signaling to cancer 

progression, enhancing tumor growth and cell survival (96, 97). Importantly, 
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clinical studies in patients with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) (98), triple-

negative breast cancer (TNBC) (99), multiple myeloma (100), and pre-B acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia (101), have demonstrated an indirect association 

between XBP1s expression and patient prognosis. Additionally, research in 

different tumor cell lines has connected XBP1s expression levels to chemotherapy 

resistance, angiogenesis, immune response modulation, invasion, and tumor 

survival (99, 102-105). Small molecules that inhibit IRE1 RNase activity have been 

evaluated in vivo multiple myeloma, TNBC and GBM showing beneficial effects 

(106-109). Some reports also associate the UPR signaling with early stages of 

melanoma carcinogenesis and progression, particularly with tumor growth, 

resistance to apoptosis and chemoresistance (reviewed in (110)). In addition, 

melanoma cells have a constitutive activation of the IRE1 branch, being largely 

associated to resistance to ER-stress-induced apoptosis (111-113). However, the 

direct impact of IRE1 during melanoma progression has not been fully investigated.  

Despite the growing evidence suggesting that IRE1 is an important 

regulator of tumor progression and others hallmarks of cancer, its implication 

in metastasis is still ambiguous. An exacerbated cell migration capacity and 

invasion of surrounding tissues are essential features of cancer progression leading 

to tumor expansion and dissemination. As we mentioned before, growing evidence 

point UPR pathways as regulators of different hallmarks of cancer, including cell 

migration, invasion, and metastasis of tumor cells. Although the three ER stress 

sensors have been linked to cell mobility and EMT, the signaling associated to 

PERK activation has been recognized to play a critical role in tumor invasion and 

metastasis (60, 62, 114-116). On the other hand, the IRE1 axis has been the most 

extensively correlated with cancer progression due to the ability to regulate many 
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cancer cells functions, but its ability to regulate metastasis has not been addressed 

in depth. However, some studies suggest that IRE1 can regulate the ability of cancer 

cells to migrate and invade surrounding tissues (117). We will summarize the main 

discoveries about this association in the next section.  

  IRE1 in cell migration and metastasis. 

As previously mentioned, some reports correlate IRE1 activity with actin 

cytoskeleton dynamics, cell migration, invasion and metastasis. Currently, it is 

known that IRE1 has two major mechanisms to control migration/invasion: the 

control of gene expression through its RNase activity (XBP1s and RIDD), and 

the modulation of signaling pathways through direct binding with proteins, 

such as FLNA.  

IRE1/XBP1s axis has been the most extensively correlated with cancer 

progression and metastasis. For instance, studies with tumor samples from 

patients with colorectal carcinoma, breast cancer, and oral squamous cell 

carcinoma, described the overexpression of IRE1 or XBP1 in metastatic samples 

compared to the primary tumors (118-121). Also, elevated levels of XBP1s at 

primary tumors are associated with the presence of distant metastasis in patients 

with esophageal carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, and oral squamous cell 

carcinoma (122-124).  A role for the IRE1/XBP1s axis in invasion and metastasis 

has been proposed (118, 121, 124). Indeed, some studies indicate that XBP1s 

increase the metastatic potential of tumor cells by the induction of the expression of 

several EMT transcription factors, including Snail family transcriptional repressor 1 

(Snail1), Snail family transcriptional repressor 2 (SNAIL2), zinc finger E-box binding 

homeobox 2 (ZEB2) and transcription factor 3 (TCF3) (119, 123, 125, 126). Another 
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important process in metastasis is the invasion and degradation of the ECM through 

the expression of MMPs (127). In a model of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, 

XBP1s overexpression promoted cell invasion through the upregulation of MMP-9, 

one of the MMP most widely associated with cancer progression, and correlated 

with increased lymph nodes metastasis (122). Similarly, XBP1 deficiency in oral 

squamous cell carcinoma cells impairs cell invasion and leads to a decrease in the 

expression of invasion-associated genes: MMP1, MMP3 and urokinase-type 

plasminogen activator (uPA) (120). Interestingly, high levels of XBP1s have been 

linked to TNBC tumorigenesis, were XBP1s interact with Hypoxia-inducible factor 

1-alpha (HIF1α) and enhance the expression of HIF1α-regulated genes. Of note, 

this study showed that the silencing of XBP1 decreased the formation of lung 

metastases (99).  

Interestingly, another study showed that single disseminated cancer cells 

(DCC) that develop latent liver metastasis in pancreatic cancer, presented a 

decreased IRE1 activity leading to the escape from the immune system response 

by inhibiting MHC class I molecules expression. However, restoration of the IRE1 

signaling branch or overexpression of XBP1s in DCC, leads to the outgrowth of liver 

macro-metastatic lesions (128). These findings suggest that IRE1 activation might 

be important for the initial and final steps in metastasis, like tumor cell dissemination 

and the formation of macro-metastasis, with a temporary downregulation of IRE1 

activity to avoid anti-tumor immune response. Together, these studies suggest that 

IRE1/XBP1s signaling contributes to cancer metastasis.  

Intriguingly, the IRE1/RIDD axis has been shown to negatively modulate 

cell migration and invasion (98, 102, 129-132). In GBM cells, a gene expression 

profiling revealed that loss of the enzymatic activity of IRE1 resulted in an 
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upregulation of ECM proteins. In this study, IRE1 signaling was found to 

negatively regulate cell migration and invasion of GBM cells through RIDD-

mediated degradation of secreted protein acidic and cysteine rich (SPARC) 

mRNA (130). SPARC is a glycoprotein present in the extracellular matrix and its 

function is correlated with changes in cell shape and synthesis of ECM promoting 

cell migration, invasion and metastasis in a several types of tumors, including 

melanoma (133-138). Dejeans et al., found that impairment of IRE1 signaling with 

the subsequent increase in SPARC transcriptional expression, enhanced cell 

migration, stress fiber formation and focal adhesion number in GBM cells (130). 

Also, selective impairment of IRE1 RNase activity increases invasion, vessel co-

option capacity, and mesenchymal features in U87 cells (131). Finally, a recent 

study demonstrated antagonistic roles of XBP1 mRNA splicing and RIDD regarding 

GBM outcomes. In this study, GBM patients were stratified into four mixed groups 

with high or low XBP1s and RIDD activity. XBP1s high/RIDD low tumors were 

associated with a more mesenchymal phenotype and invasive properties (139). 

On the other hand, a study from our laboratory uncovered a novel mechanism 

of cell movement regulation underlying IRE1 function. Using an interactome 

screening, FLNA was identified as a major IRE1-binding partner. We found that 

IRE1 acts as a scaffold to recruit FLNA and increases its phosphorylation at 

serine 2152, enhancing cell migration.  Deletion of IRE1 impaired actin 

cytoskeleton dynamics at the protruding and retracting areas. The function of FLNA 

in cytoskeleton dynamics depends on its phosphorylation at serine 2152 (140). Our 

results indicate that IRE1 facilitate FLNA phosphorylation to control actin 

cytoskeleton and cell migration. Importantly, the regulation of cytoskeleton 

dynamics by IRE1 is independent of its canonical RNase activity (XBP1 and RIDD). 
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Besides fibroblasts, these results were also observed in a panel of tumor cell lines 

and in various in vivo models such as zebra fish, drosophila and mouse models, 

suggesting a conserved mechanism in evolution (141). Considering this new 

function of IRE1 in cell migration of normal cells and that FLNA has been associated 

with cancer; we consider that the IRE1/FLNA axis could have an impact in cell 

migration and invasion of tumor cells, increasing metastasis. 

These observations highlight the complexity of IRE1 signaling and the different 

pathways that can exert a regulation on tumor cell migration, invasion and 

metastasis. It is essential to understand the role of IRE1 activities in metastasis and 

how its arms (XBP1s, RIDD, and FLNA) can favor different outcomes depending on 

the type of tumor.  

 FLNA function in cell migration and metastasis. 

FLNA is an actin cross-linking protein that also acts as scaffold for over 90 

protein partners including ion channels, signaling proteins, receptors and 

transcription factors (142). FLNA (280 kDa) dimerize generating V shape structures 

that crosslink actin filaments. This protein has an N-terminal actin-binding domain 

(ABD) followed by two Rod domains composed of 24 immunoglobulin-like tandem 

repeats and by two hinge structures (Figure 6) (143). FLNA function is regulated 

mostly by phosphorylation at different residues mediated by different protein kinases 

(144-146). Particularly, serine 2152 phosphorylation is an important event in actin 

filaments (F-actin) crosslinking, impacting in various biological processes such as 

cell migration (140). FNLA is also regulated through the cleavage by calpains in the 

two hinge domains of the C-terminal region, generating a 200 kDa N-terminal and a 

90 kDa C-terminal fragments (Figure 6) (147). This cleavage is inhibited by the 
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S2152 phosphorylation (148). It has been described that the 90kDa fragment 

translocate to the nucleus and interacts with transcription factors, such as the 

androgen receptor, and has been recently associated with novel functions like the 

regulation of gene expression (148).  

FLNA has been widely related to cancer progression, particularly to cell 

invasion and metastasis (reviewed in (149)). Of note, this protein can act either as 

a tumor suppressor or an oncogene, depending on its subcellular localization and 

its binding partners (reviewed in (150)). In clinical samples of hepatocellular 

carcinoma, breast cancer and pancreas adenocarcinoma, high levels of FLNA 

have been correlated with increased metastatic potential (151-155). 

Furthermore, gain and loss of function approaches in tumor cell lines demonstrated 

the implication of FLNA in cancer cell spreading, migration and metastasis (152, 

156, 157). For instance, knockdown of FLNA reduces metastasis of melanoma cells 

in a xenograft mouse models (152). These findings support the model that FLNA 

acts as an oncogene that promotes cancer cells invasion. However, controversial 

results suggest that the 90 kDa FLNA might also suppress metastasis (reviewed in 

(150)). Recent findings indicate that FLNA negatively regulates cancer cell invasion 

promoting MMP9 degradation (158, 159). On the other hand, was also found that 

overexpression of FLNA decrease cell invasion and migration through the regulation 

of focal adhesions via calpain-dependent mechanism in breast cancer models 

(160). Based on this evidence, some authors hypothesize that nuclear fragments of 

FLNA suppress cell migration, while cytoplasmic localization of full length FLNA 

promotes cancer metastasis. One might speculate that proteins that potentiate 

FLNA phosphorylation might also inhibit FLNA proteolysis and thus promote 

metastasis.  
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Figure 6. Filamin A structure and regulation.  

FLNA is an actin crosslinking protein that can also act as a scaffold for over 90 proteins. FLNA is a 
280 kDa protein that dimerizes generating V shape structures that crosslink actin filaments in the N-
terminal domain denominated as an actin-binding domain (ABD). This ABD is followed by two Rod 
domains composed of 24 immunoglobulin-like tandem repeats of ~96 amino acids each and by two 
hinge structures. The two hinge domains allow a flexible form of FLNA and are susceptible to 
proteolysis by calpain. FLNA function is mostly regulated by phosphorylation, particularly at serine 
2152. However, FNLA is also regulated through the cleavage by calpains in the two hinge domains. 
This process generates a 90 kDa C-terminal fragment that has been shown to translocate to the 
nucleus and regulate gene expression. (Figure from: Hartwig, Z. et al., 2010). 
 

 Melanoma signaling and the UPR. 

As we mentioned before, skin cutaneous melanoma is one of the deadliest 

metastatic tumors. At the molecular level, melanoma progression is regulated 

mainly by the activation of some signaling pathways, including mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (MAPK), PI3K, and Wnt/ β-catenin (27, 161). Mutations in B-Raf 

Proto-Oncogene (BRAF) and NRAS genes have been found in the majority of 

melanoma tumors, leading to the activation of the MAPK pathway and increasing 

proliferation, survival and migration. Interestingly, a link between oncogenic 
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BRAF activity and a basal UPR induction, mainly ATF6 and IRE1 branch, have 

been described in melanoma cells (113, 162). This UPR activation enhances 

tumor growth and inhibits cell death induction, promoting tumor progression and 

chemoresistance. ATF6 and IRE1 activation in melanoma cells have been 

associated with an increase of autophagy contributing to the desensitization 

of cells to apoptosis induction (111, 113, 162). Also, inhibition of BRAF or MEK 

prevents IRE1 and ATF6 activation, which subsequently increases UPR-induced 

apoptosis (162).  

Besides, increased levels of BiP have been positively correlated with 

progression and poor survival outcome in patients with melanoma (163). On one 

hand, high expression levels of BiP have been described as a potential biomarker 

for early diagnosis of melanoma (164). On the other hand, a study with different 

human melanoma cell lines concluded that chronic UPR activation promotes 

melanoma progression by the activation of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and 

fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) pathways (165). Of note, in this study was 

found that activation of PERK and ATF6 pathways, but not IRE1, correlated with 

poor overall survival of melanoma patients. On the contrary, high expression of 

homocysteine-responsive endoplasmic reticulum-resident ubiquitin-like domain 

member 1 (HERPUD1), a downstream target of the IRE1 branch, was associated 

with a better prognosis, suggesting that the IRE1 pathway may be a tumor 

suppressor in this type of cancer (165). 

All this evidence shows a correlation between UPR activation, including IRE1, 

and melanoma progression and chemotherapy resistance; however, no evidence 

regarding the role of IRE1 in cell migration and invasion in melanoma has 

been published. Taking in consideration the highly metastatic potential of 
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melanoma cells, the knowledge of the more relevant molecular pathways that 

regulate the transition from the primary tumor to disseminated disease, and the 

evidence that links the more common genetics alteration in this cancer to UPR 

activation, we decided to test in this tumor the possible role of IRE1 as a regulator 

of cell migration, invasion and metastasis and its relationship with FLNA signaling.  
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5. HYPOTHESIS.  

IRE1 regulates migration and invasion of melanoma cells by promoting FLNA 

phosphorylation and actin cytoskeleton remodeling. 

6. GENERAL AIM. 

To determine the involvement of IRE1/Filamin A signaling in the migration and 

invasion capacity of melanoma cells. 

7. SPECIFIC AIMS. 

Specific aim 1. To evaluate the activation status of IRE1 during metastasis in 

melanoma. 

Specific aim 2. To study the contribution of IRE1 in migration and invasion in 

melanoma cells. 

Specific aim 3. To investigate the possible participation of the IRE1/FLNA pathway 

in the regulation of cell migration and invasion in melanoma. 

Specific aim 4. To correlate IRE1 function with metastasis in melanoma in vivo.  
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8. MATERIALS AND METHODS.  

 Reagents. 

Tunicamycin (TM) was purchased from Sigma®. Cell culture media, fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), and antibiotics were obtained from GibcoTM and ATCC. 

Phalloidin, Fluorescein Isothiocyanate Labeled peptide from Amanita phalloides 

P5282 was purchased from Sigma®. Corning Matrigel Basement Membrane Matrix 

Growth Factor Reduced LDEV-Free was obtained from Corning (cat n. 356230). 

The IRE1 RNase activity inhibitor MKC-8866, purity 98.13%, was order in 

Selleckchem®. Other reagents used here were Sigma or the highest grade 

available. 

 Cell culture and generation of the IRE1 Knockout cell lines. 

The A375, A375-MA2 and A2058 human melanoma cell lines and the B16F10 

mouse melanoma cell line, were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s Medium 

(DMEM), high glucose (GibcoTM). The SK-MEL5 melanoma human cell line was 

maintained in ATCC-formulated Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM). All 

the mediums were supplemented with 10% FBS, non-essential amino acids and 

grown at 37°C and 5% CO2. 

Additionally, we generated A375-MA2 and B16F10 IRE1 Knockout (KO) cells 

using the double nickase method of CRISPR/CAS9 technology (Figure 7). For this 

purpose, we used a double nickase that was targeted to IRE1 or scrambled as a 

control (sc-400576-NIC and sc-437281); Santa Cruz). Melanoma cells were 

transfected, using Effectene protocol (Cat No./ID: 301425, Qiagen), with 1ug of 

plasmids DNA per well in a 6-well plate. After 48 hours of incubation, transfected 
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cells were selected with 2 ug/ml of puromycin for 72 hours and a pool of cells 

transfected with the IRE1KO plasmid or Control were obtained. We then proceeded 

to isolate individual clones from a pooled population of IRE1KO or Control cells by 

limiting dilutions, a protocol that requires a highly diluted cell suspension from which 

single cell-derived clones are isolated and further expanded. The pool of cells was 

diluted in density of 0.3, 3 or 30 cells per 100 µL aliquots. This requires transferring 

100uL aliquots into each well of 96 well plate. The wells with individual clones were 

identified and that clones were expanded and checked for IRE1 expression and 

activity. 

 

Figure 7. Workflow of the generation of IRE1 knockout (KO) human melanoma cells.  

For the generation of A375-MA2 IRE1KO cells, we used the double nickase method of 
CRISPR/CAS9 technology with commercial plasmids (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Plasmids 
containing sgRNAs Control or sgRNAs for IRE1 were transfected in A375-MA2 parental cells. After 
48 h, cells transfected were selected with puromycin for 72h, and a pool of cells containing the 
plasmids was obtained. We then proceeded to isolated individual clonal IRE1KO and Control cells 
by limiting dilutions. The efficiency of the genetic approach and the identification of IRE1KO clones 
were evaluated by measuring the level expression of IRE1 protein by western blot and the IRE1 
activity using XBP1 mRNA splicing under treatment with tunicamycin.  

 NIH-conditioned medium. 

For the generation of the NIH 3T3- conditioned medium (NIH-CM) 20*106 NIH-

3T3 cells were seeded in a 100 cm2 plate in 30 ml of complete growth medium. 

Conditioned medium was gently aspirated after 24 hours in culture. To remove any 
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remaining cells, the medium was centrifugated at 3000 rpm and the cell pellet, if 

any, discarded and the medium was then pass through a syringe filter of 0.45 µm. 

The media was used immediately or distributed in un 1 ml aliquots and frozen at -

20oC.  

 RNA isolation and RT-PCR. 

RNA isolation was performed using TRIzol™, a ready-to-use reagent, 

designed to isolate high-quality total RNA (as well as DNA and proteins) from cell 

and tissue samples. The isolation was used based in the protocol 

described according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogene, Catalog 

Number 15596026). The cDNA was synthesized with SuperScript III reverse 

transcriptase (Life Technologies) using random primers p(dN)6 (Roche). PCR 

primers and methods for the XBP-1 mRNA splicing assay were previously described 

(166). XBP-1s mRNA was monitored by semi-quantitative time PCR using the 

following primers: 5'-AAGAAC ACGCTTGGGAATGG-3' and 5'-

CTGCACCTGCTGCGGAC-3'.  

 Immunoprecipitations. 

Endogenous immunoprecipitations (IP) were performed in SK-MEL5 and 

B16F10 cells using a protocol previously described (166). In brief, to 

immunoprecipitate IRE1, cells were plated in 10 cm dishes and protein extracts were 

lysed by using a lysis buffer (0.5% NP-40, 150–350mM NaCL, 150mM KCl, 50mM 

Tris pH7.6, 5% glycerol, 50mM NaF, 1mM Na3VO4, 250mM PMSF, and protease 

inhibitors) for 20 minutes at 4°C. Lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 13.200 

rpm for 15 min. Protein extracts were incubated overnight at 4°C with 1μg of a high-

affinity anti-IRE1 antibody (Cell signaling, 14C10) per 1mg of protein lysate. Next 
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day protein complexes were incubated for 1 hour at 4°C with 30uL of Protein A 

magnetic bead (10002D, Invitrogene), then washed 3 times with 1 ml of Lysis buffer 

and then one time in Lysis buffer with 500 mM NaCl. Beads were dried and 

resuspended in Sample Buffer 2x. Samples were heated for 5 min at 95°C and 

resolved by SDS-PAGE 8% followed by western blot analysis. 

 Western blot analysis. 

Cells were collected and homogenized in RIPA buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 

mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% Triton X-100) containing a protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Roche, Basel, Switzerland) in presence of 50 mM NaF and 1 mM Na3VO4. After 

sonication, protein concentration was determined in all experiments by micro-BCA  

assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL), and 25-40 µg of total protein was loaded  onto 8-12 % 

SDS-PAGE minigels (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) prior transfer onto 

Amersham™ Protran® Premium Western blotting membranes, nitrocellulose pore 

size 0.2 μm. The membranes were blocked using PBS, 0.1% Tween20 (PBST) 

containing 5% Bovine Serum Albumin for 60 min at room temperature, then 

incubated overnight with primary antibodies. The following antibodies diluted in 

blocking solution were used: anti-HSP90 (1:1000, sc-69703 Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology), anti-filamin A (1:5000, rabbit mAb ab76289 abcam); anti-phospho 

S2152 filamin A (1:1000, rabbit mpAb ab51229 Abcam); anti-IRE1α (1:1000, rabbit 

mAb 14C10 Cell Signaling Technology); anti-calnexin (1:1000, Novus Biologicals); 

anti-GAPDH (1:1000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). After the incubation with the 

primary antibodies the membranes were washed with PBST. Bound antibodies were 

detected with peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies incubated for 1 h at room 

temperature and the ECL-Plus system (Thermofisher).   
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 Knockdown of IRE1 and FLNA. 

We performed transient knockdown of IRE1 in the four human melanoma cell 

lines, using a small-interfering RNA (siRNA) targeting IRE1 or a scrambled siRNA 

as a control. siRNAs were obtained from Eurofins MWG Operon. Each siRNA (25 

nM) was transfected using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen). Transient 

transfections were performed following manufactured instructions. In brief, 2*105 

cells were seeded in 6 well plate. After 24 hours, 10 pmol or 30 pmol of siRNA 

targeting IRE1, FLNA or Control was transfected diluted in Opti-MEM medium and 

together with RNAiMAX reagent for 48 h.   

 Cell proliferation assay.  

Cell proliferation of A375-MA2 cells was evaluated using the WST-1 

proliferation assay (Roche, ref: 1 644 807). The protocol was performed following 

manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, 2000 cells were seeded in triplicate in 96 well 

plates (200 µL/well), one plate per day. For the quantification, 20 uL of WST-1 was 

added per well and incubated for 4 hours at 37°C. The absorbance was readed 

using 450 and 595 wavelengths in a microplate reader (The Infinite® 200 PRO 

NanoQuant, Tecan). The number of cells was determined for four consecutive days.  

On the other hand, the protocol to determine cell proliferation in B16F10 cells 

was based in automatic cell counting. Cells (2000 cells/well) were seeded in 96 well 

plates (200 µL/well), one plate per day. For the quantification, cells were stained 

with Hoechst dye solution (10 mg/ mL, Invitrogen Hoechst 33342) diluted 1/5000 in 

complete medium. Cells were incubated with the staining for 15 minutes and 

counted on an ArrayScan XTI Live High Content Platform (Thermo Fisher) for 4 

consecutive days.  
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 Transwell Migration Assay. 

Assays were performed in Boyden Chambers (Millipore®, 12 mm diameter, 8 

µm pore size) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, for the human 

cell lines, 50.000 cells resuspended in serum-free medium were plated onto the top 

of each chamber insert and NIH-CM was added to the bottom chamber. After 4 

hours, inserts were removed, washed and cells that migrated to the bottom side of 

the inserts were stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 2% ethanol and counted in an 

inverted microscope using a 20X objective lens.  

In addition, B16F10 were seeded onto the top of each chamber insert coated 

with 2 µg/ml fibronectin and allowed to migrate for 6 hours. Then, inserts were 

removed, washed and stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 2% ethanol and counted in 

an inverted microscope using a 20X objective lens.  

 Adhesion Assay. 

Cells (20,000) were suspended in serum-free medium and allowed to attach 

to fibronectin coated-24 well plates (2 µg/ml) or Matrigel (500 ng/mL) at different 

periods of time. Non-adherent cells were removed by washing gently in serum-free 

medium and adherent cells were stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 2% ethanol. Cell-

bound dye was eluted with methanol, and the absorbance was measured at 600 nm 

in a microplate reader (Tecan® infinite 200Pro). 

 Actin cytoskeleton analysis.  

   Cells (20,000) were seeded on non-coated 12-mm coverslips for 48 hours, fixed 

with Paraformaldehyde (PFA) 4% per 15 minutes and stained with phalloidin 

coupled to FITC, following manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma). Images were taken 
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using a confocal microscope (Leica SP8) with a 40x/1.2 oil-immersion objective at 

room temperature. Fluorescence intensity of FITC was quantified from the border of 

the cell to the center using the ImageJ software. Stress fibers number and size were 

quantified automatically using the plugin Filament detector of the ImageJ software. 

Filopodia formation was determine using the software FiloQuant of the ImageJ 

software.  

Moreover, B16F10 (100,000) cells were seeded onto fibronectin-coated 25-

mm coverslips, transfected with EGFP-Lifeact using Lipofectamine 2000 

Transfection Reagent and imaged in HBSS medium supplemented with HEPES 

using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710) with a ×63/1.4 NA oil-immersion 

objective lens at 37 °C. Images were acquired every 5s for 10 min using time-lapse 

confocal microscopy. To perform a protrusion and retraction analysis, images were 

segmented using maximum threshold. Then, subsequent images were merged 

assigning the first image as green and the second image as red. The total area of 

green (protrusions) and red (retractions) color of merged images was obtained using 

ImageJ software. In addition, cells were fixed and stained with phalloidin coupled to 

rhodamine and visualized by confocal microscopy. The number and size of stress 

fibers and filopofia per cell was determined using the ImageJ software as described 

previously (93). 

 Cell invasion assay.  

Invasion assays were performed in Boyden Chambers (Millipore®, 12 mm 

diameter, 8 µm pore size). The inside compartment of the chamber was coated with 

200 ng/mL of Matrigel and incubated for 1h at 37°C. Cells (30,000) resuspended in 

300 µL serum-free medium were plated onto the top of each chamber and 500 µL 
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of NIH-CM was added to the bottom chamber. After 24 hours, inserts were removed, 

washed carefully and cells that migrated to the bottom side of the inserts were 

stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 2% ethanol and counted in an inverted microscope 

using a 20X objective lens. 

 Experimental metastasis assay.  

We evaluated lung metastasis using an experimental tail vein injection model. 

Human melanoma metastatic cells were injected through the tail vein in eight-weeks 

old NOD/SCID/IL2rɣnull (NSG) mice (Figure 8). NSG mice carry a severe combined 

immune deficiency (SCID) and a null allele of the IL2 receptor common gamma 

chain (IL2rɣnull). The severe immunodeficiency allows the mice to be humanized 

by engraftment of tumors with human origin (167).  

The animals were placed in a beaker; the tail was heated in order to dilate the 

veins, and then with a syringe of 1 mL (26G), we performed an injection in one lateral 

vein of 25,000 cells in 200 µL of PBS. Mice were clinically monitored for four weeks 

and sacrificed 28 days after injection. Next, lungs were collected and fixed with 

formaldehyde solution at 4%, paraffin-embedded and stained with Hematoxylin & 

Eosin (H&E). The number and the surface area of the metastatic nodules were 

determined through serial section of H&E staining of lungs through ImageJ software.  

To evaluate metastasis using the mouse melanoma cell line B16F10 a similar 

protocol was performed (Figure 9). B16F10 cells (200,000) resuspended in 500 μL 

of PBS were injected intravenously in the lateral tail vein of 8-12 weeks old C57BL/6 

mice. At day 21 post-injection mice were sacrificed, lungs were collected and rinsed 

in PBS to remove excess blood. Next, the lungs were placed in a labeled vial 

containing 5 ml Fekete's solution and once the lungs were fixed and bleached to 
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and the B16F10 nodules showed up black, pictures of the lungs were taken, and 

dissection of the tumor mass was performed. Subsequently, the weight of the total 

mass of the metastatic nodules per lung was determined.   

 

Figure 8. Lung metastasis using an experimental tail vein injection model in 
immunosuppressed mice.  

Metastatic cells (15.000) were injected in the tail vein of eight-week-old male NSG mice. Mice were 
clinically monitored for four weeks and sacrificed 28 days after injection.  Next, the lungs were 
collected, fixed in formaldehyde solution 4%, and paraffin-embedded for histologic analysis after 
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. The number of metastasis nodules and the size of the 
metastatic foci were determined using the ImageJ software and compared between the different 
conditions.  

 

Figure 9. Lung metastasis using an experimental tail vein injection model in 
immunocompetent mice.  

Mouse metastatic melanoma cells (200.000) were injected in eight-week-old male C57BL/6 mice. 
Mice were clinically monitored for three weeks and sacrificed 21 days after injection. Next, the lungs 
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were collected, fixed, and bleached in Fekete's solution, and pictures were taken to quantify the 
metastatic nodules.  

 Bioinformatic analysis. 

From the TCGA repository, we selected data from 469 tumors classified as 

primary or metastatic skin cutaneous melanoma (SKCM). Using this database, we 

first divided the samples into tumors presenting high or low IRE1 activity. To do this, 

we used an IRE1-dependent gene expression signature previously described by 

Lhomond et al. in 2018 (139). This signature was identified using IRE1 dominant-

negative (DN)-expressing U87 cells, an approach that entirely blocks all RNase 

outputs of this ER stress sensor (139). The gene expression signature obtained 

using this approach was processed through a Bioinfominer pipeline to increase its 

functional relevance. This analysis led to the identification of 38 (19 upregulated and 

19 downregulated) IRE1-dependent hub genes (139).  We used this 38 gene 

signature to be confronted with the transcriptome data from the SKCM-TCGA 

database.  

To evaluate the presence of two populations displaying either high or low IRE1 

activity, gene signature scores were quantified, and a quartile scoring method was 

used (139). Each gene of the IRE1 signature was assigned to a quartile-oriented 

gene score for each patient, based on its complete expression distribution in the 

specific cohort. Each gene of the signature was rated with 1 when the z-score was 

< = Q1(the first quartile; the 25th item of ordered data); with 2 when the z-score was 

>Q1 AND < = Q2 (median); with 3 when the z- score was >Q2 AND < Q3 (the third 

quartile; the 75th item of ordered data) and with 4 when the z-score was > = Q3. 

After quartile ranking, each patient was assigned an IRE1 score based on the 
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average of gene scores for all the genes included in the signature. Patients were 

ordered based on their signature scores, generated in the R environment (R version 

3.4.1 for windows).  

The same protocol was applied to classify tumors from the TCGA database 

with either high or low RIDD and XBP1s activities. XBP1s-dependent or RIDD-

dependent signatures were described in the same study previously mentioned 

(139). To identify the XBP1s-dependent signature, a transcriptome profile of U87 

cells overexpressing IRE1 WT, which is known to increase IRE1 activity, and two 

mutants (P336L and A414T) that were identified in the same study as variants that 

exhibited high IRE1 RNase activity, was performed (139). Based on this analysis, 

the authors identified 40 genes upregulated in the WT, P336L, and A414T cells and 

correlated this regulation with high XBP1s levels (139). On the other hand, they 

determined a potential RIDD signature based on the ability of IRE1 to cleave 

mRNAs. First, an in vitro cleavage assay was performed (139). A group of 1141 

mRNAs susceptible to be cleaved in vitro by IRE1 was identified from this screening. 

These genes were then intersected with the set of genes upregulated in IRE1-DN 

U87 cells.  We used these signatures to stratify melanoma primary and metastatic 

tumors in IRE1, XBP1s, and RIDD high or low activity.  

To evaluate the correlation of the expression levels of pro-metastatic genes 

with XBP1s and RIDD activity, XBP1s and RIDD signatures scores were overlapped 

to generate four cohorts: High_XBP1s_High_RIDD, High_XBP1s_Low_RIDD, 

Low_XBP1s_High_RIDD, Low_XBP1s_Low_RIDD. Then, the relative expression of 

pro-metastatic genes between the four cohorts was compared, and a heatmap was 

generated. 
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 Statistical analysis. 

Statistical analysis was performed using the GraphPad software. Mann-

Whitney test and Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison tests were 

used for non-Gaussian distributed data. Student’s t-test was performed for unpaired 

or paired groups.  When pertinent, two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple 

comparison test was executed. A p value of < 0.05 was considered significant. In all 

plots p values are show as indicated: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001 and 

were considered significant. n.s: non-significant. 
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9. RESULTS.  

 Activation status of IRE1 during metastasis in melanoma. 

In this thesis, we decided to study the involvement of IRE1 signaling in 

metastasis and we used metastatic cutaneous melanoma as a model. Melanoma 

begins with the transformation of melanocytes, pigment-producing cells. Although 

this cancer present a low incidence representing about 1% of all malignant skin 

tumors, cutaneous melanoma is the most aggressive and deadliest form of skin 

cancer (168). Therefore, the identification of molecular targets that regulate the 

metastatic process of melanoma tumors is crucial for the development of future 

therapies. As mentioned before, IRE1 has been linked to melanoma progression 

(111, 162, 169); however, the link with metastasis has not been described yet.  

IRE1 activation and XBP1s expression have been associated with cancer 

progression in different cancer models and with several hallmarks of cancer (60). 

Also, in a previous work from our laboratory we found that IRE1 dimerization, an 

indirect measure of activation, is important for the increase of FLNA phosphorylation 

and the increase of cell migration (93). Thus, as part of the aim 1 we decided to 

determine if IRE1 activation was observed during the metastatic process. With this 

aim, we performed an in vivo assay by injecting the C57BL/6-derived B16F10 cell 

line, a highly metastatic and well-established model for the study of melanoma 

metastasis in C57BL/6 mice. The cells were injected subcutaneously, to form a 

primary tumor (300,000 cells), or intravenously in the tail vein to form metastatic foci 

at the lungs (200,000 cells). Next, we compared the expression of XBP1s, as a 

measure of IRE1 activity, in primary tumor and metastatic nodules in the lungs. For 

comparative purpose, adjacent non-tumoral tissue was also incorporated to the 
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analysis. After 21 days, all tissues were dissected, and total RNA was extracted for 

PCR analysis.  As shown in Figure 10, quantification of XBP1s relative to total XBP1 

showed increased levels of XBP1s in metastatic nodules compared with the normal 

tissue, and a slight increase compared with the primary tumor (Figure 10, right 

panel). This result support that an increase of IRE1/XBP1s signaling could be 

important in the development of metastasis. However, a proper comparison 

between the level of IRE1 activation in primary tumors and metastasis was not 

possible, since just one primary tumor was obtained. Also, this approach had 

several limitations. First, the metastatic tumors were not spontaneously derived from 

the primary tumor. In addition, the comparison between a primary tumor and 

metastatic lesions with different size indicate that the level of hypoxia in each tumor 

could be different, and it is known that hypoxia can induce ER stress and UPR 

activation (170). Finally, we dissected a fragment of the tumor tissue that could 

contain a mixt of melanoma cells and other types of cells present in the tumoral 

microenvironment. Thus, tumor cells from metastatic lesions generated 

spontaneously from a primary tumor with a similar size and sorted by a melanoma 

marker, could be the best alternative to evaluate activation of IRE1 signaling in 

metastatic cells and primary tumors compared to normal tissue.   
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Figure 10. IRE1 activation in mouse melanoma metastasis. 

For the formation of the primary tumor, B16F10 cells (3×105) were re-suspended in 100 μL saline 
solution (0.9% NaCl) and injected subcutaneously into the flanks of C57BL/6 mice (8-12 weeks). The 
appearance of tumors was monitored by palpitation and tumor volume measurement, and at day 16 
post-inoculation, the animals were sacrificed, and the tumor was extracted. For the generation of the 
metastatic nodules, B16F10 cells (2×105) were re-suspended in 300 μL saline solution (0.9% NaCl) 
and injected intravenously into the tail vein of 8-12 weeks old C57BL/6 mice. On day 21, post-
inoculation, lungs were collected. mRNA was extracted from primary tumor tissue, lung metastasis, 
and non-tumoral adjacent tissue, and IRE1 signaling was evaluated by measuring XBP1 mRNA 
splicing by PCR. Data represents 1 experiment and the average and standard error of four samples 
of metastatic tumors and four adjacent tissue samples. Results were statistically compared using 
two-tailed t-test. (*: p < 0.05). NT: non treated; Tm: treated with tunicamycin; PT: primary tumor; Met: 
metastatic tissue; AdjT: Tissue adjacent to the metastatic tumor.  

Since metastatic cells located in the lungs presented an increased 

IRE1/XBP1s activity, we decided to evaluate the activation of IRE1 signaling in 

metastatic melanoma tumor by using transcriptome data from human tissues. A 

dataset of 469 tumors classified as primary or metastatic SKCM from the TCGA 

database was analyzed. Using this data, we first divided tumor samples into two 

groups presenting High or Low IRE1 activity. To do this, we used an IRE1 gene 

signature previously identified by Lhomond et al. in 2018 through the analysis of 

transcriptome data from U87 cells overexpressing a dominant-negative form of IRE1 

(139). This signature is composed of 38 genes, which expression is either positively 

or negatively regulated by IRE1 activity. An IRE1 score was assigned for each 

patient, and patients were clustered according to IRE1 activity as IRE1_High or 

IRE1_Low (Figure 11A). To quantify gene signature scores, a z-scoring method was 
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used. Once we classified tumors as IRE1_Low or IRE1_High, we compared IRE1 

activity between primary and metastatic tumors (Figure 12A). Interestingly, we 

observed a decreased activation of IRE1 signaling in metastatic samples compared 

to primary tumors (Figure 12A).  

To further dissect the contribution of signals downstream of IRE1, we 

performed the same analysis using XBP1s (Figure 11B) and RIDD (Figure 11C) 

signatures previously published in 2018 (139). The authors determined a list of 40 

genes as the hallmark of XBP1s expression by an approach previously explained in 

the material and methods section. On the other hand, in the same study, the RIDD 

signature was described by the intersection of the list of RNA cleaved by IRE1 in 

vitro and that of mRNA whose expression was upregulated in IRE1-DN cells under 

basal conditions (139).  

Similar to the result observed with IRE1 activity, RIDD activity was 

significantly downregulated in human metastatic tumors compared to primary 

tumors (Figure 12B). Interestingly, the opposite result was observed for XBP1s 

dependent signature, where a small increase was observed in metastatic tumors 

compared to primary tumors (Figure 12C).  
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Figure 11. IRE1 signaling in human melanoma tumors.  

Data from 469 melanoma tumors was evaluated in order to determine the IRE1 branch activation 
status. The clustering of patients using the dataset from the TCGA revealed the existence of two 
populations displaying either High or Low IRE1, RIDD, or XBP1s activity. IRE1 (A), XBP1s (B), and 
RIDD (C) activities were defined by a previously identified gene expression signature (139). To 
quantify gene signature scores in TCGA patient data, a quartile scoring method was used. Patients 
were ordered based on their signature scores generated in the R environment. 
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Figure 12. IRE1 activation status in human melanoma metastasis. 

Data from 469 human melanoma tumors was evaluated to determine IRE1 branch activation status 
in metastatic tumors (N= 366) compared with primary tumors (N= 103). IRE1 (A), XBP1s (B), and 
RIDD (C) activities were defined by a previously identified gene expression signature (139). To 
quantify gene signature scores in TCGA patient data, a quartile scoring method was used. Each 
tumor sample was assigned an IRE1, XBP1s, or RIDD score based on the average of gene scores 
for all the genes included in the signature. Results were statistically compared using two-tailed t-test. 
(**: p < 0.001, ***: p < 0.001). PT: primary tumor; Met: metastasis.  

IRE1 activity, particularly related to RIDD, appears to be decreased in the 

metastatic lesions, indicating that maybe the inhibition of this pathway could be a 

necessary process for developing melanoma metastasis. Considering that in highly 

metastatic cells, metastasis suppressors are usually downregulated in comparison 

with primary tumor cells, these results could suggest that IRE1 could be acting in 

melanoma as a suppressor of the metastatic process. Of note, this is contrary to 

what we initially hypothesized. Thus, a comprehensive analysis of all signaling 

outputs of IRE1 is necessary to understand the role of IRE1 signaling in the 

metastatic process. 

 Role of IRE1 in migration and invasion of melanoma cells. 

As previously mentioned, IRE1 activity has been linked to cell migration and 

invasion of tumor cells; however, no evidence regarding its role in melanoma have 

been published. Previous work from our laboratory indicates that IRE1 can enhance 
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the migration of non-tumor cells through the specific regulation of the actin 

cytoskeleton remodeling (93). We found that IRE1 can acts as a scaffold promoting 

FLNA phosphorylation at serine 2152 and potentiate cell migration, independently 

of its RNase activity. On the other hand, it is known that XBP1s can regulate the 

expression of genes associated with invasion and EMT and some reports indicate 

that RIDD may exhibit the opposite effect in certain tumors (102, 118, 119, 121, 130, 

132, 139).  Thus, the role of IRE1 activity in migration and invasion in cancer and its 

implication in the metastatic process is still controversial and more studies are 

needed. Based on our findings in non-tumor cells and the discovery of the 

IRE1/FLNA axis, we hypothesize that IRE1 could enhance cell migration of 

melanoma cells. Thus, as part of our specific aim 2, we decided to evaluate at 

different layers the possible contribution of IRE1 to the migration and invasion 

process in melanoma cell lines. 

 Role of IRE1 in melanoma cell migration. 

As part of the specific aim 2, we explored the possible impact of IRE1 in 

melanoma cell migration. To address this question, we selected as cellular model 

one poorly metastatic and three highly metastatic human melanoma cell lines, 

described in Figure 10A. All the human cell lines selected contain the BRAF V600E 

mutation that is a common feature for melanoma (171, 172). For some 

complementary experiments we used the C57BL/6-derived B16F10 cell line, a 

highly metastatic and well-established model for the study of melanoma metastasis. 

Of note, this cell line does not contain BRAF mutation (Figure 10A) (173).  

As part of the characterization of our cellular model, we determined the protein 

levels of IRE1 expression in the four human cell lines. We interestingly found that 
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the three metastatic cell lines A375-MA2, A2058, and SK-MEL5 expressed on 

average 3, 5, and 7 times more protein levels of IRE1 compare with the non-

metastatic cell line A375, respectively (Figure 13B and 13C, left panel). Taking in 

consideration that one of the recently described IRE1 signaling that is associated to 

cell migration is through FLNA, we decided to also evaluate the levels of this protein 

in our model. We found that the expression levels of FLNA was increased in 1.7 and 

2.6 times in the metastatic cell lines A375-MA2 and A2058, respectively, in 

comparison with the non-metastatic cell (A375) (Figure 13B and 13C, right panel). 

However, SK-MEL5, one of the metastatic cell lines and the one with the higher 

protein levels of IRE1, showed the lower expression of FLNA. These results suggest 

that the increase in FLNA expression in A375-MA2 and A2058, might not be related 

with the metastatic capacity. 

 Next, we evaluated IRE1 activity by measuring the percentage of XBP1 

mRNA splicing by a PCR based assay under ER stress conditions induced with the 

N-Glycosylation inhibitor TM. We did not observe a basal activation of IRE1/XBP1s 

pathway in any of the cell lines. After ER stress, similar induction of XBP1 mRNA 

splicing was observed between all cell lines, with the exception of the SK-MEL5 that 

presented the lower percentage of XBP1 mRNA splicing (Figure 13D). The elevated 

levels of IRE1 might suggest that IRE1 signaling is relevant for the metastatic 

process; however, we were not able to corroborate differences in IRE1/XBP1s 

signaling, and probably a more sensitive method such as Real time-PCR is needed 

to detect basal activation of this signaling in adherent cells. 
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Once our model was characterized regarding IRE1 expression levels and 

activation status, we evaluated transmigration using Boyden chambers, a classical 

experiment to determine migratory cell capacity (174). These assays were 

performed in the four human melanoma cell lines previously described, and some 

complementary experiments were done with the B16F10 mouse cells.  

The first step was to establish the best promigratory stimulus for these 

melanoma cell lines in the transmigration assays. We tested DMEM with 10% of 

FBS, a widely used stimulus for cell migration, and conditioned media from NIH 3T3 

fibroblast cells grown in DMEM medium containing 10% FBS for 24 hours, as 

possible chemo-attractors (Figure 13, left panel) (175, 176). The number of cells 

seeded and the timing where selected based on previous works with this cell lines 

(177). As shown in Figure 14, right panel, there was an increase of 6 (A375-MA2), 

3 (A2058), and 7 (SK-MEL5) times in the number of migrating cells towards the NIH-

CM in comparison with the FBS migration stimulus. Remarkably, the non-metastatic 

cells (A375) had a similar number of migrating cells with both stimuli presenting a 

lower migratory capacity compared to metastatic cell lines. NIH-CM was also the 

best chemo-attractant for transmigration assays in the mouse metastatic cell line 

B16F10 (Supplementary Figure 1). Based on these results, we decided to use for 

furthers experiments the NIH-CM as the chemo-attractant for all the melanoma cell 

lines.  
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Figure 13. Characterization of human melanoma cell lines. 

(A) Main characteristics of four human melanoma cell lines were described. (B) IRE1 and FLNA of 
A375, A375-MA2, A2058 and SK-MEL5 levels were evaluated by western blot using specific 
antibodies. (C) IRE1 (Left panel) and FLNA (Right panel) protein levels were quantified by scanning 
densitometry and normalized to the levels of the housekeeping gene. Data represent the mean ± 
s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. 
(ns: not statistically significant, *: p < 0.05). (D) Left panel: A375, A375-MA2, A2058, and SK-MEL5 
cells were treated with 1 µg/mL of Tm for 6h, and then XBP1 mRNA splicing was evaluated by PCR. 
PCR fragments corresponding to the XBP1u or XBP1s forms of XBP1 mRNA are indicated. Right 
panel: the percentage of XBP1 mRNA splicing was calculated after densitometric analysis of the 
XBP1u and XBP1s-related PCR products to quantify the splicing percentage each time point.  
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Figure 14. Standardization of the transmigration assay. 

Left panel: Human melanoma cells (5 x 104) were plated on non-coated transwell plates. 
Transmigration was assessed in the presence of 10% of fetal bovine serum (FBS), or NIH 3T3 
conditioned medium (NIH-CM). After 4h, cells that migrated to the lower side of the Boyden chamber 
were stained with crystal violet, and images were taken. Right panel: The number of cells that 

migrated was counted using the ImageJ software. Data represent 1 experiment.   

Once the experimental conditions were established, we decided to use a 

siRNA to ablate IRE1 expression and evaluate the impact on cell migration in human 

melanoma cells. We validated our experimental approach transfecting siRNAs 

targeting IRE1 for 48 h and obtained a significant reduction in the protein levels of 

IRE1 in the four cell lines upon siRNA transfection (Figure 15A). We then evaluated 

the effect of the deficiency of IRE1 expression in the migratory capacity of the 

human melanoma cell lines. Unexpectedly, we observed that IRE1 silencing was 

associated with an increase in cell migration capacity compared with cells 

transfected with the control siRNA. Of note, this was only observed in the metastatic 

melanoma cells, since no changes in the migratory capacity was detected in the 

non-metastatic melanoma cell line A375 (Figure 15B). These results suggest that, 

IRE1 could be acting as a suppressor of migration in melanoma cells, specifically in 

cells with high metastatic capacity.  
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Figure 15. IRE1 deficiency increases cell migration in human metastatic melanoma cells. 

(A) Left panel: Human melanoma cells were transiently transfected with 10 pmol of siRNA Control 
(siCtrl) or a siRNA against IRE1 (siIRE1). After 48h of the transfection, total protein extracts were 
analyzed by western blot using specific antibodies. Right panel: IRE1 protein levels were quantified 
by scanning densitometry and normalized to the levels of the housekeeping gene. Data represent 
the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using a two-
tailed t-test. (B) Left panel: After 48h, 5 x 104 cells transfected with siCtrl or siIRE1 were seeded on 
transwell plates, and transmigration was assessed. Transmigration was performed in the presence 
of conditioned medium of NIH-3T3. After 4h, cells that migrated to the lower side were stained with 
crystal violet. Images of the lower side of the transwell were taken. Right panel: The number of cells 
that migrated was counted using the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of at least 
4 independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. (ns: not 
statistically significant, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01). 

We then decided to use a genetic approach to ablate IRE1 gene with the aim 

to corroborate the impact of this ER stress sensor in cell migration of melanoma 

cells. For this purpose, we selected the human metastatic cell line A375-MA2 
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population of the poorly metastatic cell line A375, (ii) using an experimental 

metastasis approach with all metastatic cell lines we were only able to observe 

metastatic lesions with the injection of A375-MA2 cells (Supplementary figure 2) 

(178). Therefore, targeting IRE1 expression in A375-MA2 cells will allow us to 

evaluate the relevance of IRE1 expression in cell migration, invasion and metastasis 

in vivo.  

The procedure to obtain IRE1KO cells is described in Figure 7, using the 

double nickase method of CRISPR/Cas9 technology. After plasmid transfections 

and the selection with puromycin, we obtained a pool of cells transfected with the 

IRE1KO plasmid or Control (Figure 7). In order to corroborate the efficiency of this 

genetic approach, we decided to evaluate IRE1 activity in these cells measuring the 

level of XBP1 mRNA splicing under ER stress induced with TM. We observed that 

the pool of cells transfected with the plasmids containing the single guide RNAs 

(sgRNAs) that target IRE1 gene showed a decrease of ~40% in the XBP1 mRNA 

splicing compared with the cells transfected with the Control, suggesting that a 

subpopulation of cells was deficient for IRE1 (Figure 16A). We decided to isolate 

individual clones of IRE1KO and Control cells using the limiting dilution approach. 

We were able to obtain eleven IRE1KO clones (Figure 16B) that were further 

validated using XBP1 mRNA splicing as a measurement of IRE1 activity. Seven 

clones obtained from the pool of cells transfected with the Control plasmid were also 

evaluated. Remarkably, six IRE1KO clones showed no IRE1 activity under the 

presence of TM (Figure 16C). We decided then to use two Control clones, C5 and 

C7 (renamed as C1 and C2, respectively) and three IRE1-deficient clones, KO4, 

KO5, and KO16 (renamed as KO1, KO2, and KO3, respectively) for the next 

experiments. To complement some experiments, we also generated IRE1-deficient 
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B16F10 cells using the same protocol. However, in this case, we did not isolate 

individual clones since the pool of IRE1KO cells showed a total reduction of IRE1 

expression and activity (Supplementary Figure 3A).  

 

Figure 16. Validation of the generation of IRE1 KO in A375-MA2 cells.  

(A) IRE1 activity was evaluated in the pool of cells obtained after transfection with plasmids 
containing sgRNAs Control or IRE1, and selection with puromycin. Cells were treated with 1 𝜇g/mL 
of Tm for 6 h, and then XBP1 mRNA splicing was evaluated by RT-PCR. PCR fragments 
corresponding to the XBP1u or XBP1s forms of XBP1 mRNA are indicated. The percentage of XBP1 
mRNA splicing was calculated after the densitometric analysis of the XBP-1u and XBP1s-related 
PCR products to quantify the splicing percentage in each condition. (B) The level of IRE1 protein 
was determined in total protein extracts by western blot in the clones obtained after the limiting 
dilutions performed with the pool of cells IRE1KO mentioned in A. (C) IRE1 activity was determined 
in seven clones transfected with sgRNA Control, and clones transfected with sgRNAs for IRE1, and 
that did not present IRE1 expression in B. To evaluate the levels of XBP1 splicing, the same protocol 
described in A was used. Data represents 1 experiment.  
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As part of the characterization of the clones, we performed a WST-1 

proliferation assay based on the cleavage of the tetrazolium salts to formazan by 

cellular mitochondrial dehydrogenase, that will indicate us the metabolic activity in 

live cells and indirectly the proliferation rate (179). For this purpose, we seeded 2000 

cells in four 96 well plates and the number of cells was determined for four 

consecutive days in a microplate reader according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Importantly, a similar proliferation capacity was observed between 

Control and IRE1 KO clones of A375-MA2 cells (Figure 17B). The same result was 

observed in B16F10 using a different protocol based on daily nuclei count the 

ArrayScan XTI Live High Content Platform (Supplementary Figure 3B). These 

results suggest that IRE1 does not promote proliferation of melanoma cells, contrary 

to what has been described for other types of cancer (96, 97). 

 

Figure 17.  Characterization the of IRE1 KO A375-MA2 clones selected.  

IRE1KO A375-MA2 clones were generated using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. (A) The levels of IRE1 
in Control and IRE1KO clones were evaluated using total protein extracts by western blot. (B) The 
proliferation of Control and IRE1KO clones was evaluated by using the WST-1 assay. Two thousand 
cells were seeded in four 96 well plates, one for each day, and the number of cells was determined 
in four consecutive days in a microplate reader. The assay was performed according to the 
manufacturer’s protocols instructions. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent 
experiments. Results were statistically compared using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s 
multiple comparisons test. (ns: not statistically significant). 
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Once characterized the IREKO and Control clones, we decided to evaluate the 

effect of IRE1 deficiency in metastatic melanoma cell migration using the Boyden 

chamber assay. Control and IRE1KO A375-MA2 clones were seeded in the 

chambers and 4 hours later cells that transmigrated to the lower compartment of the 

chamber were fixed and counted. We observed an increased cell migration capacity 

in IRE1 deficient melanoma cells (Figure 18A), corroborating our previous results 

using siRNAs (Figure 15). Individual analysis of the migratory behavior of each clone 

showed that the three IRE1KO clones had an increased migratory capacity 

compared to Controls (Figure 18B, left panel). Also, when analyzing the Control 

clones and the IRE1KO clones as groups, we observed that IRE1 deficiency 

increased cell migration by an average of 40% (Figure 18B, right panel). Since the 

three IRE1KO clones had similar behavior, clones IRE1KO1 and KO2 were selected 

to further experiments. These experimental approaches showed us that IRE1 could 

be acting as a suppressor of cell migration in melanoma cell lines with high 

metastatic capacity, which is contrary to our initial hypothesis.  

To test if this effects in cell migration could also be observed in mouse 

melanoma cells, we evaluated the effect of IRE1 deficiency in cell migration in 

B16F10 cells. After performing the transmigration assay, we found not significant 

differences in the cell migration of IRE1KO cells compared with Control 

(Supplementary Figure 4). Of note, the transmigration assays with the B16F10 cells 

were performed using Boyden chambers coated with fibronectin in the bottom, 

unlike the ones performed with the human cell lines. Remarkably, it was shown 

recently that fibronectin mRNA is enhanced by IRE1 through XBP1s (180). Thus, 

using fibronectin might not be the best ECM to perform in vitro experiments. Futures 

migration experiments with B16F10 need to be done using the same conditions that 
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the assays performed in human cell lines. Also, it is important to mention that the 

human and mouse melanoma cells used in this thesis differ in the presence of BRAF 

mutation, a common and relevant mutation in the progression of melanoma, a factor 

that was previously described as an inductor of ER stress in melanoma cells (113). 

 

Figure 18. IRE1 deficiency increases cell migration in human metastatic melanoma cells.  

(A) Cells from Control and IRE1KO A375-MA2 clones (5 x 104) were seeded on transwell plates, and 
transmigration was assessed. Transmigration was performed in the presence of NIH-CM. After 4h, 
cells that migrated to the lower side were stained with crystal violet. Images of the lower side of the 
transwell were taken. (B) The number of cells that migrated was counted using the ImageJ 
software. Left panel: Data is represented as fold change migration of individual clones using C1 as 
reference. Each connector line represents an experimental replica. Right panel: Data is represented 
as groups using the Control clone group as reference. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of at least 4 
independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using one-way ANOVA using followed 
by Dunn’s multiple comparison test (Left panel) or two-tailed t-test (Right panel). (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 
0.01). 
 

Altogether, our results indicate that the ablation of IRE1 expression using 

siRNA or CRISPR/Cas9 approaches led to a significant increase in cell migratory 

capacity of human metastatic melanoma cell lines. This evidence suggests that 

IRE1 may be an important suppressor of cell migration in metastatic cells, since the 

migration of the non-metastatic cells A375 did not rely on IRE1 expression.  
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  Regulation of actin cytoskeleton organization by IRE1 in 

metastatic melanoma cells.  

Actin filaments are the primary cytoskeletal component involved in cell motility. 

During migration, F-actin reorganizes toward the cortical area and extends different 

protrusions, including membrane ruffling, lamellipodia, filopodia, and invadopodia 

(181). As mentioned before, we previously demonstrated that IRE1, through the 

engagement of FLNA signaling, enhance actin cytoskeleton remodeling and 

increases cell migration of fibroblasts (93). Thus, we decided to evaluate if the 

changes observed in IRE1-deficient melanoma cells can be associated to an 

alteration of the actin cytoskeleton dynamics. Control and IRE1KO A375-MA2 cells 

were plated on coverslips for 48 hours, fixed, stained with phalloidin-coupled to FITC 

and visualized using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Stained cells showed a 

strong signal of polymerized actin, showing structures resembling stress fibers, 

lamellipodia and filopodia (Figure 19A, left panel). We decided to analyze the effect 

in F-actin distribution upon deficiency of IRE1 expression using the ImageJ software 

to evaluate fluorescence intensity of FITC from the borders to the center of the cell. 

Using this approach, we did not observed changes associated to IRE1 deficiency in 

the distribution of the actin cytoskeleton in this human metastatic melanoma cells 

(Figure 19B), suggesting that at least in basal conditions IRE1 signaling could not 

play a relevant role in actin cytoskeleton dynamics during cell migration. 
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Figure 19. Actin cytoskeleton is not affected by IRE1 deficiency in MA2-A375 cells.  

(A) Controls and IRE1KO A375-MA2 clones were plated onto non-coated slides. After 48 h, cells 
were fixed and stained with phalloidin coupled to FITC. Pictures were taken using confocal 
microscopy. (B) Using the ImageJ software, fluorescence intensity was determined from the border 
to the center of the cell to analyze actin cytoskeleton distribution. Representative lines of the analysis 
are shown in panel A. The number of Stress Fibers per cell (C) and the Stress fibers size (D) was 
determined using the plugin Filament detector of the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± 
s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using one-way ANOVA 
using followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. (ns: not statistically significant, **: p < 0.01). 
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Visualization of actin cytoskeleton in human melanoma cells revealed a high 

amount of stress fibers, that constitute essentials elements that act as a contractile 

apparatus, and together with focal adhesions, allow cell attachment to the 

extracellular matrix through the plasma membrane and promote cell migration (182). 

Using the plugin Filament detector of the ImageJ software, we determine the 

number of stress fibers and the stress fibers size. As observed in Figure 19C, 

targeting IRE1 expression did not present an effect on the number of stress fibers. 

However, we found a decrease in the stress fibers length in one of the IRE1KO 

clone (clone KO2) (Figure 19D). Of note, this clone showed less increase in cell 

migration in the Boyden chamber assays compared to the others IRE1KO clones 

(Figure 18B), evidencing some clonal effects of the selection process of 

CRISPR/Cas9. Based on this evidence, we hypothesize that this effect in the size 

of stress fibers is IRE1-independent and that can be due to a clonal effect. This 

result can explain why this clone has a lower migratory capacity compared with the 

other IRE1KO clones.   

To further characterize the actin cytoskeleton dynamics, we evaluated the 

amount of Filopodia, the main protrusions formed during the migration cycle (183). 

Using the FiloQuant plugin of the ImageJ software, we were able to segment and 

analyze the number of filopodia per cell and filopodia size. This analysis revealed 

that IRE1-deficient human metastatic melanoma cells have an equivalent number 

and size of filopodia per cell compare with Controls (Figure 20A and 20B). This 

indicated that IRE1 do not impact in the regulation of actin cytoskeleton in human 

metastatic melanoma cells in basal conditions. 
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Figure 20. Filopodia formation is independent of IRE1 expression.  

Controls and IRE1KO A375-MA2 clones were plated onto non-coated slides. After 48 h, cells were 
fixed and stained with phalloidin coupled to FITC. Pictures were taken using confocal microscopy. 
The number of Filopodia per cell (A) and Filopodia size (B) was determined using the plugin 
FiloQuant of the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. 
Results were statistically compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison 
test. (ns: not statistically significant). 

In order to corroborate this phenotype, we also evaluated filopodia formation 

in the mouse metastatic melanoma cell line B16F10. When we compared WT and 

Control cells with IRE1KO B16F10 cells, we observed a tendency to increase the 

number filopodia per cell (Supplementary Figure 5A), with no changes in the size 

(Supplementary Figure 5B). We also evaluated actin dynamics using a fluorescent 

protein to visualize polymerized actin in real-time called Lifeact (184). We transiently 

transfected Lifeact in WT, Control and IRE1KO B16F10 cells, seeded on coverslips 

coated with 2 µg/mL of fibronectin and recorded every 5 seconds for 10 min using 

time-lapse confocal microscopy. As observed in Supplementary Figure 6A, 

transfected cells showed structures resembling stress fibers, lamellipodia and 

filopodia. To analyze and quantify actin dynamics, we used ADAPT software to 

evaluate the changes in protrusion, and retraction velocities based on changes in 

cortical actin. We observed that B16F10 cells deficient of IRE1 presented a more 
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(Supplementary Figure 6D). Mean protrusion and retraction velocities indicate the 

same results (Supplementary Figure 6C and E). Of note, all the experiments with 

B16F10 cells were performed in fibronectin-coated plates that could affect the 

results based in our previous results (Supplementary Figure 4) and the fact that 

IRE1 can affect fibronectin expression (180).  

Altogether, these results suggest that in human melanoma cell lines, actin 

cytoskeleton is not regulated by IRE1 and that the increased migratory capacity in 

IRE1-deficient cells can be independent of the capacity of actin reorganization. 

Nevertheless, in the mouse metastatic B16F10 cell line a possible contribution of 

IRE1 expression in the formation of protrusions can be observed, this will need 

further analysis.  

 Regulation of cell adhesion by IRE1 in metastatic melanoma 

cells.  

Cell adhesion is another essential cellular response involved in physiological 

processes like cell migration, as well as in the pathology of neoplastic transformation 

and metastasis (185, 186). Thus, once we determined that the regulation of cell 

migration by IRE1 in human melanoma cells was independent of the actin 

cytoskeleton at least in basal conditions, we decided to explore its possible role in 

cell adhesion. With this aim, we first performed cell adhesion assays in Control and 

IRE1KO A375-MA2 cells platted onto fibronectin-coated plates (2ug/ml) at different 

times, followed by staining with crystal violet. Using this approach, we observed that 

A375-MA2 IRE1KO cells had similar adhesion capacity that Control cells over 

fibronectin (Figure 21A). Next, we evaluate the effect of IRE1 expression in the 

adhesion of this metastatic melanoma cells onto Matrigel, a complex basement 
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membrane preparation rich in ECM proteins as collagen, laminin, heparan sulfate 

proteoglycans and some growth factors that resembles the extracellular matrix 

found in tumor microenvironment. Cell adhesion capacity of IRE1KO and Control 

cells were seeded onto Matrigel (500 ng/ml) coated plates was virtually the same 

regarding IRE1 deficiency. Nevertheless, we found significant differences in cell 

adhesion between the clones that were independent of IRE1 expression, since 

clones C2 and KO1 were the ones with the higher percentage of adhesion (Figure 

21B). These results indicate that the regulation of cell migration by IRE1 in human 

metastatic melanoma cells appears to be independent of the capacity to attach to 

extracellular matrixes.  

 

Figure 21.  Cell adhesion capacity to Fibronectin and Matrigel is independent of IRE1 
expression in A375-MA2 cells.  

Control and IRE1 A375-MA2 clones were maintained in suspension and allowed to attach to 
fibronectin (2 μg/ml) (A) or matrigel (500 ng/ml) (B) coated plates for different times. Adherent cells 
were stained with crystal violet. Dye was extracted with methanol and the total absorbance was 
measured. Data represents the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were 
statistically compared using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test. 
(ns: not statistically significant, **: p < 0.01). 
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 Effect of IRE1 deficiency in cell invasion of human metastatic 

melanoma cells. 

Aberrant cell migration and invasion are two common cellular processes in 

metastatic cells (30). Particularly, invasion allows tumor cells to penetrate the 

surrounding tissues through the degradation of the extracellular matrix and pass 

through the basement membrane, enabling cell migration (187). Considering that 

IRE1 deficiency increase cell migration in human metastatic melanoma cells, we 

proposed to determine if IRE1 could also regulate cell invasion. To that end, we 

performed invasion experiments with the four human melanoma cell lines 

transfected with siRNAs targeting IRE1 expression and Control siRNA (Figure 13A). 

To perform the invasion assays, cells were seeded on Boyden chambers coated 

with Matrigel (200 ng/ml) in the upper compartment, and NIH-CM was used as a 

chemoattractant to allow cells to invade (Figure 22, left panel) (177). 

 

Figure 22. Silencing of IRE1 increases cell invasion in human metastatic melanoma cells.  

Human melanoma cells were transiently transfected with siRNA Control (siCtrl) or siRNA against 
IRE1 (siIRE1). Left panel: After 48h, 3 x 104 cells transfected with siCtrl or siIRE1 were seeded on 
Matrigel-coated (200 ng/ml) transwell plates, and invasion was assessed. The invasion was 
evaluated in the presence of NIH-CM. After 24 h, cells that invaded to the lower side were stained 
with crystal violet. Images of the lower side of the transwell were taken. Right panel: The number of 
cells that invaded was counted using the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of at 
least 4 independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. (ns: 
not statistically significant, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01). 
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Similar to the phenotype observed in cell migration, silencing IRE1 expression 

in two metastatic cell lines, A375-MA2 and SK-MEL5, showed an increase in the 

number of cells that invaded to the lower compartment and no effect was observed 

in the non-metastatic cell line A375 nor the A2058 metastatic cell line (Figure 22, 

right panel)  

We then corroborated these findings in A375-MA2 Control and IRE1KO 

clones. As observed in Figure 23, IRE1KO clones showed an increase in cell 

invasion compared with the controls (Figure 23A). However, analyzing cell invasion 

capacity between individual clones, a significant increase was only found in the KO1 

clone compared with both controls. Nevertheless, in each biological replicate, a 

trend can be observed where IRE1-deficient cells presented higher cell migration in 

comparison with controls (Figure 23B, left panel). Analysis of control and IRE1KO 

clones as two independent groups showed a significant increase in the invasion 

capacity of cells deficient of IRE1 (Figure 23B, right panel).  

These results indicate that IRE1 could be a regulator of melanoma cell 

invasion in metastatic cells. However, further experiments are needed to establish 

if IRE1 can directly regulate cell invasion through other mechanism such as 

invadopodia formation, a major invasive structure, and ECM degradation 

mechanism (48).  
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Figure 23.  IRE1 deficiency increases cell invasion in human metastatic melanoma cells.  

(A) Cells from Control and IRE1KO A375-MA2 clones (3 x 104) were seeded on Matrigel-coated 
(200 ng/ml) transwell plates, and invasion was assessed. The invasion was evaluated in the 
presence of NIH-CM. After 24 h, cells that invaded to the lower side were stained with crystal violet. 
Images of the lower side of the transwell were taken. (B) The number of cells that invaded was 
counted using the ImageJ software. Data are represented as fold change migration of individual 
clones using C1 as reference (Left panel) or groups using Control clones group as reference (Right 
panel). Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of at least 4 independent experiments. Results were 
statistically compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test (Left 
panel) or two-tailed t-test (Right panel). (ns: not statistically significant, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01). 
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 Role of the IRE1/FLNA pathway in the regulation of cell migration 

and invasion in melanoma. 

The results described until now indicate that IRE1 could act as a suppressor 

of cell migration and invasion in melanoma cells with high metastatic capacities. 

Previous data from our laboratory revealed an interaction between IRE1 and FLNA 

that enhance FLNA phosphorylation in S2152 and promote actin cytoskeleton 

dynamics, enhancing migration in non-tumor cells (93). Although FLNA is a protein 

that has been extensively recognized as an enhancer of cell migration, some 

functions as a suppressor of cell invasion and metastasis have been described (160, 

188) Then, as part of the specific aim 3 we explored the possibility that IRE1 could 

be suppressing cell migration in melanoma cells through FLNA regulation.  

To that end, we first evaluated the effect of FLNA silencing in cell migration by 

transfecting with 10 pmol or 30 pmol of siRNA target for FLNA in A375-MA2 parental 

cells. Using, this strategy we observed a higher decrease in FLNA protein levels 

using the maximum concentration of siRNA (Figure 24A). Then, we evaluated 

transmigration capacity in parental A375-MA2 transfected with siRNA for FLNA or 

control siRNA (30 pmol).  No significant differences were obtained between FLNA-

deficient cells and the Control; nevertheless, a high variation of data was observed 

with a trend to increase the migratory capacity in the cells transfected with siFLNA 

(Figure 24B). These results suggest that at least in our model, regulation of cell 

migration by IRE1 could be independent of FLNA, since targeting this protein does 

not show significant effects on cell migration.  
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Figure 24. Silencing of FLNA expression do not influence cell migration of metastatic cells.  

(A) A375-MA2 parental cells were transiently transfected with siRNA Control (siCtrl) or siRNA against 
FLNA (siFLNA) using 10 or 30 pmol. Total protein extracts were analyzed by western blot using 
specific antibodies. (B) Left panel: After 48h, 5 x 104 cells transfected with 30 pmol of siCtrl or 
siIRE1 were seeded on transwell plates, and transmigration was assessed. Transmigration was 
assessed in the presence of NIH-CM. After 4h, cells that migrated to the lower side were stained 
with crystal violet. Images of the lower side of the transwell were taken. Right panel: The number of 
cells that migrated was counted using the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 4 
independent experiments. Results were statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. (ns: not 
statistically significant). 

Next, we decided to determine if the IRE1/FLNA signaling described before by 

our group in non-tumor cells was also present in melanoma. With this aim we 

assessed the endogenous interaction of these proteins in the human cell line SK-
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Although we were not able to confirm an interaction between IRE1 and FLNA, 

we tested if IRE1 could affect the phosphorylation status of FLNA under 

promigratory stimuli. We previously described that in non-tumor cells under 

treatments with FBS there is an IRE1-dependent induction of FLNA phosphorylation 

in S2152, a critical phosphorylation site for activation of FLNA signaling through the 

actin cytoskeleton (93, 140).  Thus, we treated melanoma cells with 20% FBS for 1 

or 2 hours and analyzed the phosphorylation of FLNA by Western blot. As expected, 

an increase in FLNA phosphorylation after 1 hour of stimulation compared with non-

treated parental A375-MA2 cells was observed (Figure 25A). When we performed 

the same experiment in Control clone C2 and IRE1KO clone KO2 treated with 20% 

of FBS, no significant differences were observed between both groups, suggesting 

that the induction of FLNA phosphorylation was independent of IRE1 (Figure 25B). 

 To validate this result, we treated cells with NIH-CM, a more efficient 

promigratory stimulus in melanoma cells. Interestingly, we did not observe a marked 

induction in phosphorylation of FLNA at any time of the treatment and no significant 

differences between the Control and IRE1KO clones were not obtained (Figure 

25C). Since NIH-CM is a powerful promigratory stimulus in melanoma cells, this 

data suggests that FLNA phosphorylation may not be relevant during melanoma 

migration induced by NIH-CM. These results support our previous results showing 

that FLNA may not be relevant for the increase of cell migration in IRE1-deficient 

melanoma cells.  
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Figure 25. FLNA phosphorylation is independent of IRE1 expression under promigratory 
stimuli.  

(A) Parental A375-MA2 cells were treated with 20% FSB for 1 and 2 hours. Total protein extracts 
were analyzed by western blot using specific antibodies for pS2152-Filamin A, Filamin A, and 
HSP90. (B) Left panel: Control C2 and IRE1KO KO2 were treated with 20% FSB (B) or 20% NIH-
CM (C) for different time points. Total protein extracts were analyzed by western blot using specific 
antibodies for pS2152-Filamin A, Filamin A, and HSP90 (Left panels). Quantification of the levels of 
Filamin A phosphorylation in cells stimulated with promigratory stimuli was quantified by scanning 
densitometry and represented as fold change using non-treated control cells as reference (Right 
panels). Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were statistically 
compared using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test. (ns: not 
statistically significant). 
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Finally, we treated cells with TM to activate IRE1 and measure the levels of 

FLNA phosphorylation under ER stress. To select the experimental conditions, we 

treated parental A375-MA2 cells with different TM concentrations for one or two hours 

and evaluated as readout of IRE1 activation the levels of XBP1 mRNA splicing. We 

selected 500 ng/mL of Tm since this concentration induced 80% of XBP1 splicing at 

two hours of treatments, the same induction that the one triggered by the higher 

concentration used (Figure 26A). Under these conditions, we treated for different 

times the Control clone C2 and IRE1KO clone KO2. Supporting the results obtained 

under promigratory stimuli, we found that IRE1 activation did not affected FLNA 

phosphorylation at S2152 in either of the two cell lines (Figure 26B).  The induction 

of ER stress under TM treatment was verified with the induction of ATF4 translation 

(Figure 26B).   

With these approaches, we demonstrated that in our model, activation of FLNA 

phosphorylation in S2152 is IRE1-independent. Also, we were unable to observe 

the interaction between these proteins in melanoma cells. Both results suggest that 

the modulation of FLNA signaling through IRE1 is not relevant in metastatic 

melanoma cells and that suppression of cell migration by IRE1 is a FLNA-

independent mechanism.  
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Figure 26. FLNA phosphorylation is independent of IRE1 expression under ER stress.  

(A) IRE1 activity induced by different tunicamycin (TM) concentrations was evaluated in A375-MA2 
parental cells. Cells were treated with different TM concentrations for 1 and 2 hours, and then XBP1 
mRNA splicing was evaluated by RT-PCR. PCR fragments corresponding to the XBP1u or XBP1s 
forms of XBP1 mRNA are indicated. The percentage of XBP1 mRNA splicing was calculated after 
the densitometric analysis of the XBP-1u and XBP1s-related PCR products to quantify the splicing 
percentage in each condition. (B) Left panel: Control C2 and IRE1KO KO2 were treated with 500 
ng/mL OF TM for different time points. Total protein extracts were analyzed by western blot using 
specific antibodies for pS2152-Filamin A, Filamin A, ATF4, and HSP90. Right panel: Quantification 
of the levels of Filamin A phosphorylation in cells stimulated with an ER stress inducer was quantified 
by scanning densitometry and represented as fold change using non-treated control cells as a 
reference. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were statistically 
compared using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test. (ns: not 
statistically significant). 
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 Role of the IRE1 RNase-RIDD dependent activity in the 

suppression of melanoma cell migration. 

Another mechanism of IRE1 that has been linked to the regulation of cell 

migration in tumor cells is its RNase activity through the regulation of XBP1s or the 

degradation of multiple mRNAs through RIDD (117). A role for the IRE1/XBP1s axis 

enhancing invasion and metastasis has been proposed through the regulation of 

EMT-related genes (118, 121, 124). Nevertheless, some reports indicate that RIDD 

activity may exhibit the opposite role through a RIDD-mediated degradation of the 

mRNA of SPARC by RIDD (130). SPARC is a non-structural glycoprotein present 

in the extracellular matrix and that has been associated with aggressiveness, 

invasion and metastasis (133-138). Of note, there are no previous studies 

evaluating the role of IRE1 activity in migration and invasion in melanoma.   

Thus, we decided to evaluate if the RNase activity of IRE1 could be involved 

in the suppression of metastatic melanoma cell migration using human cell lines as 

a model. With this aim we first tested MKC-8866, a salicylaldehyde analog, for a 

potent and selective pharmacological inhibition of IRE1 RNase activity (189). Dose-

response of the IRE1 inhibitor showed that the treatment of cells with 20 µM of MKC-

8866 inhibits almost completely the activity of IRE1 upon ER stress based on the 

percentage of XBP1 mRNA splicing (Figure 27A). Then, A375-MA2 parental cells 

were seeded in a 6-well plate and pre-treated with 20uM of MKC-8866 for 48 hours 

before the experiment. Transmigration assays were performed using the same 

protocol previously described. Supporting our new hypothesis that the RNase 

activity of IRE1 could be involved in the regulation of cell migration in melanoma, 

we found that inhibition of IRE1 RNase activity with MKC-8866 significantly 

increased cell migration of A375-MA2 cells, same phenotype as the one observed 
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in cells deficient of IRE1 expression (Figured 27B). This result is in agreement with 

the fact that IRE1 acts as a suppressor of cell migration in metastatic melanoma 

cells and indicates that its enzymatic activity could be responsible.  

 

Figure 27. The MKC-8866 IRE1 RNase inhibitor increases cell migration in human metastatic 
melanoma cells.  

(A) IRE1 RNase activity inhibit by different concentrations of MKC-8866 was evaluated in A375-MA2 
parental cells co-treated with 1ug/mL of TM for 6 h. XBP1 mRNA splicing was determined by RT-
PCR. PCR fragments corresponding to the XBP1u or XBP1s forms of XBP1 mRNA are indicated. 
The percentage of XBP1 mRNA splicing was calculated after the densitometric analysis of the XBP-
1u and XBP1s-related PCR products to quantify the splicing percentage in each condition. (B) Left 
panel: After 48h, 5 x 104 cells treated with 20 M MKC-8866 were seeded on transwell plates, and 
transmigration was assessed. Transmigration was assessed in the presence of NIH-CM. After 4h, 
cells that migrated to the lower side were stained with crystal violet. Images of the lower side of the 
transwell were taken. Right panel: The number of cells that migrated was counted using the ImageJ 
software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 6 independent experiments. Results were statistically 
compared using a two-tailed t-test. (*: p < 0.05). 
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assay. Total RNA extractions were analyzed to confirm overexpression of XBP1s 

by PCR (Figure 28A). Quantification of GFP positive cells that migrated to the lower 

chamber indicated that XBP1s overexpression did not affect cell migration 

compared with Mock cells (Figure 28B). The same phenotype was observed when 

we bypass IRE1 deficiency by the forced expression of XBP1s using the same 

experimental setting (Figure 28C). These results indicate that IRE1 negatively 

regulates cell migration in metastatic melanoma cell lines through a process 

independent of the XBP1s expression. 

 

Figure 28. Forced XBP1s expression does not influence cell migration of metastatic 
melanoma cells.  

(A) A375-MA2 parental cells were transiently transfected with Mock-GFP and mouse XBP1s-GFP 
plasmids. (A) The levels of XBP1s were evaluated by PCR using specific primers. After 72h 
transfected A375-MA2 clone Control C1 (B) and clone IRE1KO KO1 (C) were seeded on transwell 
plates, and transmigration was assessed. Transmigration was assessed in the presence of NIH-CM. 
After 4h, cells that migrated to the lower side were fixed with PFA 4%. Images of the lower side of 
the transwell were taken, and the number of cells GFP positive that migrated was counted using the 
ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 3 independent experiments. Results were 
statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. (ns: not statistically significant). 
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Next, we evaluated the possibility that IRE1 through RIDD could regulate some 

key mRNAs that affect cell migration. To this end, we decided to determine possible 

mRNAs of enhancers of cell migration/invasion and metastasis in melanoma that 

could be degraded by the IRE1/RIDD activity. Briefly, we selected two lists of genes 

that were previously identified as candidates associated with pro-metastatic 

capacities in melanoma (190, 191). These candidates were intersected, by using 

the program FunRich, with two dataset of genes that have been previously classified 

as potential RIDD-targets, by searching in silico the presence of CUGCAG-like 

sequences in all human transcriptome (192) or all mRNAs cleaved in vitro by IRE1 

recombinant protein (139). This analysis revealed 39 putative RIDD targets with 

described pro-migratory and invasive roles in melanoma (Figure 29). Then, to 

narrow the list, we selected genes with a negative impact in survival in patients with 

melanoma according to the Human Protein Atlas (Figure 29). This analysis shown 

that 16 genes that are putative RIDD targets have an impact of melanoma patient 

survival.  

To corroborate if some of these genes correlates with IRE1 activation status 

and RIDD activity, we evaluated the expression levels of these genes in four 

populations of melanoma patients displaying either High or Low RIDD activity, and 

High or Low XBP1s activity. This analysis was performed using the same database 

(TCGA) and protocol previously described in section 11.1.  

Remarkably, tumors exhibiting high RIDD activity, independently of XBP1s, 

also correlated with a significant decrease in the expression level of nine pro-

metastatic melanoma genes (Figure 30, left panel). A global effect in the expression 

levels of these genes mediated by RIDD activity can be more clearly observed in 

the heatmap represented in Figure 30, right panel. Between the genes possibly 
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regulated by RIDD we found: Minichromosome Maintenance Complex Component 

7 (MCM7), Methylenetetrahydrofolate Dehydrogenase (NADP+ Dependent) 2, 

Methenyltetrahydrofolate Cyclohydrolase (MTHFD2), NAD(P) transhydrogenase 

(NNT), Nucleoporin 98 And 96 Precursor (NUP98), Protein Kinase C Alpha 

(PRKCA), Roundabout Guidance Receptor 1 (ROBO1), Mtr4 Exosome RNA 

Helicase (SKIV2L2, also known as MTREX), Structural maintenance of 

chromosomes protein 4 (SMC4), Signal Peptidase Complex Subunit 3 (SPCS3), 

and TAR DNA Binding Protein (TARDBP). After a gene ontology analysis, we found 

that these genes are associated to metabolic pathways, RNA transport, cell cycle, 

DNA replication, proteosome and secretory pathway. All of them have been found 

to be associated with the metastatic process in melanoma. Interestingly, among 

these genes, we found PRKCA that encodes for PKCα, an important mediator of 

the IRE1/FLNA signaling (93). The degradation of PKCα by RIDD could explain the 

lack of evidence of this signaling in our model.  

This data supports the idea that these pro-metastatic genes could be putative 

RIDD-targets in melanoma and that the degradation of the mRNA of these genes 

could be mediating the suppression of cell migration and invasion in the metastatic 

melanoma cell lines. Nevertheless, further experiments are needed to corroborate 

this hypothesis in addition to functional test of the impact of this putative RIDD 

targets in melanoma cell migration. 
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Figure 29. Pipeline of the analysis to identify pro-metastatic genes and putative RIDD-targets 
in melanoma.  

(A) Interception analysis of a list of genes identified as potential RIDD targets, using two datasets 
and two lists of genes associated pro-metastatic capacities in melanoma (190, 191).  was performed. 
The two datasets describing possible RIDD targets were based in an in-silico searching of the 
presence of CUGCAG-like sequences (192) and in an in-vitro cleavage assay by IRE1 recombinant 
protein (139). This analysis revealed 39 putative RIDD targets with potential pro-migratory and 
invasive roles in melanoma. From these 39 genes, 16 were identified as candidates significantly 
associated with poor overall survival in melanoma patients. Survival analysis data were obtained 
using the Protein Atlas website and the database of human skin cutaneous melanoma from the 
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project. The hierarchical clustering of patients using the dataset from 
the TCGA revealed the existence of four populations displaying either high or low RIDD and XBP1s 
activities. Correlation of gene expression and IRE1 branch activity was performed.  
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 Correlation of IRE1 activity and metastasis in melanoma in vivo.  

The global analyses of the data obtained in this thesis suggest that IRE1 can 

suppress cell migration and invasion of metastatic melanoma cells through its 

RNase activity, probably through RIDD. As shown before, RIDD activity appears to 

be decreased in metastasis compared with primary tumors (Figure 12B), which 

supports the hypothesis that this signaling could be acting as a tumor suppressor 

for melanoma metastasis. Base on this, the next step for our research was to 

evaluate in vivo, in a more complex and complete process, such as metastasis, the 

observations obtained from the in vitro experiments and bioinformatic analysis. 

As part of the specific aim 3, we planned an in vivo assay to evaluate the 

generation of lung metastasis using the tail vein injection method in eight-weeks old 

male NSG mice. NSG mice lack T, B, functional NK cells as well as both alleles of 

the IL2 receptor common gamma chain, thus lacking cytokine signaling through 

multiple receptors (167). The severe immunodeficiency of NSG mice allows good 

engraftment rates of tumors with cell from human origin (167).  Thus, the use of this 

animal strain is the best model to evaluate metastasis of human cell lines.  

To set up the number of cells necessary to perform a pulmonary metastasis 

assay, we injected 25.000, 50.000 and 100.000 parental A375-MA2 cells through 

the tail vein of immunocompromised mice. The animals were immobilized to 

proceed with an injection of 200 µL of a suspension of tumor cells in PBS in the tail 

vein. After 28 days of implantation the animals were sacrificed and the lungs were 

collected, fixed in PFA 4%, and paraffin-embedded for histologic analysis using H&E 

staining (Figure 8). The number of metastatic nodules was determined through the 

analysis of the images from serial section of H&E staining of lungs using the ImageJ 
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software. We observed metastatic nodules in all conditions, and the number of the 

nodules was proportional to the number of the cell injected. For further experiments, 

we decided to use 25,000 cells since we obtained an amount of lung metastasis 

easier to analyze and to determine differences between conditions (Figure 31). 

 

Figure 31. Standardization of A375-MA2 lung metastatic model by tail vein injection. 

Left panel: Different amounts of A375-MA2 parental cells were re-suspended in 500 μL saline 
solution (0.9% NaCl) and injected intravenously into eight-week-old male NSG mice. On day 28 post-
inoculation, lungs were collected and fixed with PFA 4% and processed for immunohistochemistry 
and stained with H&E. Right panel: The number of metastatic nodules was quantified using the 
ImageJ software. Data represents one independent experiment and one mouse per condition. 

After we stablished the metastatic assay, we continued using the IRE1 

deficient cells. For this, 25,000 Control or IRE1KO cells were injected in 

immunocompromised mice, and after 28 days we evaluate the presence of lung 

metastasis as described previously. Mice weight was weekly monitored and 

analyzed at the end of the experiment. Interestingly, no changes in the weight of the 

animals were observed during the experiment (Figure 32A). All the mice injected 

with the human metastatic cell lines presented metastatic nodules in the lungs 

(Figure 32B, representative images); however, not statistical differences were 

obtained between Control and IRE1KO individual clones (Figure 32C, left panel). Of 

note, the lungs of mice injected with IRE1KO cells analyzed as a group showed an 
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average of 1.3 times more melanoma nodules compare to the Control group, but 

still, no significant differences were obtained (Figure 32C, right panel).  

The surface area of the metastatic nodules was also determined. When this 

data is represented as a histogram of frequency, can be seen that tumors from both 

IRE1KO clones have a lower rate in the range that group the smaller tumors (<52 

000 µm2), but a higher number of IRE1KO-related metastatic nodules can be 

observed in most of the ranges sizes over 52 000 µm2 (Figure 33). Based in this 

result we could conclude that IRE1 expression does not play a major role in the 

metastatic process in melanoma and that the phenotype observed in cell migration 

in vitro, it is not being reproduced in vivo. However, it is important to note that 

although this assay it is a common way to experimentally evaluate metastasis in a 

in vivo model, is not the best assay since does not reproduce the first stages of the 

metastatic process, such as cell migration and invasion. 
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Figure 32. Lung metastasis is independent of IRE1 expression in an experimental metastatic 
melanoma model.  

Controls and IRE1KO A375-MA2 cells (25000) were re-suspended in 500 μL saline solution and 
injected intravenously into eight-week-old male NSG mice. (A) Mice weight was weakly 
monitored. (B) At day 28 post-inoculation, lungs were collected and fixed with PFA 4% and 
processed for immunohistochemistry and stained with H&E. Representative images are 
shown. (C) The number of metastatic nodules was quantified using the ImageJ software and 
represented as individual clones (Left panel) or groups (Right panel). Data represent the mean ± 
s.e.m of at least 1 independent experiment and at least 6 mice per condition. Results were 
statistically compared using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test (A), 
one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test (C, Left panel) or two-tailed t-test (C, 
Right panel). (ns: not statistically significant, p: p value). 
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Figure 33. Frequency distribution of metastatic foci size.  

Controls and IRE1KO A375-MA2 cells (25000) were re-suspended in 500 μL saline solution and 
injected intravenously into eight-week-old male NSG mice. On day 28 post-inoculation, lungs were 
collected and fixed with PFA 4%, processed for immunohistochemistry, and stained with H&E. The 
size of metastatic nodules was quantified using the ImageJ software and represented as a relative 
frequency distribution graph. Data represents 1 independent experiment and at least 6 mice per 
condition.  

The same metastatic assay was used to corroborate the results in a syngeneic 

model using the mouse cell line B16F10 in C57BL/6 mice. Standardization of the 

number of cells to inject (50,000, 100,000 and 200,000 cells) into 8-12 weeks old 

C57BL/6 mice indicates that 100,000 cells is the best amount to visualize tumors 

(Supplementary Figure 8). Using this approach, we then 100.000 Control and IRE1 

KO B16F10 cells, and at day 21 post-inoculation mice were sacrificed, and the 

number of metastatic nodules was quantified in fixed lungs. We observed a trend to 

increase the number of metastatic nodules in the mice injected with IRE1KO cells 

compared to the control, corroborating the result obtained in the metastatic assay 

with human cells, although significant differences were not found (Supplementary 

Figure 9).  
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Altogether, we found that IRE1-deficient cells presented a trend to increase 

the number of metastatic nodules; however, significant differences were not 

observed. Interestingly, analyzing the frequency of the nodules in size ranges, IRE1 

deficiency appears to increase the growth of these metastatic lesions. Nevertheless, 

the data is not enough to conclude that IRE1 have a role in the metastatic process 

of melanoma and further experiments are required. However, these experiments 

indicate that the effect of IRE1 in melanoma metastasis is not associated with the 

survival of the tumor cells in the circulation, the extravasation, and colonization in 

the lungs. Further experiments in models of spontaneous metastasis that include 

the first stages of metastasis are needed to corroborate the role of IRE1 in 

melanoma metastasis.  
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10. DISCUSSION.    

In the last years, the UPR has emerged as a central factor driving malignant 

transformation and tumor growth, impacting most hallmarks of cancer (60, 61). IRE1 

is the most evolutionary conserved ER stress sensor of the UPR, and its function 

on carcinogenesis is still not fully understood. Both endoribonuclease activities, 

XBP1 splicing and RIDD, have been associated with tumor progression; however, 

the exact impact of each one is still to be uncovered. Also, we recently identified 

FLNA as a new IRE1 interactor and revealed a new function of this protein in the 

regulation of actin cytoskeleton dynamics, with a significant impact on cell migration.  

Despite the growing evidence that indicates that IRE1 is an essential regulator of 

tumor progression, the role of the IRE1 branch in metastasis is still ambiguous, and 

most of the evidence available is still correlative. 

A few reports correlate IRE1 activity with cell migration, invasion and 

metastasis. Data from our laboratory indicate that IRE1 can enhance the migratory 

capacity of normal cells through the specific regulation of the actin cytoskeleton. 

Moreover, IRE1 acts as a scaffold to promote FLNA phosphorylation in S2152 

mediated by PKCα and potentiate cell migration, independent of its RNase activity 

(93). Nevertheless, some reports indicate that the alternative IRE1 RNase signaling 

output, RIDD, may exhibit the opposite effect in certain systems. For instance, in 

GBM the IRE1 signaling negatively regulates cell migration and invasion through a 

RIDD-mediated mechanism (102, 130, 132, 139). Additionally, it is known that 

XBP1s can regulate the expression of genes associated with invasion and EMT 

(125, 126). Thus, the role of IRE1 activity in invasion/metastasis is still controversial 

and more studies are needed to define its contribution to this process. Altogether 
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IRE1 might impact in cell movement at three different layers: XBP1s, RIDD and 

FLNA-dependent mechanisms.  

In the initial project, we were particularly interested in elucidating the possible 

contribution of the newly described IRE1 signaling through FLNA in cell invasion of 

tumor cells and the corresponding effect on metastasis. Therefore, we aimed to 

systematically study the role of IRE1 in cell migration and invasion, and the possible 

regulation of FLNA function, using in vitro and in vivo approaches. Nevertheless, 

our initial hypothesis was refuted based on our findings. Our results support a novel 

function of IRE1 as a suppressor of cell movement of human melanoma cell lines 

through its RNase activity RIDD. 

5.1. IRE1 pathway is activated in melanoma metastasis.  

Our purpose in this project was to evaluate the contribution of IRE1 signaling, 

initially the IRE1/FLNA axis, in the development of metastasis in melanoma. 

Fingerprints of IRE1 branch activation have been found in metastasis of different 

types of tumors (118-121); but no report has been described in melanoma. 

Therefore, we proposed to evaluate IRE1 activation status in vivo in metastatic 

melanoma nodules and human patients’ database. When we performed the in vivo 

assay by injecting B16F10 cells in the tail vein or subcutaneously in 

immunocompetent mice we observed an increase in XBP1s expression in the 

metastatic nodules compared with the adjacent non-tumoral tissue. This is in 

agreement with the findings that there is basal IRE1 activation in melanoma cells 

(111, 113, 162). However, a comparison between the primary tumor and the 

metastatic nodules was not possible since just one primary tumor was obtained. 

This approach presented several experimental limitations explained previously. The 
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observed results suggest the possibility that IRE1 activation could be necessary at 

some stage of the metastatic process; but this phenotype needs to be corroborated 

by using other experimental approaches. One interesting alternative is to evaluate 

IRE1 activation status in melanoma DCC. This approach could allow us to study 

IRE1 branch activation in melanoma cells originated from a primary tumor and that 

can function as a seed for metastasis (193). This has been already tested in DCC 

of pancreatic tumors where a downregulation of IRE1 signaling was observed (128). 

To go deeper, we next evaluated activation status of the IRE1 branch in human 

melanoma metastasis. Using gene signatures already described for GBM tumors 

(139), we compare IRE1 activity in primary and metastatic tumors from 469 patients. 

Unexpectedly, we observed a significant decrease in IRE1 activity in metastatic 

samples in comparison with primary tumors (Figure12). This decrease in IRE1 

activity in metastasis was correlated with a decrease in the RIDD activity, but not 

XBP1s activity, suggesting that IRE1/RIDD inhibition could be a necessary process 

for the development of melanoma metastasis. The finding that IRE1 signaling is 

inhibited during metastasis opposes to our initial hypothesis, where we propose that 

IRE1 could act as an enhancer of melanoma metastasis particularly thought its 

interaction with FLNA. This is the first evidence indicating that IRE1, particularly 

through RIDD, could be acting in melanoma as a suppressor of the metastatic 

process.  

In agreement with our results, it was described that IRE1 pathway was not 

activated in pancreatic quiescent DCC, but it was activated in cells from the primary 

tumor (128). These cells presented a phenotype that was linked to a decrease of 

the proliferation rate and in the expression of MHC I, providing an evasion 

mechanism to the immune system (128). However, XBP1s over-expression in this 
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disseminated cancer cells significantly induced the development of hepatic macro-

metastasis (128). In melanoma models, is well documented the basal activation of 

the IRE1 branch and the induction of autophagy in melanoma cells (111, 113, 162). 

In addition, fingerprints of activation of the three UPR branches have been described 

in melanoma metastatic cells compared to their non-metastatic counterpart (165). 

Importantly, regarding IRE1 activity juts downstream targets of the XBP1s axis was 

evaluated, supporting our findings that the particular branch of XBP1s could be 

activated in metastasis in comparison with primary tumors. GBM tumors is a 

particularly interesting example since different axis of IRE1 can actually exert 

opposite outcome in the same type of tumor (102, 130, 132, 139).  

 Altogether this evidence suggests that the IRE1 branch could be a relevant 

pathway during the metastatic process, perhaps exerting opposite roles depending 

on the stage of the metastatic cascade; however, more experiments are needed to 

corroborate this hypothesis.  

5.2.  IRE1 a novel suppressor of melanoma cell migration and invasion.  

Our results involve the comprehensive study of four human cell lines where 

the non-metastatic cell line A375 was included for comparative purpose. 

Interestingly, the A375-MA2, one of the three highly metastatic cell lines, is derived 

from A375 using an in vivo selection process in mice.  

Boyden chamber assays in cells showed that IRE1 silencing enhanced cell 

migration in metastatic human cell lines. This result was only observed in the 

metastatic melanoma cells since no changes were obtained in the non-metastatic 

melanoma cell line A375, suggesting that IRE1 alone cannot impact in cell migration 

but requires additional components that are present in metastatic cells. To further 
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corroborate our results in metastatic melanoma cells, we generated IRE1KO cells 

by using CRISPR/Cas 9 technology in the metastatic cell line A375-MA2 cells. 

Under this experimental condition, we observed the same results in Boyden 

chambers and invasion assays in presence of matrigel. The effect on cell invasion 

was lower than the one observed in cell migration.  

These results suggest that IRE1 may be suppressor of a cell 

migration/invasion-mechanism relevant only in melanoma metastatic cells. In other 

types of cancer, IRE1 deficiency exert the opposite effect in cell migration and 

invasion than the one we obtained. For instance, in colorectal cancer, breast cancer 

and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma the knockdown of IRE1 or XBP1s impairs 

cell migration and invasion through a mechanism XBP1-dependent (118-124). Until 

now, only in GMB-derived cell lines, IRE1 have shown to suppress cell invasion. 

Importantly, in all this type of tumors high expression or activity of IRE1 correlates 

with low overall survival and disease-free survival rates (119-124, 139).  

 Of note, main cause of death in melanoma patients is the spreading of the 

tumor to different organs (194). In a previous study, comparison between non-

metastatic and metastatic patient-derived melanoma cells lines showed an 

activation of the three UPR branches in metastatic compared to non-metastatic 

cells; however, only the induction of the ATF6 and PERK branches was associated 

with poor survival in melanoma patients (165). Interestingly, HERPUD1, a 

downstream target of the IRE1, showed better prognosis for melanoma patients 

when it was highly-expressed (165). To determine the relevance of IRE1 expression 

in melanoma metastasis, we selected an experimental model of metastasis, 

consisting of the lateral tail vein injection of human metastatic melanoma cells in 

NSG mice or mouse metastatic melanoma cells in immunocompetent mice. 
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Although our in vitro data support that IRE1 can act in the suppression of cell 

migration, we did not find significant differences regarding the number of metastatic 

nodules in the lungs between the IRE1KO and Control metastatic melanoma cells.   

The direct role of IRE1 in the generation of metastasis has been poorly 

characterized and there is not data available in melanoma. Only three studies have 

demonstrated a correlation between IRE1 activity and metastasis, all of them 

showing that IRE1 can acts as an enhancer of metastasis mediated by XBP1s: (i) 

in breast cancer cell was observed that orthotopic injection of XBP1 deficient cells 

decreased the formation of lung metastasis (99), (ii) IRE1 knockdown in colon 

cancer cells significantly inhibited the generation of spontaneous liver metastases 

(180) and (iii) overexpression of XBP1s in hepatocellular cancer cells induced an 

increase in the number of micrometastatic lesions in the lungs after six weeks of tail 

vein injection of the tumor cells (123).  Altogether, these reports indicate that the 

IRE1/XBP1s branch acts as a promoter of metastasis. Our data suggests that IRE1 

could act in melanoma as a suppressor of metastasis, during the first stages of the 

metastatic cascade and perhaps by a different branch than XBP1s. 

 An explanation of the low effect of IRE1 deficiency in metastasis in our 

experiments could be that the chosen in vivo model is not adequate to evaluate the 

mechanism regulated by IRE1 in melanoma. The chosen experimental model of 

metastasis (direct delivery of tumor cells in the circulation) is an excellent strategy 

as a first approach, since allows the control of the number of cells delivered, 

excluding the effect of primary tumor growth. However, this type of experiment has 

a series of limitations such as (i) due to the artificial route of delivery is possible to 

evaluate just the capacity of tumor cells to growth in the lungs and (ii) it is not 

possible to recapitulate the first steps of the metastatic cascade, such as the initial 
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growth and migration/invasion stages, together with the intravasation into the 

circulation (195, 196). A new metastatic model has emerged where orthotopic 

transplantation of tumor cells with primary tumor resection allow the formation of 

spontaneous metastasis and recapitulate all the steps in the metastatic process. 

Nevertheless, the main issue about this new model is that requires a longer time for 

the metastatic disease to become evident. For instance, subcutaneous injection of 

a melanoma cell line, WM239 require 4-6 month for the formation of visible 

metastatic nodules after tumor resection (197). We consider that besides the 

complexity of this experimental model, the evaluation of the effect of IRE1 depletion 

in a spontaneous metastatic could be relevant to test our hypothesis.  

In contrast to most of the literature in several types of tumors where IRE1 acts 

as an enhancer of metastasis, our results shown that IRE1 can acts as a suppressor 

of cell migration and invasion at least in metastatic melanoma cell lines. Also, we 

observed that IRE1 RNase activity, particularly RIDD, is decreased in metastasis 

compared with primary tumors. However, further experiments to fully uncover the 

role of IRE1 in melanoma metastasis are needed. 

5.3. The suppressor effect of IRE1 in cell migration is independent of 

Filamin A. 

IRE1 has two main mechanisms to control migration/invasion, the control of 

gene expression through its RNase activity (XBP1/RIDD), and the modulation of 

signaling pathways through direct binding with proteins, like FLNA. As we 

mentioned before, we recently described in non-tumor cells that IRE1 acts as a 

scaffold protein to recruit FLNA and increases its phosphorylation at serine 2152 

mediated by PKCa, enhancing cell migration (93). FLNA is an actin crosslinking 
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protein, and its function is mainly regulated at the S2152 phosphorylation level 

(142). Remarkably, FLNA phosphorylation is mediated and regulated by different 

protein kinases (144-146). FLNA is also regulated through the cleavage by calpains 

generating a 200 kDa N-terminal and a 90 kDa C-terminal fragments (147). 

Importantly, this cleavage is inhibited by the serine 2152 phosphorylation (148). The 

90kDa fragment translocate to the nucleus and interacts with transcription factors, 

such as the androgen receptor, and has been recently associated with novel 

functions like the regulation of gene expression (148). 

 FLNA has been related to tumor progression, particularly to the enhancement 

of tumor cell migration capacity and metastasis (198-200). However, this protein can 

also act as a tumor suppressor, depending on its subcellular localization and its 

binding partners. Some controversial results suggest that proteolytic regulation of 

FLNA by calpains and generation of the 90 kDa fragment might suppress metastasis 

(reviewed in (150)). Recent findings indicate that FLNA negatively regulates cancer 

cell invasion promoting MMP9 degradation (158, 159) and decrease cell invasion 

and migration through the regulation of focal adhesions via calpain-dependent 

mechanism in breast cancer models (160). Based on this evidence, some authors 

hypothesize that proteolysis and nuclear fragment of FLNA suppress cell migration, 

while S2152 phosphorylation and cytoplasmic localization of full length FLNA 

promotes cancer metastasis. 

To rule out the possibility that IRE1 could be suppressing cell migration 

through a mechanism FLNA-dependent, we evaluated the effect of FLNA 

expression on cell migration in metastatic melanoma cells. Depletion of FLNA by 

siRNA showed a non-significant increase of cell migration of parental A375-MA2 

cells. In melanoma models, FLNA have been mainly correlated with migration and 
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invasive properties. On one side, depletion of FLNA in melanoma cell lines 

significantly reduces migration and invasion in vitro (198-200). On the other side, 

using genetic and pharmacological approaches was demonstrated that in 

melanoma cells FLNA can mediates transcriptional downregulation of MMP9 by 

suppressing constitutive activation of RAS/MAPK signaling pathways (201). Thus, 

further experiments are needed in our cellular model to corroborate the role of FLNA 

in cell invasion. All this evidence shown that the role of FLNA in cell migration and 

invasion in melanoma is still controversial. 

In our experimental model we were not able to demonstrate the interaction of 

IRE1 and FLNA at basal conditions in human or mouse melanoma cells, 

nevertheless additional experiments are required to discard this interaction. In 

addition, we also evaluated if FLNA phosphorylation mediated by IRE1 could 

suppress cell migration and could be a potential mechanism to explain our 

phenotype. To this aim, we evaluated the induction of FLNA phosphorylation in the 

presence or absence of IRE1 and pro-migratory stimuli such as FBS or NIH-CM. In 

our model, the induction of FLNA phosphorylation by FBS was independent of IRE1 

expression. Treatments with NIH-CM and TM failed to induce FLNA phosphorylation 

in A375-MA2 cells. Therefore, FLNA phosphorylation at S2152 in melanoma cells 

seems to be independent of IRE1 expression. This suggest that the modulation of 

FLNA signaling through IRE1 might not be relevant in melanoma cells.  

Despite these findings, we decided to evaluate other cellular processes 

regulated by FLNA, like actin cytoskeleton dynamics and cell adhesion. Our results 

suggest that deficiency of IRE1 did not induce changes in the actin cytoskeleton or 

cell adhesion of human metastatic melanoma cells. Of note, our experiments were 
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performed in absence of ECM or any migratory stimulation, thus further experiments 

or approaches might be required to really prove this issue.  

Altogether our results showed a trend of increased cell migration in FLNA-

deficient cell; however, non-significant differences were observed. Also, we were 

not able to demonstrate an interaction between the two proteins and S2152 FLNA 

phosphorylation was independent of IRE1 expression that correlates with no 

changes in actin cytoskeleton and cell adhesion. Nerveless, based on the previous 

data FLNA appears to be an enhancer of cell migration in melanoma. In conclusion, 

our findings in human melanoma cell lines indicate that suppression of cell 

migration/invasion by IRE1 happens by a mechanism independent of FLNA. 

5.4. The RNase activity is required for IRE1-dependent suppression of cell 

migration.  

Since IRE1 was not regulating melanoma cell migration through the FLNA 

axis, we evaluated if the RNase activity of IRE1 was responsible for the phenotype 

observed in our model. Using the potent and selective IRE1 RNase inhibitor, MKC-

8866, a significant increase in migration of A375-M2 cells was observed upon full 

inhibition of IRE1 RNase activity. These results suggested that IRE1 RNase activity 

was responsible for the suppression of metastatic melanoma cell migration.  

As mentioned before, both IRE1 RNase activities have been linked to cell 

migration and invasion of tumor cell (Reviewed in (117)). This scenario in melanoma 

cells open several possibilities. On one side, a role for the IRE1/XBP1s axis as an 

enhancer of metastasis has been proposed. XBP1s has been mainly associated 

with the induction of the expression of several EMT transcription factors in 

colorectal, oral, hepatocellular and breast tumors (118, 119, 121, 123-126). Also, 
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elevated levels of XBP1 at primary tumors correlates with the presence of distant 

metastasis in patients with different types of cancer like esophageal carcinoma, 

hepatocellular carcinoma, and oral squamous cell carcinoma (122-124). Basal 

XBP1s expression has been described in TNBCs and has a key role on 

tumorigenicity and tumor dissemination through a heterodimer formed by XBP1s 

and HIF1α that promote HIF1α-regulated genes expression by the recruitment of 

RNA polymerase II (99). Importantly, it is well documented that HIF1α transcriptional 

program play a key role in the metastatic cascade regulating process like EMT, 

extravasation and metastatic niche formation (202). In melanoma cells, it was found 

that XBP1s acts as a transcription factor that robustly enhances IL-6 expression, a 

cytokine that drives melanoma cell motility through p38α-MAPK-dependent 

mechanism (203, 204). Supporting this evidence found in other types of cancer, our 

results showed that cell migration in human metastatic melanoma cells is 

independent of XBP1s expression, thus another mechanism derived by the RNase 

domain of IRE1 is responsible for the suppression of cell migration/invasion. 

11.4.1 RIDD as a possible mechanism for the increased migration/invasion in 

IRE1-deficient melanoma cells. 

In contrast with what has been described in most types of tumors, IRE1 

negatively modulates cell migration and invasion in GBM, similar to what we 

observed in metastatic melanoma cells (98, 102, 129-132). In glioma cells, gene 

expression profile revealed that loss of IRE1 activity resulted in the up-regulation of 

extracellular matrix proteins (98, 130). One of these proteins was SPARC, a non-

structural glycoprotein present in the extracellular matrix that is associated with 

changes in cell shape, synthesis of ECM and cell migration and whose mRNA is a 

direct target of RIDD activity (130). Similar to glioblastoma, the degradation of an 
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mRNA that encodes for a cell migration/invasion-enhancer could explain the 

mechanism through which IRE1 suppresses cell migration/invasion in metastatic 

melanoma cells.  

Based on this, we decided to determine possible mRNAs enhancers of cell 

migration/invasion and metastasis in melanoma that could be regulated by RIDD in 

our model. To this aim, we used a list intersection-base strategy to detect genes 

that have been identified as potential RIDD targets and that have been associated 

with pro-metastatic capacities in melanoma using different published datasets (139, 

192). This analysis identified 39 putative RIDD targets with potential pro-invasive 

role in melanoma, but only 16 of them were identified with a negative impact in 

survival in patients with melanoma. When we classified the group of patients with 

melanoma tumors in different populations displaying either High or Low RIDD and 

XBP1s activity we observed interesting findings. A strong correlation between the 

low expression levels of these genes in melanoma tumors and a high RIDD activity 

was observed, suggesting the possibility that these mRNAs could be RIDD targets. 

Tumors exhibiting high RIDD activity correlated with lower expression levels of at 

least nine genes associated with melanoma metastasis.  

Interestingly, one of these genes was PRKCA that codifies for PKCα. As we 

mentioned before, IRE1-dependent FLNA phosphorylation is mediated by PKCα 

(93). Thus, the possibility that in metastatic melanoma cells PKCα is degraded by 

IRE1/RIDD activity could explain why in our metastatic cell lines we do not observe 

an induction of FLNA phosphorylation in S2152 dependent of IRE1 and we have an 

increase in cell migration and invasion with IRE1 depletion. Supporting this, another 

member of the PKCα family has already been identified as a RIDD target. Oikawa 

et al., combining an in vitro cleavage assay with microarray analysis, identified a 
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consensus sequence accompanied by a stem-loop structure present in 13 novel 

targets, between them PKCδ (205).  

Since the 1980s, PKCα was identified as a protein involved in the 

carcinogenesis of skin tumors (206), a connection that has been studied deeply in 

the last years. The evidence available indicates that in melanoma progression, 

PKCα is mainly implicated with an increase of cell migration, invasiveness, and a 

de-differentiation (191, 207-211). For instance, data obtained in melanoma cells 

showed that cell motility is derived by a PKCα/JNK-dependent mechanism (207). 

Importantly, in another study where PKCα was found as a protein involved in 

melanoma metastasis, expression levels of this protein were significantly higher in 

metastatic melanoma compared with primary melanoma tumors. The dependence 

of PCKα for cell migration/invasion in metastatic melanoma cells could be higher 

than in non-metastatic cells (191). These results support our new hypothesis since, 

in our model, IRE1 regulates cell migration/invasion only in the metastatic cell lines.  

Another interesting target gene that was found in our analysis was ROBO1 

that codes for the transmembrane receptor Roundabout receptor (Robo1). Activated 

signaling of slit glycoprotein (Slit)/Robo1 plays an important role in angiogenesis 

and cell migration, and have been described to be involved in physiological and 

pathological processes, including cancer (reviewed in (212). Robo1 is highly 

expressed in tumor cells, and its role in metastasis have been documented in 

different types of cancer such as colorectal carcinoma, glioblastoma and 

hepatocellular carcinoma (213-215).  Importantly, analysis of the expression profile 

of melanoma tumors identified Robo1 as a marker that predict progression to 

metastasis (216). 
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 In addition, between the possible RIDD targets we found the TARDBP gene, 

that codes for the transactive response DNA-binding protein-43 (TDP-43), a 

ribonucleoprotein able to bind DNA and RNA molecules. This protein has been 

proposed as a therapeutic target for cancer, since regulates cell proliferation, 

migration and invasion of tumor cells (217, 218). Also, TDP-43 have been identified 

as an oncogene in melanoma,  regulating proliferation and metastasis potentially 

through modulation of glucose metabolism (219). Interestingly, mutation of TDP-43 

have been associated with alteration in the UPR machinery in affected neurons 

(220). 

In summary, IRE1, possibly mediated by RIDD, may be an important 

suppressor of cell migration and invasion in melanoma cells, and exerts this 

effect through a mechanism only relevant in cells with high metastatic potential. 

Importantly, the IRE1-dependent suppression of cell migration, and possibly also 

invasion, could be mediated by RIDD activity through the degradation of mRNAs of 

oncogenes associated with the metastatic process in melanoma, such as PKCα, 

Robo1 and TDP-43. However, future experiments are needed to confirm our 

candidates.   

Our results indicate that IRE1 RNase activity inhibition by specific drugs 

increase cell migration. Several reports indicate that targeting IRE1 activity affects 

cancer progression in different models of multiple myeloma, breast and ovarian 

cancer, and glioblastoma (107, 108, 139, 221-223). This suggests that IRE1 

inhibition might be a suitable target for these types of tumors. The first model where 

IRE1 activity inhibition was evaluated was multiple myeloma. It is known that 

malignant plasma cells depend on IRE1/XBP1 signaling to cope with the high 

demand in protein secretion, and treatment with RNase inhibitors like 4μ8C and 
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MKC-2946 have shown to significantly inhibit tumor growth (107, 108). Also, in a 

xenograft mouse model of TNBC, inhibition of IRE1 activity by MKC- increased 

paclitaxel and tamoxifen-mediated tumor suppression (221, 222). Nevertheless, 

based in our results targeting IRE1 RNase activity might not be the best option in 

melanoma since it might have adverse effects by promoting migration/invasion and 

perhaps metastasis.   

 

Figure 34. Regulation of melanoma cell movement by the IRE1 and RIDD axis: Proposed 
model.  

Tumor cells are exposed to several intrinsic and extrinsic perturbations that can alter the proper 
functioning of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), altering protein homeostasis, and engages unfolded 
protein response (UPR). IRE1 signaling, the most evolutionary conserved sensor from the UPR, 
presents a basal activation in melanoma cells favoring autophagy and cell death resistance (111, 
113). Our results showed that in metastatic melanoma cells, the IRE1 branch, particularly mediated 
by the RIDD activity, degrade mRNAs that code for oncogenes associated with pro-migratory and 
pro-invasive properties in melanoma, inhibiting cell movement. However, the role of the IRE1/RIDD 
axis in the metastatic process in melanoma is still unknown and needs to be evaluated deeper. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS.  

This thesis uncovered a novel function of IRE1 in the regulation of human 

metastatic melanoma cell migration through an RNase activity-dependent 

mechanism. The results obtained are the first evidence showing a role of IRE1 in 

metastasis-related processes in melanoma cells, such as cell migration and 

invasion. The most relevant results obtained lead us to conclude that:  

• By using genetic approaches, we found that deficiency of IRE1 expression 

enhances cell migration and invasion of human metastatic melanoma cell lines, 

indicating that the IRE1 branch could be acting as a suppressor of cell migration 

and invasion in metastatic melanoma cells.  

• Opposite to what we initially proposed, our results indicate that regulation of cell 

migration and invasion by IRE1 in melanoma cells is a FLNA-independent 

process. 

• Specific pharmacological inhibition of the IRE1 RNase activity showed that the 

RNase activity is required for IRE1-dependent suppression of cell migration in 

metastatic melanoma cells. Since overexpression of XBP1s does not affected 

cell migration, we postulate RIDD as the mayor mechanism involved in the 

suppressor function of IRE1. We identified several pro-metastatic mRNAs that 

could be target of RIDD as a possible mechanism for the regulation of migration 

and invasion in metastatic melanoma cells. 

In summary, this Ph.D. thesis has uncovered a novel role of IRE1 as a 

suppressor of cell movement in human metastatic melanoma cells, in vitro, where 

the RNase activity mediated by RIDD operates a mechanism that degrades pro-

metastatic genes in melanoma.   
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12. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES.   

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Standardization of metastatic lung model by tail vein injection using 
human metastatic cell lines.  

Twenty-five thousand cells of A375-MA2, A2058, or SK-MEL 5 were re-suspended in 500 μL saline 
solution (0.9% NaCl) and injected intravenously into eight-weeks old male NSG mice. At day 28 post-
inoculation, lungs were collected and fixed with PFA 4% and processed for immunohistochemistry 
and stained with H&E. Pictures represents 1 independent experiment and 1 mouse per condition. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Standardization of the transmigration assay.  

B16F10 mouse melanoma cells (2 x 104) were plated on Fibronectin-coated transwell plates. 
Transmigration was assessed in the presence of FBS, or NIH 3T3 conditioned medium (NIH-
CM). After 6h, cells that migrated to the lower side were stained with crystal violet. Images of 
the lower side of the transwell were taken. Data represent 1 experiment.   
  

3% FBS 10% FBS 20% FBS NIH-CM
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Supplementary Figure 3. Characterization of IRE1KO B16F10 cells.  

IRE1KO B16F10 cells were generated using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. (A) Top panel: The levels 
of IRE1 in the WT, Control, and IRE1KO B16F10 were evaluated by western blot using a specific 
antibody against IRE1 and HSP90. Bottom panel: WT, Control, and IRE1 KO B16F10 cells were 
treated with 500 ng/mL of Tm for 8h, and then XBP1 mRNA splicing was evaluated by RT-PCR. PCR 
fragments corresponding to the XBP1u or XBP1s forms of XBP1 mRNA are indicated. (B) Viable 
WT, Control, and IRE1KO B16F10 were counted for four days to generate the growth curves. The 
cells were stained with 200 ng/mL of Hoechst and counted on an ArrayScan XTI Live High Content 
Platform. Results were statistically compared using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's 
multiple comparisons test. (ns: not statistically significant).  
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Supplementary Figure 4. IRE1 deficiency do not affect cell migration in a mouse metastatic 
melanoma cell line.  

Left panel: Control and IRE1KO B16F10 cells were seeded on fibronectin-coated transwell plates, 
and transmigration was assessed. The conditioned medium from NIH 3T3 was used as a 
chemoattractant. After 6h, cells that migrated to the lower side were stained with crystal violet. 
Images of the lower side of the transwell were taken. Right panel:  The number of cells that invaded 
was counted using the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 6 independent 
experiments. Results were statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. (ns: not statistically 
significant). 
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Supplementary Figure 5. IRE1 deficiency increase filopodia formation.  

WT, Control and IRE1KO B16F10 cells were transiently transfected with a plasmid coding for the 
fluorescent protein Life-Act. Cells were plated onto fibronectin coated plates and recorded by time-
lapse confocal microscopy every 30 s for 5 min. (A) The number of filopodia per cell (B) and the 
filopodia size (C) was determined using ADAPT software. Data represents the mean ± s.e.m of 2 
independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. IRE1 deficiency increase actin cytoskeleton dynamics in mouse 
metastatic melanoma cells.  

(A) WT, Control, and IRE1KO B16F10 cells were transiently transfected with a plasmid coding for 
the fluorescent protein Life-Act. Cells were plated onto fibronectin-coated plates and recorded by 
time-lapse confocal microscopy every 30 s for 5 min. Representative images are shown. 
Segmentation was used to obtain protruding areas and retracting areas. The velocity of 
protrusions (B) and retractions (C) and the average signal overtime of the protruding cell area (D) or 
the retracting cell area (E) were determined. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of 2 independent 
experiments 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Evaluation of IRE1 and FLNA complexes in melanoma cells. 

Endogenous interaction between FLNA and IRE1 was analyzed after IRE1 immunoprecipitation in 
SK-MEL5 (A) and B16F10 (B) cells. A Rabbit heavy chain Ac (A) or IRE1KO cells (B) were used as 
controls. IgG is shown as a control for the IP. Data represents the analysis of one independent 
experiment for each cell line. (A) 1: Rabbit Ac Control; 2: Rabbit Ac anti IRE1. (B) KO: IRE1KO cells; 
C: IRE1 expressing cells, control. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Standardization of B16F10 metastatic lung model by tail vein 
injection.  

Different amounts of B16F10 parental cells were re-suspended in 500 μL saline solution (0.9% NaCl) 
and injected intravenously into 8-12 weeks old C57BL/6 mice. At day 21, post-inoculation, lungs were 
collected and fixed with Fekete´s solution. Pictures of the lungs were taken, and representative 
images are shown. Data represents 1 independent experiment and 1 mouse per condition. 
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Supplementary Figure 9. The formation of lung metastasis in a metastatic melanoma model 
is independent of IRE1 expression.  

Left panel: Control and IRE1KO B16F10 cells (1×105) were re-suspended in 500 μl saline solution 
(0.9% NaCl) and injected intravenously in 8-12 weeks old C57BL/6 mice. At day 21, post-inoculation, 
lungs were collected and fixed with Fekete´s solution. Pictures of the lungs were taken, and 
representative images are shown. Right panel: The number of metastatic nodules was quantified 
using the ImageJ software. Data represent the mean ± s.e.m of at least 1 independent experiment 
and at least 7 mice per condition. Results were statistically compared using a two-tailed t-test. (ns: 
not statistically significant). 
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13. PUBLICATIONS  

 IRE1α controls cytoskeleton remodeling and cell migration 

through a direct interaction with Filamin A.  

Nat Cell Biol. 2018 Aug;20(8):942-953.  

 Foreword  

In this paper, we characterized a novel mechanism underlying IRE1 function, 

where this protein acts as a scaffold to recruit FLNA and increases its 

phosphorylation at serine 2152, enhancing cell migration. We have used an 

interactome screening to identify FLNA as a major IRE1-binding partner. FLNA is 

an actin-crosslinking protein involved in cytoskeleton remodeling and cell migration. 

The activity of FLNA in cytoskeleton dynamics depends on its phosphorylation at 

serine 2152, and our results indicate that IRE1 facilitates FLNA phosphorylation to 

control actin cytoskeleton and cell migration through PKCα. Remarkably, this new 

IRE1-function in cell migration was independent of IRE1 enzymatic activities but 

required its dimerization. Besides fibroblasts, this was also observed in various in 

vivo models such as zebrafish, drosophila, and mouse models, suggesting a 

conserved mechanism in evolution. 

 Contribution  

The author of this thesis participated in the experimental design, conducted 

experiments, and analyzed the data of a siRNA screening that suggested a possible 

role of IRE1 in tumor cell migration. This experiment was performed with six cell 

lines originated from different types of tumors and cell migration was analyzed by 

performing transmigration assays. She also evaluated the contribution of PERK in 
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cell migration by inhibiting its activity with GSK2606414. The results obtained from 

this experiment suggested that the effects of IRE1 in cell migration were 

independent of PERK signaling. She also collaborated in the execution of other 

experiments and the final revision of the manuscript. 
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T
he ER is the largest intracellular organelle and is involved in 
protein synthesis, folding and secretion. A series of physio-
logical and pathological conditions favour the accumulation 

of misfolded proteins at the ER lumen, resulting in a cellular state 
known as ER stress1. To cope with misfolded proteins, cells engage a 
dynamic signalling pathway known as the UPR2. In vertebrates, the 
UPR has evolved towards the establishment of a network of inter-
connected signalling cascades initiated by three types of transduc-
ers known as inositol-requiring enzyme 1 (IRE1) alpha and beta, 
activating transcription factor-6 (ATF6) alpha and beta, and pro-
tein kinase RNA (PKR)-like ER kinase (PERK). The UPR controls 
specific transcription factors that feedback to restore proteostasis1 
or activate apoptotic programmes3. ER stress is also emerging as a 
relevant factor driving diverse pathological conditions, including 
cancer, diabetes, inflammatory diseases and neurodegeneration4,5.

IRE1α  is a serine/threonine protein kinase and endoribonuclease 
that catalyses the unconventional processing of the messenger RNA 
encoding X-box binding protein 1 (XBP1), resulting in the expres-
sion of an active transcription factor (XBP1s) that enforces adap-
tation programmes6,7. In addition to the classical role of IRE1α  as 

an ER stress mediator, a series of novel physiological outputs of the 
pathway have been reported that are dependent on XBP1s and affect 
cell differentiation, angiogenesis and energy metabolism2. IRE1α  
signalling is tightly regulated by the assembly of protein complexes 
that fine-tune its activity, a platform referred to as the UPRosome8. 
Thus, defining the IRE1α  interactome may reveal unexpected func-
tions to delineate the significance of the UPR in cell physiology.

Here, we performed a protein–protein interaction screen and 
identified filamin A as a major IRE1α  binding partner. Filamin A 
is involved in crosslinking polymerized actin and has a crucial role 
in adhesion, cell morphology and migration9. We demonstrate that 
the IRE1α –filamin A axis regulates actin cytoskeleton dynamics 
and cell movement. Unexpectedly, this function of IRE1α  is con-
trolled by its dimerization, independent of its canonical signalling 
as a UPR mediator. We also provide evidence indicating that the 
regulation of cell migration by IRE1α  is disease relevant and evolu-
tionarily conserved. Overall, our results reveal an unanticipated site 
of control of actin cytoskeleton dynamics from the ER, where IRE1α  
serves as a scaffold to engage filamin A signalling and modulate  
cell movement.

IRE1α governs cytoskeleton remodelling and  
cell migration through a direct interaction with 
filamin A
Hery Urra1,2,3, Daniel R. Henriquez2,4, José Cánovas1, David Villarroel-Campos2,4,  
Amado Carreras-Sureda1,2,3, Eduardo Pulgar1,5, Emiliano Molina4,6, Younis M. Hazari1,2,3,  
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Eric Chevet10,11, Ryoko Akai12, Takao Iwawaki12, Miguel L. Concha1,2,5, Álvaro Glavic4,6,  
Christian Gonzalez-Billault2,4 and Claudio Hetz   1,2,3,13,14*

Maintenance of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) proteostasis is controlled by a signalling network known as the unfolded protein 
response (UPR). Here, we identified filamin A as a major binding partner of the ER stress transducer IRE1α . Filamin A is an 
actin crosslinking factor involved in cytoskeleton remodelling. We show that IRE1α  controls actin cytoskeleton dynamics and 
affects cell migration upstream of filamin A. The regulation of cytoskeleton dynamics by IRE1α  is independent of its canonical 
role as a UPR mediator, serving instead as a scaffold that recruits and regulates filamin A. Targeting IRE1α  expression in mice 
affected normal brain development, generating a phenotype resembling periventricular heterotopia, a disease linked to the loss 
of function of filamin A. IRE1α  also modulated cell movement and cytoskeleton dynamics in fly and zebrafish models. This study 
unveils an unanticipated biological function of IRE1α  in cell migration, whereby filamin A operates as an interphase between 
the UPR and the actin cytoskeleton.
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Results
Direct interaction between filamin A and IRE1α. To identify new 
IRE1α -interacting proteins we performed a yeast two-hybrid screen 
using the Matchmaker pretransformed complementary DNA 
library together with the cytosolic domain of IRE1α  (IRE1α -Δ N) 
as bait. Multiple candidates were found (Supplementary Table 1)  
to be involved in different biological processes (Supplementary  
Fig. 1A,B), including COPS5, a known IRE1α  binding partner10. 
Among the top ten candidates selected on the basis of the growth 
index, filamin A presented the strongest interaction (Fig. 1a). 
Filamin A is an actin-binding protein involved in the orthogonal 
crosslinking of polymerized actin9. It is composed of 24 IgG-like 
repeats, containing several domains including the CH2 domain, 
Rod1 and Rod2, and an IgG-like 24 repeat involved in filamin A 
dimerization11. All clones selected corresponded to the carboxy-
terminal portion of filamin A (Fig. 1b,c).

To validate our findings, we transfected HEK293T cells 
with expression vectors for full-length HA (human influenza 
hemagglutinin)-tagged IRE1α  (IRE1α -HA) and a filamin A con-
struct fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP) at the C-terminal 
region (filamin A-GFP). Immunoprecipitation of IRE1α -HA 
revealed a clear association of filamin A with the cytosolic domain 
of IRE1α  (Fig. 1d). Additionally, we detected an association between 
IRE1α -HA and endogenous filamin A in IRE1α  knockout mouse 
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) reconstituted with physiological 
levels of IRE1α 12 (Fig. 1e; see controls in Supplementary Fig. 1C). 
Interestingly, this interaction was enhanced under ER stress induced 
by tunicamycin, a pharmacological inhibitor of N-linked glycosyl-
ation (Fig. 1e), or with fetal bovine serum (FBS), a pro-migratory 
stimulus (Fig. 1f). We also corroborated the existence of an endog-
enous protein complex in Huh7 cells (Fig. 1g). Using individual 
IgG-like repeats of filamin A, we demonstrated that domains 22–23 
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account for the interaction with IRE1α  (Fig. 1h). These domains 
are central to the interaction with several signalling proteins, but 
they are unrelated to its ability to associate with polymerized actin9. 
Finally, using recombinant proteins, we replicated the direct bind-
ing of IRE1α  to a fragment of filamin A spanning the 20–24 IgG-like 
repeat region, but not to the adjacent domain (Fig. 1i).

Quantification of colocalization using the Manders coefficient 
between IRE1α -HA and filamin A-GFP showed an enhanced asso-
ciation after stimulation of cells with FBS. Similar results were 
obtained when the analysis was confined to the ER (KDEL-RFP sig-
nal) (Fig. 1j), suggesting that filamin A relocates to the ER in close 
proximity to IRE1α . Importantly, the redistribution of filamin A to 

the ER was dependent on the expression of IRE1α  (Fig. 1k). Taken 
together, these results indicate that filamin A interacts directly with 
IRE1α  at the ER in multiple cellular systems.

IRE1α controls the dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton. Since 
filamin A has an active role in modulating morphological changes 
through local actin cytoskeleton remodelling13, we tested the con-
tribution of IRE1α  to this process. We monitored actin cytoskel-
eton dynamics using LifeAct14. Time-lapse confocal microscopy of 
IRE1α -deficient cells revealed a reduced number of filopodia and 
lamellipodial protrusions (lamellipodia index) per cell (Fig. 2a,b;  
Supplementary Movie 1). In addition, the temporal dynamics  
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of cortical filamentous actin (F-actin), measured by the total area 
showing protrusions and retractions over time, presented a marked 
decrease in IRE1α -deficient cells (Fig. 2a-c; Supplementary Fig. 2A).  
This observation correlated with an altered distribution of polymer-
ized actin across the cell upon targeting IRE1α  expression (Fig. 2d;  
Supplementary Fig. 2B). Furthermore, the velocity of protru-
sions and retractions was dramatically reduced in IRE1α -null cells  
(Fig. 2e). For comparison, we also analysed filamin A-deficient cells 
(Supplementary Fig. 2C). Similar results were obtained when the 
lamellipodia index was evaluated in fixed cells (Fig. 2f). In addi-
tion, electron microscopy analysis of the distribution of cortical 
actin bundles, a structure highly concentrated in crosslinked actin13, 
indicated a narrower area of actin bundles in IRE1α -deficient  
cells (Fig. 2g).

Actin cytoskeleton dynamics is dependent on the activity of 
small GTPases from the RhoA family15. Therefore, we evaluated 
the activity of Rac1, a RhoA GTPase that mediates the formation 
of actin protrusions in different cells types15 and is regulated by fila-
min A16. The amount of active Rac1 coupled to GTP was decreased 
in IRE1α -null cells as determined using pull-down assays with the 
recombinant CRIB1 domain (amino acids 67–150) of p21-activated 
kinase (PAK1) as bait (Fig. 2h). Remarkably, stimulation with FBS 
or ER stress enhanced the activation of Rac1 in an IRE1α -depen-
dent manner (Fig. 2i). These results indicate that IRE1α  expression 
modulates actin cytoskeleton dynamics and Rac1 activation.

IRE1α deficiency impairs cell migration. We then determined 
whether IRE1α  regulates cell movement as a readout of cytoskeleton 
alterations. Stimulation of IRE1α  knockout cells with FBS revealed a 
significant decrease in cell migration in wound-healing assays com-
pared to control cells (Fig. 3a). Similar results were obtained when 
transmigration was evaluated using the Boyden chamber assay  
(Fig. 3b). As a control, we measured cell proliferation, a parameter 
that was not modified in IRE1α -null cells (Supplementary Fig. 3A). 
Importantly, filamin A (Flna) knockout MEFs presented a similar 
extent of cell movement impairment as IRE1α -deficient cells (Fig. 3b;  
Supplementary Fig. 3B). Targeting IRE1α  expression using short 
hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) or via clustered regularly interspaced 
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)–Cas9 also led to a significant 
attenuation of cell migration in MEFs (Fig. 3c,d). Notably, target-
ing IRE1α  expression affected cell movement in different cell lines  
(Fig. 3e; Supplementary Figs. 3C, and 8A). Finally, transient overex-
pression of IRE1α -HA in wild-type MEFs also enhanced cell migra-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 3D).

We next investigated whether filamin A is involved in the regu-
lation of cell movement by IRE1α . Remarkably, the impairment of 
cell movement generated by knocking down IRE1α  was reversed by 
the overexpression of filamin A (Fig. 3f; Supplementary Fig. 3E). 
In sharp contrast, overexpression of IRE1α  failed to enhance cell 
migration in filamin A-null cells (Fig. 3g; Supplementary Fig. 3F). 
Thus, IRE1α  requires filamin A to regulate cell migration. In addi-
tion, as reported in filamin A-null cells17,18, IRE1α  deficiency led 
to decreased ER and cell spreading upon attachment (Fig. 3h) and 
reduced cell adhesion (Fig. 3i).

Recently, it was described that PERK interacts with filamin A, 
affecting actin localization and the formation of ER–plasma mem-
brane contact sites19. Thus, we determined the contribution of other 
UPR signalling branches to cell movement. Knocking down PERK or 
inhibiting it with GSK2606414 reduced cell migration with a similar 
ratio in both IRE1α -null and control cells (Supplementary Fig. 3G,H). 
This result suggests that the effects of IRE1α  in cell migration are 
independent of PERK signalling. In contrast, knocking down ATF6 
did not affect cell migration in MEFs (Supplementary Fig. 3I).

IRE1α regulates cell migration by interacting with filamin A. An 
analysis of the primary sequence of IRE1α  indicated the presence of 

a proline-rich domain at the distal C-terminal region that is similar 
to a SH3-binding domain (XXPXXP or PXXPX) but of unknown 
function and structure20 (Fig. 4a). Although filamin A does not con-
tain an SH3 domain, it associates with several proteins containing 
proline-rich sequences11. We performed a pull-down assay using 
a region containing the proline-rich portion of IRE1α  (previously 
named F1121) and observed a positive interaction with endogenous 
filamin A (Fig. 4b) but not with a different IRE1α  region (F6 pep-
tide; Fig. 4c). We repeated the pull-down assay and then performed 
Coomassie Blue staining and a mass spectrometry analysis to iden-
tify the most abundant proteins. Remarkably, filamin A was one of 
the major F11-binding partners found in this screen (Fig. 4d).

We then tested the contribution of the proline-rich domain of 
IRE1α  to cell movement. Deletion of the complete F11 sequence 
abrogated the ability of IRE1α  to enhance cell migration (Fig. 4e). 
Mutagenesis of the proline-rich domain by deleting the fragment 
spanning amino acids 965–977 of IRE1α  (IRE1α Δ 965) or by replac-
ing all three proline residues to alanine (IRE1α AAAA) (Fig. 4a) did 
not affect the RNase activity of IRE1α  (Fig. 4f, bottom panel), but 
fully blocked the ability of IRE1α  to regulate cell migration (Fig. 4g) 
and actin cytoskeleton remodelling (Fig. 4h; Supplementary Fig. 4). 
These experiments fully dissected the activity of IRE1α  on UPR and 
cell migration. In agreement with these findings, a reduction in the 
binding between IRE1α  and filamin A was observed when IRE1α Δ 965  
and IRE1α AAAA mutants were tested (Fig. 4i). We also performed 
competition experiments using different F11 peptide mutants. The 
expression of the F11 peptide disrupted the interaction between the 
filamin A-22 domain and IRE1α -HA in co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments, whereas this effect was attenuated by mutations in the 
proline-rich region (Fig. 4j,k). Overall, our results suggest that the 
physical interaction between filamin A and IRE1α  is required to 
enhance cell migration.

IRE1α is an upstream regulator of filamin A phosphorylation. 
The activity of filamin A in cytoskeleton dynamics and cell migra-
tion depends on the phosphorylation of serine 2,152 (S2152)11,22.  
A robust enhancement of filamin A phosphorylation was detected 
in cells stimulated with serum in IRE1α -expressing MEFs compared 
with knockout cells (Fig. 5a,b). Similarly, stimulation of cells with 
tunicamycin showed significantly higher filamin A phosphory-
lation in IRE1α -expressing cells (Fig. 5a,c). The remaining phos-
phorylation observed in IRE1α -deficient cells was independent of 
PERK, as demonstrated by transfecting cells with small interfering 
(siRNAs) or by treating cells with GSK2606414 (Supplementary  
Fig. 5A). We also determined that the fraction of filamin A bound 
to IRE1α  is phosphorylated in cells stimulated with FBS (Fig. 5d) or 
tunicamycin (Fig. 5e).

We then determined whether filamin A phosphorylation is 
required for the modulation of actin cytoskeleton dynamics down-
stream of IRE1α . Transient transfection of wild-type filamin A, and 
not a S2152A mutant, restored the normal levels of actin cytoskele-
ton dynamics and cell migration observed when IRE1α  was targeted 
(Fig. 5f,g; Supplementary Fig. 5B–E). In addition, simple overexpres-
sion of filamin A resulted in its phosphorylation (Supplementary  
Fig. 5F), which may explain the ability of this strategy to bypass IRE1α  
deficiency. Importantly, deletion of the filamin A-binding domain in 
IRE1α  led to in reduced filamin A phosphorylation (Fig. 5h).

Based on our results, we hypothesized that IRE1α  serves as a 
scaffold to recruit the kinases involved in filamin A phosphory-
lation. The most relevant regulators of filamin A are PAK116, 
CDK423, PKCα 24 and MEKK422,25. A pharmacological screen indi-
cated that PAK1 and PKCα  mediated filamin A phosphorylation 
(Supplementary Fig. 5G). These results were then validated using 
siRNAs. Knocking down PKCα  reduced filamin A phosphoryla-
tion under ER stress (Fig. 5i; Supplementary Fig. 5H) and FBS 
stimulation (Supplementary Fig. 5I). In addition, IRE1α  deficiency  
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rendered cells less sensitive to the inhibition of migration by the 
PKCα  inhibitor Gö6976 (Fig. 5j). In agreement with this result, 
PKCα  activation was decreased in IRE1α -deficient cells upon 
FBS stimulation (Supplementary Fig. 5J,K). We also detected an 
interaction between IRE1α , filamin A and PKCα  in immunopre-
cipitation experiments (Fig. 5k). Using cellular fractionation and 
colocalization experiments, we observed a relocalization of PKCα  
to the ER in an IRE1α -dependent manner (Fig. 5l,m; see controls 
in Supplementary Fig. 5L). Taken together, these data indicate that 
IRE1α  facilitates filamin A phosphorylation, which is mediated by 
PKCα , to induce actin cytoskeleton remodelling and cell migration.

IRE1α acts as a scaffold to regulate cell migration and filamin 
A phosphorylation. Since IRE1α  is required for cell migration, 
we explored the contribution of XBP1 to this biological function. 

Remarkably, XBP1 deficiency or inhibition of the RNase activity 
of IRE1α  had no impact on cell migration (Fig. 6a; Supplementary 
Fig. 6A). We also expressed IRE1α  carrying different mutations 
that impair its kinase activity (K599A), kinase and endoribonucle-
ase activity (P830L) or its ability to dimerize (D123P)26. Although 
all three IRE1α  mutants lost their ability to catalyse Xbp1 mRNA 
splicing under ER stress (Fig. 6b; Supplementary Fig. 6B), only 
the D123P variant impaired the pro-migratory activity of IRE1α  
(Fig. 6c; Supplementary Fig. 6C). Consistent with these results, the 
expression of the D123P mutant did not restore actin dynamics in 
IRE1α -null cells (Fig. 6d; Supplementary Fig. 6D). These findings 
indicate that IRE1α  facilitates cell migration independent of its 
canonical signalling but requires its dimerization.

We studied IRE1α  oligomerization using an IRE1α -GFP 
construct (IRE1-3F6H-GFP) to visualize IRE1α  clustering27.  
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b, Transmigration of cells described in a, in addition to filamin A WT and KO MEFs using the Boyden chamber assay. After 4 h, cells were stained and counted 

(n =  4 independent experiments). c, Knockdown was confirmed by western blotting in MEFs stably expressing two independent IRE1α  shRNAs constructs 

or control (Luc). The percentage of IRE1α  silencing is indicated. Right, Boyden chamber assay was performed in these cells using fibronectin-coated plates 

(n =  3 independent experiments). d, Left, IRE1α  KO MEF cells were generated using CRISPR–Cas9, followed by confirmation using western blotting (asterisk 

indicates nonspecific band) and Xbp1 mRNA splicing assays (PCR fragments corresponding to the Xbp1u or Xbp1s forms are indicated). Right, Boyden chamber 

assay of control and IRE1α  CRISPR KO cells (two-tailed t-test, n =  3 independent experiments). e, Boyden chamber assay of indicated cell lines transfected 

with siRNA against IRE1α  or a control siRNA for 48 h (two-tailed t-test, n =  4). f, Boyden chamber assay of MEFs expressing control or IRE1α  shRNA transiently 

transfected with a Myc-tagged filamin A vector or an empty vector followed by quantification of the number of GFP-positive cells in the lower chamber  

(n =  3 independent experiments). g, Boyden chamber assay of FLNA WT and KO transiently transfected with pEGFP together with an expression vector for 

IRE1α -HA followed by quantification of number of GFP-positive cells in the lower chamber (n =  4 independent experiments). h, Indirect immunofluorescence 

of IRE1α  KO and IRE1α -HA-reconstituted cells stained with anti-KDEL antibody and phalloidin at different time points after seeding. Actin and ER total area 

was quantified as a measure of spreading (n =  3 independent experiments, 50 cells in total). i, Cell adhesion assay in fibronectin-coated plates. Cells were 

stained with crystal violet and the total absorbance was measured (n =  3 independent experiments). In all panels, data are shown as the mean ±  s.e.m of the 

indicated number of independent experiments; one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. *P <  0.05 and **P <  0.01.
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IRE1-3F6H-GFP cells were tested in transmigration assays to moni-
tor cells in the upper chamber (non-migrating) and cells in the 
lower chamber (migrating). An analysis of Z-stacks of cells in the 
lower chamber showed the presence of IRE1α -GFP clusters in ~22% 
of migrating cells (Fig. 6e). As a control, a D123P mutant was used 

in the same experiment to confirm that the signal was due to IRE1α  
oligomerization.

We then tested whether IRE1α  dimerization is needed to inter-
act and regulate filamin A. Immunoprecipitation experiments 
using the K599A, P830L and D123P mutants showed similar  
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associations with filamin A compared with wild-type IRE1α   
(Fig. 6f). However, interaction studies using the D123P mutant 
with the filamin A-22 domain alone indicated reduced binding 
under resting and ER stress conditions (Fig. 6g,h). Similar results 
were observed when IRE1α Δ965 and IRE1α AAAA mutants were 
tested (Fig. 6g). In addition, IRE1α  expression favours the forma-
tion of dimers and larger order oligomers of filamin A (Fig. 6i). 
Remarkably, filamin A phosphorylation was abolished in IRE1α  
knockout cells expressing the D123P dimerization mutant (Fig. 6j). 
Taken together, these results suggest that IRE1α  acts as a scaffold to 
recruit filamin A at resting conditions, inducing its phosphoryla-
tion upon IRE1α  dimerization.

IRE1α regulates actin dynamics and cell migration in multi-
ple model systems. To explore the physiological relevance of our 
findings, we used two in vivo models of cell migration coupled 
with genetic manipulation. We studied Drosophila melanogaster  

plasmatocytes (haemocytes), which are motile cells with functions 
and features similar to that of vertebrate macrophages28. Knocking 
down fly IRE1α  (Ire1) by RNA interference resulted in reduced dis-
tance and velocity of movement (Fig. 7a; Supplementary Movie 2). 
Under these conditions, haemocytes exhibited an elongated mor-
phology with reduced lamellipodia (Fig. 7b). Remarkably, overex-
pression of Cheerio (the filamin A form in D. melanogaster) fully 
rescued the migratory impairment triggered by knocking down fly 
IRE1α  (Fig. 7a). To further examine the role of IRE1α  in cell migra-
tion, we used an insertional Ire1 mutant coupled with a mosaic 
analysis, whereby only IRE1α -deficient cells are labelled with GFP29 
(scheme shown in Supplementary Fig. 7A). Primary cultures from 
Ire1α  mutant cells were smaller in size area and showed reduced 
number of lamellar extensions (Fig. 7c). Remarkably, knocking 
down IRE1α  led to a reduction of the retrograde flow of actin, 
reflected in a lower frequency in the velocity maps using the LifeAct 
reporter (Fig. 7d; Supplementary Movie 3). Taken together, these 
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results demonstrate a functional role of the IRE1α –filamin A axis in 
cell migration and actin dynamics in vivo in an invertebrate model.

We then assessed cell migration in zebrafish embryos, which 
show a well-characterized pattern of morphogenetic cell movements 
that are dependent on the actin cytoskeleton during gastrulation30. 

Three major stereotyped cell movements have been described: 
epiboly, convergence and extension (scheme shown in Fig. 7e). 
We blocked the activity of IRE1α  during zebrafish development 
using a dominant-negative form (IRE1α -DN)31,32 (Supplementary 
Fig. 7B) that also reduced filamin A phosphorylation in vitro 
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Fig. 7 | The activity of IRE1α in cell migration and actin dynamics is evolutionarily conserved. a, Cell movement trajectories of D. melanogaster 

macrophages expressing control or an IRE1α  RNAi under the control of the HmlΔ -Gal4 driver. For rescue experiments, IRE1α  RNAi and Cheerio P(EP)

cheerG9093 were-co-expressed. Tracks were plotted (x and y axes correspond from –150 to 150 µ m) (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test; Control, 

n =  3; IRE1α  RNAi, n =  4; and Cheerio, n =  3 independent experiments). b, Time-lapse images of macrophages from a. Lamellipodia (red arrows) and 

filopodia (yellow arrows) are indicated. c, Images of macrophages from MARCM mutant animals (see Methods). GFP-positive cells (IRE1α  mutant)  

or negative (control) were stained for F-actin (red) and DNA (blue) (n =  3) d, Actin dynamics were recorded in time-lapse images of macrophages  

co-expressing LifeAct-GFP and IRE1α  RNAi using the Cg-Gal4 driver (Control, n =  12 and IRE1α  RNAi, n =  9). Velocity maps of representative cells for each 

condition were generated using the ADAPT tool. e, Schematic representation of the three morphogenetic movements during zebrafish gastrulation.  

f, Blastoderm displacement at 9 hpf was determined (broken red bracket). g, The angle formed between the radial lines that intersect the tip of the head 

and tail at 11.5 hpf was plotted. h, The width of the first three somites at 12 hpf was calculated (broken green bracket) (n for controls =  9 (f), 19 (g) or 8 (h); 

n for IRE1α -DN =  10 (f), 14 (g) or 6 (h)). i, Global phenotypes of embryos at 40 hpf are presented and quantified. j, Cell movement trajectories are shown 

of control and IRE1α -DN injected Tg(sox17::GFP) embryos at 7 hpf. The persistence and cell velocity of migrating cells was determined. k, Top, maximum 

projections of time-lapse confocal microscopy images of control and IRE1α -DN-injected Tg(actb1:mcherry-utrCH) embryos at 7 hpf. Time lapse images of 

higher magnification area is indicated (white square). Bottom, heatmap of normalized fluorescence intensity along the cell cortex of individual cells and 

cell circularity (n =  47 for control; n =  61 for IRE1α -DN). In all panels, data represent the mean ±  s.e.m. of the indicated number of independent experiments; 

two-tailed t-test was used unless otherwise indicated. *P <  0.05 and **P <  0.01. Scale bars, 50 μ m (a,j); 250 μ m (f–h).
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(Supplementary Fig. 7C). Remarkably, the vegetal progression of 
epiboly was delayed in IRE1α -DN embryos compared with control 
animals (Fig. 7f). Furthermore, this phenotype was associated with 
an increased head-to-tail angular separation (Fig. 7g) that is indica-
tive of reduced anterior–posterior axial movements33. Finally, the 
width of the first somites at 12 h post fertilization was increased by  
∼ 40 % in IRE1α -DN embryos compared with controls (Fig. 7h), 
suggesting that the paraxial mesoderm suffered defective con-
vergence. These alterations resulted in embryos with a shortened 
anterior–posterior axis at 24 h post fertilization (Fig. 7i), a pheno-
type that is suggestive of defective early gastrulation movements34. 
Importantly, none of these phenotypes were observed in embryos 
overexpressing wild-type IRE1α  (Supplementary Fig. 7D).

We also observed reduced cell movement with single-cell track-
ing during the epiboly process (Fig. 7j; Supplementary Movie 4). 
In addition, using an actin reporter35, we observed that epiblast 
cells of embryos injected with IRE1α -DN became rounded and 

less cohesive during gastrulation, showing reduced filopodial-like 
activity and increased formation of blebs compared with controls  
(Fig. 7k; Supplementary Movie 5). Moreover, the cortical distribu-
tion of F-actin appeared more homogeneous and less dynamic in  
IRE1α -DN embryos compared with controls (Fig. 7k; Supplementary 
Fig. 7E). Together, these experiments indicate that IRE1α  expres-
sion has a fundamental and evolutionarily conserved activity in 
controlling actin cytoskeleton function and cell movement in vivo.

IRE1α deficiency alters radial migration of cortical neurons 
mimicking periventricular nodular heterotopia. Filamin A 
expression is essential for neuronal migration during brain cortex 
development, and mutations in the FLNA gene are the main cause 
of periventricular nodular heterotopia, a syndrome characterized 
by the abnormal localization of neurons along the walls of the lat-
eral ventricle36,37. Full IRE1α  deficiency is embryonic lethal, and 
the reported characterization did not include the study of brain 
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used unless otherwise indicated. *P <  0.05 and **P <  0.01. g, Working model. The UPR transducer IRE1α  signals through an unconventional mechanism 
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novel domain located at the distal C-terminal region. A pro-migratory stimulus triggers IRE1α  dimerization, increasing the binding of filamin A and the 

recruitment of PKCα . Phosphorylation of filamin A at S2152 by PKCα  increases actin cytoskeleton remodelling and cell migration in various animal species.
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structures38. Therefore, we generated IRE1α (Ern1)-null animals and 
examined brain tissue at embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5). An analysis of 
post-mitotic cells of layer VI of the brain cortex after Tbr1 stain-
ing revealed a delay in the formation of this layer in IRE1α  knock-
out animals compared with heterozygous mice (Fig. 8a). Similar 
observations were obtained when the width of the cortex was  
quantified (Fig. 8a).

We defined whether the morphological alterations observed 
during brain development in IRE1α -deficient animals were due to 
altered radial cell migration in vivo. We studied animals at E14.5 
because high levels of filamin A and IRE1α  were detected at that 
developmental stage (E12.5–14.5) (Supplementary Fig. 8C,D).  
We then performed in utero brain electroporation to knock down 
IRE1α  in the developing cortex together with GFP at E14.5 to tar-
get cortical neural progenitors (strategy in Supplementary Fig. 8B). 
Normal development of neurons in layers II/III at birth was observed 
in control brains electroporated with a construct expressing a 
shRNA against luciferase mRNA (control). In contrast, brains elec-
troporated with a shRNA to target IRE1α  showed delayed migration  
(Fig. 8b). Quantification of neuronal distribution in cortical layers 
demonstrated that knocking down IRE1α  resulted in a significant 
delay of neuronal migration, with cells accumulating at inferior cor-
tical layers (Fig. 8c,d; Supplementary Fig. 8E). For comparison, we 
also knocked down filamin A, which also resulted in altered neuro-
nal migration (Fig. 8b–d). Remarkably, electroporation of wild-type 
filamin A together with the shRNA targeting IRE1α , but not the 
filamin A S2152 mutant, rescued the detrimental effects of IRE1α  
deficiency in cortical neuronal migration, leading to a recovery 
in the percentage of cells reaching layer II/III and IV/V (Fig. 8e,f; 
Supplementary Fig. 8F,G). Overall, these results demonstrate that 
the regulation of filamin A by IRE1α  plays an essential role in neu-
ronal migration during brain cortex development.

Discussion
Although IRE1α  represents the most conserved UPR signal trans-
ducer, its physiological function is still poorly understood. Most 
studies addressing the biological relevance of IRE1α  in tissue 
homeostasis have been developed in artificial models of ER stress, 
and only a few reports support the existence of alternative activities 
of the pathway beyond protein-folding stress. Here, we identified 
filamin A as a major IRE1α  interactor and uncovered a previously 
unanticipated function of this protein in the regulation of actin 
cytoskeleton dynamics, with a significant impact on cell migration 
in various model systems. Remarkably, although many interac-
tome studies have been performed to identify novel IRE1α  binding 
partners2, no direct connections between IRE1α  and cytoskeleton 
dynamics have been reported.

We characterized an unconventional signalling mechanism 
underlying IRE1α  function, whereby it serves as a scaffold to recruit 
filamin A and potentiate the migratory capacity of the cell. We fully 
dissected the impact of IRE1α  in cell migration, which is distinct 
from its classical role in the UPR and mediated by a previously 
uncharacterized proline-rich domain. We propose a two-step model 
whereby filamin A is associated to the ER through direct binding 
to IRE1α . Then, after stimulation with a pro-migratory stimulus, 
IRE1α  dimerization and oligomerization induces a further recruit-
ment of filamin A, scaffolding to PKCα , to increase filamin A dimer-
ization and phosphorylation. This mechanism results in increased 
cytoskeleton dynamics (Fig. 8g). At the molecular level, we provide 
evidence to indicate that IRE1α  increases filamin A phosphoryla-
tion at S2152, a specific regulatory event controlling cytoskeleton 
dynamics. One main question that remains to be addressed is the 
nature of the signals promoting IRE1α  oligomerization during  
cell migration.

Alterations of filamin A are the underlying cause of periven-
tricular nodular heterotopia, a human condition affecting brain 

development and is associated with mental retardation and cogni-
tive impairment36,37. Our study demonstrates that targeting IRE1α  
phenocopies the consequences of filamin A deficiency in the devel-
oping brain. At least ten different regulators of filamin A are able 
to modulate neuronal migration39, suggesting that a tight regula-
tory network that fine-tunes filamin A function is fundamental for 
brain development. Fingerprints of UPR activation were reported 
during the brain development in mouse, Caenorhabditis elegans 
and D. melanogaster models (reviewed previously40). Interestingly, 
PERK expression also affects brain development at the level of 
neurogenesis and the generation of intermediate progenitors and 
projection neurons of the brain cortex41. Moreover, the alternative 
activity of IRE1α  described here may be relevant in the context of 
other diseases. FiIamin A has been proposed to contribute to the 
metastatic potential of cancer42. Thus, the IRE1α –filamin A axis 
may also enhance the occurrence of metastasis, an activity that may 
be insensitive to chemotherapy based on IRE1α  RNase inhibitors. 
Overall, our study demonstrates a conserved function of IRE1α  in 
actin cytoskeleton dynamics that is independent of its well-known 
role as an ER stress transducer, acting as a scaffold that recruits and 
potentiates filamin A function. Our findings illuminate how fun-
damental processes surveilling ER homeostasis are interconnected 
with the global machinery controlling cell movement.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any asso-
ciated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41556-018-0141-0.
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Methods
Reagents. Tunicamycin was purchased from Calbiochem EMB Bioscience. 
Cell culture media, fetal calf serum and antibiotics were obtained from Life 
Technologies. Fluorescent probes and secondary antibodies coupled to fluorescent 
markers were purchased from Molecular Probes, Invitrogen. All other reagents 
used were from Sigma or of the highest grade available.

Cell culture and DNA constructs. All MEFs and HEK cells were maintained 
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% FBS, 
non-essential amino acids and grown at 37 °C and 5% CO2. IRE1α -deficient 
cells were produced as previously described6. Briefly, retroviral plasmids were 
transfected using Effectene (Qiagen) into HEK293GPG cells in order to prepare 
IRE1α -HA expressing retroviruses were generated, as previously described43, 
in the pMSCV-Hygro vector, whereby the IRE1α  contains two tandem HA 
sequences at the C-terminal domain and a precision enzyme site before the 
HA tag. pRK5-F6 or F11 plasmids were generated as previously described21. 
Constructs of pEGFP expressing filamin A were generated as previously 
described18. Wild-type filamin A or S2152A mutants in pcDNA3.1 plasmids 
were a gift from J. Blenis (Addgene plasmid # 8982 and # 8983)  
(Weill Cornell Medicine, New York, NY). Wild-type filamin A or S2152A 
mutants in pcDNA3.1 plasmids were subcloned into the pCAGIG vector for in 
utero electroporation experiments44.

Yeast-two hybrid assays. The interaction between the IRE1α Δ N protein and a 
library of adult mouse cDNA was performed using a Matchmaker Gold Yeast 
Two-Hybrid System (Clontech) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Briefly, 
AH109 yeast cells were transformed with plasmid pGADT7 (bait) encoding the 
cytoplasmic domain of IRE1α  (IRE1α Δ N). The Y187 yeast strain contains the 
plasmid pGBKT7 (prey) encoding for a Normalized Yeast Two-Hybrid cDNA 
Library derived from adult mouse brain. Both plasmids encode for four different 
reporters: HIS3, ADE2, MEL1 and LacZ. AH109 and Y187 were mated for 24 h at 
30 °C in YPDA media (common media containing yeast extract, peptone, dextrose 
and adenine). Mated yeasts were plated in synthetic defined medium SD-Leu/-Trp 
(DDO), SD-Leu/-Trp/-His (TDO) or SD-Leu/-Trp/-His/-Ade (QDO) for 3–7 days 
at 30 °C. The positive interactions were re-tested by re-streaking on TDO and QDO 
media after 3–7 days at 30 °C. Media lacking amino acids were also supplemented 
with X-α -galactoside (40 μ g ml–1), which changes the colonies that exhibit a positive 
interaction blue in colour. A growth index was calculated by visual observation  
(0 to 3 score) of the size and blue colouration of the selected colonies in TDO and 
QDO media. We used the interaction between pGBKT7-p53 and pGADT7-T 
as a positive control (Clontech). Plasmids of yeast colonies that showed positive 
interactions were rescued and transformed into Escherichia coli and then purified. 
Purified clones were then sequenced, and bioinformatics analysis was performed to 
identify target sequences.

To validate the interaction between IRE1α  and filamin A, AH109 yeast cells 
were co-transformed with plasmid pGADT7-IRE1α Δ N and pGBKT7-filamin A. 
Eight microlitres of each suspension and three subsequent tenfold serial dilutions 
were individually spotted onto a medium SD-Leu/-Trp, SD-Leu/-Trp/-His and  
SD (-Leu/-Trp/-His/X-α -Gal) plates for selection. Cells were incubated at 30 °C  
for 2 days.

RNA isolation, RT-PCR and real-time PCR. PCR primers and  
methods for the Xbp1 mRNA splicing assay have been previously  
described45. Xbp1s mRNA was monitored by semi-quantitative PCR using  
the following primers: 5′ -AAGAACACGCTTGGGAATGG-3′  and  
5′ -CTGCACCTGCTGCGGAC-3′ . For the analysis of transcription targets and 
mRNA decay, real-time PCR assays were performed as described previously46 using 
the following primers: Erdj4: 5′ -CCCCAGTGTCAAACTGTACCAG-3′  and  
5′ - AGCGTTTCCAATTTTCCATAAATT-3′ ; β -actin: 5′ -TACCACCAT 
GTACCCAGGCA-3′  and 5′ -CTCAGGAGGAGCAATGATCTTGAT-3′ ; Blos1:  
5′ -TCCCGCCTGCTCAAAGAAC-3′  and 5′ -GAGGTGATCCACCAACGCTT-3′ ; 
and Rpl19: 5′ -CTGATCAAGGATGGGCTGAT-3′  and 5′ -GCCGCTATGTA 
CAGACACGA-3′ .

For mRNA analysis of cortex samples, real-time PCR assays were performed 
using the following primers: Ire1α : 5´-CTCAGGATAATGGTAGCCATGTC-3´ 
and 5´-ACACCGACCACCGTATCTCA-3´, filamin A: 5´-TGGGATGCTAG 
TAAGCCTGTG-3´ and 5´-CTGGGGTAATCACCTGAGGAAT-3´ and β -actin:  
5´-CTCAGGAGGAGCAATGATCTTGAT-3´ and 5´- TACCACCAT 
GTACCCAGGCA-3.

Immunoprecipitation assays. HEK cells were co-transfected with different DNA 
constructs. After 48 h, protein extracts were prepared in lysis buffer (0.5% NP-40, 
150–350 mM NaCL, 150 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 5% glycerol, 50 mM NaF, 
1 mM Na3VO4, 250 mM PMSF, and protease inhibitors). Immunoprecipitation 
assays were performed as previously described45. In brief, to immunoprecipitate 
HA-tagged IRE1α , protein extracts were incubated with anti-HA antibody–agarose 
complexes (Roche) for 4 h at 4 °C, and then washed 3 times with lysis buffer (1 ml) 
and then once in lysis buffer with 500 mM NaCl. Protein complexes were eluted by 
heating at 95 °C for 5 min in loading buffer.

IRE1α -deficient MEFs cells stably transduced with retroviral expression vectors 
for IRE1α -HA or empty vector were incubated in the presence or absence of 
tunicamycin (500 ng ml–1). Cell lysates were prepared for immunoprecipitation as 
described above for HEK cells. As a control, to eliminate nonspecific background 
binding, experiments were performed in parallel in IRE1α  knockout cells. Protein 
complexes were eluted by heating at 95 °C for 5 min in loading buffer. Huh7 cells 
grown to subconfluency were lysed using 0.5% NP-40, 30 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 
150 mM NaCl, and proteases and phosphatases inhibitors (Complete, Phostop; Lysis 
Buffer) for 20 min at 4 °C, and lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 13,200 r.p.m. 
for 15 min. Clarified lysates were precleared with Protein A Sepharose beads (or 
magnetic beads) for 30 min at 4 °C. Precleared lysates were then incubated overnight 
with 5 µ l ml–1 of lysate of anti-IRE1α  antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) at 4 °C 
followed by incubation with Protein A for 30 min at 4 °C. Beads were collected by 
centrifugation (30 s, 13,200 r.p.m. (rotor FA-45-18-11)) and washed 5 times with Lysis 
Buffer. Beads were dried and resuspended in sample buffer 2× . Samples were heated 
for 5 min at 95 °C and resolved by SDS–PAGE 8% followed by western blot analysis.

Expression of recombinant proteins. Expression and purification of the CRIB 
domain of PAK1 or the FLNA-19–21 and FLNA-21–24 IgG repeats were performed 
as described previously47. BL21 (DE3) E. coli strains carrying pGEX-glutathione 
S-transferase (GST)-CRIB were grown overnight at 37 °C in Luria broth media 
containing ampicillin. Cultures were diluted 1:100 and grown in fresh medium  
at 37 °C to an optical density at 600 nm of 0.7. Next, IPTG (isopropyl  
β -D-1-thiogalactopyranoside) was added to a final concentration of 1 mM.  
The cultures were grown for an additional 2 h and then samples were collected 
and sonicated in lysis buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM 
EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaF, 0.5 mM PMSF and protease inhibitor complex 
(Roche)). Cleared lysates were affinity purified with glutathione-Sepharose beads 
(Amersham). Loaded beads were washed ten times with lysis buffer B (lysis buffer 
A with 300 mM NaCl) at 4 °C. GST fusion protein was quantified and visualized in 
SDS–polyacrylamide gels stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.

Pull-down assays. FLNA-19–21 and FLNA-21–24 GST filamin domains bound to 
Sepharose-glutathione resin were incubated with 4 µ g of the cytoplasmic domain 
of GST-tagged IRE1α  for 6 h at 4 °C on an end-to-end rotor. After incubation, 
the mixture was centrifuged at 2,000 r.p.m. for 4 min and the supernatant was 
discarded. The resin was washed with 400 µ l of lysis buffer at 4 °C for 10 min 
and subsequently centrifuged. This process was repeated five times. The bound 
proteins were eluted by boiling in SDS sample buffer at 95 °C for 5 min and 
analysed by western blotting.

Western blot analysis. Cells were collected and homogenized in RIPA buffer 
(20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% Triton X-100) containing a 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) in presence of 50 mM NaF and 1 mM Na3VO4. 
Protein concentrations were determined in all experiments by micro-BCA assay 
(Pierce), and 20-40 µ g of total protein was loaded onto 8–12 % SDS–PAGE minigels 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories) before transfer onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes. 
Membranes were blocked using PBS, 0.1% Tween20 (PBST) containing 5% milk for 
60 min at room temperature then probed overnight with primary antibodies.  
The following antibodies diluted in blocking solution were used: anti-HSP90 
(1:5000); anti-HA (1:1000; Roche); anti-GFP (1:3000; Sigma); anti-filamin A 
(1:1000); anti-phospho S2152 filamin A (1:1000); and anti-IRE1α  (1:1000; Cell 
Signaling Technology). Bound antibodies were detected with peroxidase-coupled 
secondary antibodies (incubated for 1 h at room temperature) and an ECL system.

ER fractionation. Subcellular fractionation was performed following a previously 
described protocol48. In brief, cells were washed and ground in a stainless-steel 
dounce dura-grind tissue grinder (Wheaton). Cellular integrity was evaluated 
every five strokes with trypan blue staining. Homogenate was centrifuged 2 times 
at 640 ×  g to remove unbroken cells and nuclei. Supernatant was centrifuged twice 
at 9,000 ×  g to pellet crude mitochondria. The supernatant was further spun at 
20,000 ×  g for 30 min to obtain a pellet of lysosomes and plasma membrane and 
a supernatant that, upon further 100,000 ×  g centrifugation, gave a supernatant 
(cytosol) and a pellet (ER). Western blot analyses were used to validate each 
fraction with different antibodies.

Indirect immunofluorescence analysis. IRE1α -HA, PKCα -Flag and KDEL 
proteins were visualized by immunofluorescence. Cells were fixed for 30 min with 
4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.5% NP-40 in PBS containing 
0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 10 min. After blocking for 1 h with 10% 
FBS in PBS containing 0.5% BSA, cells were incubated with anti-HA, anti-Flag 
or anti-KDEL antibodies overnight at 4 °C. Cells were washed three times in 
PBS containing 0.5% BSA, and incubated with Alexa-conjugated secondary 
antibodies (Molecular Probes) for 1 h at 37 °C. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 
dye. Coverslips were mounted with Fluoromount G onto slides and visualized by 
confocal microscopy (Fluoview FV1000).

We used a sensitive method based on a confined displacement analysis 
algorithm to calculate colocalization coefficients between IRE1α -HA and  
filamin A-GFP49.
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The colocalization of images was performed as previously described49. Briefly, 
images obtained by confocal microscopy using a × 60 oil objective lens (NA: 1.35) 
were subjected to Huygens deconvolution software. Each channel used for filamin 
A-GFP, IRE1α -HA and KDEL RFP (or Flag) was then segmented using a series of 
filters using IDL software to obtain masked images of each channel. These masked 
images were used to determine Manders colocalization coefficients and to quantify 
true and random colocalization between channels. In addition, a specific mask was 
applied to evaluate colocalization in the ER region (KDEL-RFP) or total cellular 
area (filamin A-GFP).

Targeting IRE1α in MEFs. We generated stable MEFs with reduced levels 
of IRE1α  using previously described methods50 by targeting IRE1α  mRNA 
with two different shRNAs using the lentiviral expression vector pLKO.1 and 
puromycin selection. As a control, a shRNA against the luciferase gene was 
used. Constructs were obtained from The Broad Institute. Targeting sequences 
used for mouse IRE1α  were as follows: GGAATCCTCTACATGGGTAAA and 
GCTGAACTACTTGAGGAATTA. To generate lentiviruses, HEK cells were 
transfected using the calcium phosphate protocol with 1 µ g of VSV-G vector, 1 µ g 
of Δ 8.9 vector and 1 µ g of shRNA vector. After 48 h of transfection, the supernatant 
was collected and filtered through a 0.45 µ m filter. MEF cells were transduced 
with a 1:1 dilution of viral supernatant containing 8 µ g ml–1 of polybrene. After 
24 h of infection, cells were washed and incubated with 2 µ g ml–1 of puromycin 
until selection was obtained. The CRISPR line IRE1α CRISPR was generated using the 
mouse IRE1α  Double Nickase system (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) as indicated by 
the manufacturer.

Cell migration assays. Confluent monolayers of MEF cells were wounded with 
a 20–200 ml pipette tip. Cells were washed twice with PBS and DMEM with 
3% FBS was added as stimuli. Images were acquired using a × 10 objective lens 
and an inverted microscope at 0 and 16 h of migration. The wounded area was 
calculated using ImageJ software as previously described51. Transwell assays 
were performed in Boyden chambers (Transwell Costar, 6.5 mm diameter, 8 µ m 
pore size) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the bottom of 
the inserts were coated with 2 µ g ml–1 fibronectin. Cells (3 ×  104) re-suspended 
in serum-free medium were plated onto the top of each chamber insert and 
serum-free medium was added to the bottom chamber. After 4–6 h, inserts were 
removed, washed and cells that migrated to the bottom portion of the inserts 
were stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 2% ethanol and counted using  
an inverted microscope. In addition, cell-bound dye was eluted with methanol, 
and the absorbance was measured at 600 nm. For cell adhesion experiments,  
cells were plated on fibronectin-coated coverslips for different times. Cells 
were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 
2% ethanol to evaluate cell adhesion or processed for immunofluorescence to 
evaluate cell and ER spreading.

In addition, MEFs were co-transfected with different plasmids and pEGFP. 
Cells were re-seeded onto the top of each chamber insert coated with 2 µ g ml–1 
fibronectin and allowed to migrate for 4–6 h. Then, inserts were removed, washed 
and the number of GFP-positive cells was counted in 8 different fields using a 
fluorescent inverted microscope and a × 20 objective lens.

Actin cytoskeleton dynamics. MEF cells were seeded onto fibronectin-coated 
25-mm coverslips, transfected with EGFP-Lifeact using Lipofectamine 2000 
Transfection Reagent and imaged in HBSS medium supplemented with HEPES 
using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710) with a × 63/1.4 NA oil-immersion 
objective lens at 37 °C. Images were acquired every 30 s for 5 min, and the number 
of lamellipodia per cell was determined manually, as previously described52.  
In addition, to perform a protrusion and retraction analysis, images were 
segmented using maximum threshold53. Then, subsequent images were merged 
assigning the first image as green and the second image as red. The total area of 
green (protrusions) and red (retractions) colour of merged images was obtained 
using ImageJ software. In addition, cells were fixed and stained with phalloidin 
coupled to rodamine and visualized by confocal microscopy. The number of 
lamellipodia per cell was determined manually as described previously52.

Rac1 activation assays. Purified loaded beads containing the CRIB domain were 
incubated for 70 min at 4 °C with 1 mg of either MEF lysates using fishing buffer 
(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 25 mM NaF and protease inhibitor complex). The beads were washed three 
times with washing buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 30 mM MgCl2 and 40 mM 
NaCl) and then re-suspended in SDS–PAGE sample buffer. Bound Rac1-GTP  
was subjected to immunoblot analysis and quantified with respect to total Rac1 
using ImageJ.

IRE1α oligomerization assay. TREX cells expressing IRE1-3F6H-GFP wild-type 
or D123P were obtained from Cornell University and were generated as previously 
described27. TREX cells plated and treated with doxycycline (500 ng ml–1) for 48 h. 
Cells were treated with tunicamycin (1 µ g ml–1) of for different time points and 
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 
dye. Coverslips were mounted with Fluoromount G onto slides and visualized by 

confocal microscopy (Fluoview FV1000). The number and size of IRE1α  clusters 
were quantified using segmentation and particle analysis in ImageJ software.

Brain analysis of IRE1α knockout animals. Female and male IRE1α  
heterozygous mice were mated to obtain IRE1α  heterozygous and knockout 
embryos. Both IRE1α  knockout and control embryos at E14.5 were surgically 
collected from the pregnant IRE1α  heterozygous mice. Each tail tip was 
immediately cut off from the embryonic body and was used for genotyping as 
previously described38. Then, each embryonic body was rinsed in PBS and then 
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde phosphate buffer solution on a reciprocal shaker 
(50 osc. per min) for 24 h at room temperature. After fixation, each embryonic 
body was cryoprotected in 30% sucrose PBS on a reciprocal shaker (50 osc. per min)  
for 24 h at room temperature. Brains were collected and coronal sections were 
obtained for histological analyses, using anti-Trb1-specific antibodies and nuclei 
staining with DAPI. Images were obtained using an epifluorescence inverted 
microscope at × 10 and × 20 magnification. The width of the cortex and layer IV 
(Trb1 staining) was measured using ImageJ software. The experimental protocol 
(#2017-51) was approved by the Animal Studies Committees at Kanazawa 
Medical University and was compliant with all relevant ethical regulations 
regarding animal research.

In utero electroporation. In utero electroporation was performed as described 
previously54,55. Uterine horns of timed-pregnant dams were exposed by midline 
laparotomy after anaesthetization with isoflurane inhalation. A 2- μ l solution 
containing 4 μ g of DNA plasmid (shRNAs for IRE1α  or a luciferase control  
co-expressed with a GFP-encoding vector at a 1:5 ratio) mixed with 0.02% 
fast green dye were injected into the lateral ventricles of E14.5 brains and then 
introduced into ventricular zone cells by delivering five electric pulses at 45 V for 
50 ms, with 950 ms intervals, through the uterine wall using a Gene Pulser Xcell 
(Bio-Rad). After electroporation of all embryos, the uterus was replaced within the 
abdomen, the cavity was filled with warm sterile saline, and the abdominal muscle 
and skin incisions were closed with silk sutures. Animals were left to recover in 
a warm clean cage. Pups were harvested 5 days later (P0), and the position of 
transfected neurons in coronal sections was analysed by fluorescence microscopy. 
Cortex layers were identified via the nuclei density among the analysed section. 
The number of GFP-positive cells and total fluorescence intensity by layer was 
quantified using ImageJ software in all brain sections. All experiments were 
performed in accordance with the appropriate institutional guidelines of the 
Faculty of Medicine of the University of Chile and compliant with all relevant 
ethical regulations regarding animal research.

D. melanogaster strains and in vivo imaging. The following strains were obtained 
from the Bloomington Stock Center: Cg-Gal4; HmlΔ -Gal4, 2xEGFP; UAS-mCD8-
GFP; Iref02170/TM6B; hsFLP; Tub-Gal4, UAS-GFP/CyO, Act-GFP; Tub-Gal80TS, 
FRT82B P{EP}cherG9093. UAS-Ire1-IR (v39562) was obtained from the Vienna 
Drosophila Research Center. All crosses were made at 25 °C. Pupae at 20 ±  2 h after 
puparium formation were mounted as described previously56. The migration of 
GFP-labelled macrophages was recorded using a Carl Zeiss LSM710 microscope 
with a ×  40 objective. Movies are Z-projections of 12 1- μ m slices acquired 
every 60 s for 50 min. Cells trajectories were recorded using the ImageJ Manual 
Tracking plugin, and their speed calculated using the Chemotaxis Tool plugin. 
The LifeAct-GFP reporter was expressed in macrophages using the Cg-Gal4 
driver (Cg-Gal4 >  LifeAct-GFP). After 75 min of culture, movies were recorded 
every 4 s for ~3 min using a Carl Zeiss LSM710 with a × 63 objective. Individual 
macrophages were recorded in the plane in which the largest membrane extension 
was observed. Velocity maps were generated using the ADAPT tool for imageJ 
as indicated previously57. For mosaic analysis, the following lines were crossed 
and grown at 25 °C: hsFLP; Tub-Gal4, UAS-GFP/CyO, Act-GFP; Tub-Gal80TS, 
FRT82B and Iref02170, FRT82B/TM6B. Progeny were subjected to a heat-shock 
of 1 h at 37 °C at 48, 72 and 96 h. After egg laying29 third-instar larvae containing 
GFP-expressing macrophages were selected, and macrophage primary cultures 
were made.

To prepare primary culture coverslips, four third-instar larvae were washed 
in PBS then rinsed in 70% ethanol and washed once in PBS. Larvae were placed 
on coverslips with 120 µ l Schneider’s Insect Medium (Sigma-Aldrich), and 
immediately, a small incision was made in the posterior section of the cuticle using 
dissecting forceps. The haemolymph was collected for 1 min. Macrophages were 
allowed to adhere for 1 h and 15 min at 25 °C in a humidity chamber. The coverslip 
was then transferred to a 12-well plate, medium was removed and washed with 
PBS. For F-actin staining, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, 
permeabilized with PBS-0.1% Triton for 10 min and incubated for 2 h at room 
temperature with Phalloidin-FITC (50 µ M, Sigma) in PBS-BSA 1%. TO-PRO-3 
(10 µ M; Invitrogen) was added in the last 20 min of incubation. Finally, cells were 
washed three times with PBS for 15 min each and mounted on Vectashield (Vector 
Laboratories). Imaging of cells was conducted using a Zeiss LSM710 microscope 
with ×  63 objective. The images were processed using the software PHOTOSHOP 
CS4. All experiments were performed in accordance with the appropriate 
institutional guidelines of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Chile and 
compliant with all relevant ethical regulations regarding animal research.
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Zebrafish studies. Wild-type TAB5 and Tg(actb1:mCherry-utrCH) fish lines 
were used. Embryos were raised in E3 medium, kept at 28 °C and staged according 
to age (hours post fertilization; hpf). Sixty picograms of capped IRE1α -DN 
mRNA synthesized using a T7 mMessage mMachine Kit (Ambion) from the 
pcDNA-IRE1α -DN-DN31,32, was injected into one-cell stage embryos as previously 
described58 . To calculate the extent of cell movements during gastrulation, 
embryos were imaged using a stereoscope and the progression of the blastoderm, 
the head-to-tail angle and width of the first three somites were measured as 
previously described using Fiji free software at 9, 11.5 and 12 hpf59. For confocal 
imaging, Tg(actb1:mCherry-utrCH) embryos were placed in custom-made 
chambers and imaged on a Volocity ViewVox spinning disc (Perkin Elmer) 
coupled to a Zeiss Axiovert 200 confocal microscope using a Pan-Apochromatic × 
40/1.2W objective. Images were deconvolved using Huygens software (Scientific 
Volume Imaging). To measure circularity and pixel signal intensity, cells were 
segmented manually using Fiji free software. All experiments were performed in 
accordance with the appropriate institutional guidelines of the Faculty of Medicine 
of the University of Chile and compliant with all relevant ethical regulations 
regarding animal research.

Statistics and reproducibility. For all experiments in cell lines, at least three 
independent biological experiments were performed. For all colocalization and 
electron microscopy experiments, we performed three independent biological 
experiments; however, since analysis was performed in individual cells, data 
analysis of all cells analysed are indicated in the legends. Results were statistically 
compared using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for unpaired groups 
followed by multiple comparison post-tests (Tukey’s multiple comparison test). 
When pertinent, two-tailed Student’s t-test was performed for unpaired or 
paired groups. In all plots, P values are show as indicated: *P <  0.05, **P <  0.01 
and ***P <  0.001 and were considered significant. All results are presented as the 
mean ±  s.e.m. Analyses were performed using PRISM software.

Reporting Summary. Further information on experimental design is available in 
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability. All data supporting the findings of this study are available from 
the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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only have been thawed once in order to ensure reproducibility. 
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Antibodies used Antibody Anti-HA High Affinity 3F10 

Supplier name: Roche 

Catalog number 11867423001 
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Used as recommended by manufacturer 

Antibody Anti-GFP (B-2) 

Supplier name: Santa cruz biotechnology 

Catalog number SC-9996 
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Supplier name: Cell Signaling Technology 
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Used as recommended by manufacturer 
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Antibody Anti-pS2152-Filamin A 

Supplier name: Cell Signaling Technology 

Catalog number 4761 

Dilution 1:1000 

Used as recommended by manufacturer 

Antibody Anti-Filamin A 

Supplier name: ABCAM 

Catalog number ab76289 

Dilution 1:5000 

Used as recommended by manufacturer 

 

Antibody Anti-pS2152-Filamin A 

Supplier name: ABCAM 

Catalog number ab51229 
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Supplier name: Santa cruz biotechnology 
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Catalog number 3294S 
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Catalog number 610650 
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Used as recommended by manufacturer 
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Supplier name: Santa cruz biotechnology 

Catalog number SC-7947 
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Used as recommended by manufacturer 

 

Antibody Anti-KDEL 

Supplier name: Enzo Life Sciences 

Catalog number SPA-827 
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Used as recommended by manufacturer 

 

Antibody Anti-HIS 

Supplier name: Santa cruz biotechnology 

Catalog number sc-803 

Dilution 1:1000 

Used as recommended by manufacturer 

 

Antibody Anti-Trb1 

Supplier name: Abcam 

Catalog number ab31940 

Dilution 1:200 (IFI) 

Used as recommended by manufacturer 

 

Antibody Anti-Myc 

Supplier name: Santa cruz biotechnology 

Catalog number sc-40 

Dilution 1:1000 

Used as recommended by manufacturer 

Validation For most of endogenous proteins tested we validated the antibody using the WT and Knockout proteins. For the antibodies used 

for IP, the antibody was tested using the over expression of tagged proteins. 

All antibodies used for indirect inmmunofluorescence we performed primary and secondary antibodies control in addition to 

used en knockout cells.

Eukaryotic cell lines

Policy information about cell lines

Cell line source(s) MEF IRE1 WT and knockout cells were provided David Ron. From this cell lines we reconstitute with IRE1a WT and the 

different mutants tested in the manuscript. All other cells used including HEK-293 (ATCC), MDA-231, HT22, HELA and HCT116 

were obtained from the University of Chile. The cell line U2OS was obtained from Guido Kroemer laboratory.

Authentication Since cell lines were obtained from animals in a previously described publication and their are not commercially available we 

did not performed any cell line authentication. We surely perform validation of knockout cells by PCR and western blot of 

selected proteins. To evaluate the activity of IRE1a mutants we performed XBP1 mRNA splicing assay as described in 

methods.

Mycoplasma contamination All cells were negative for mycoplasma contamination. All cells were routinely tested for mycoplasma contamination using 

the EZ-PCR Mycoplasma Test Kit (Biological Industries). In case of any contamination, the cell line was eliminated inmediatly 

and a new batch was thawed.

Commonly misidentified lines
(See ICLAC register)

No common misidentified cell lines were used

Animals and other organisms

Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research

Laboratory animals For in utero electroporation experiments we used pregnant female mice and intervened at E14.5 and at P0. 

 

For the embryo analysis of IRE1 Knockout animals we used Female and male IRE1α Heterozygous (Het) C57BL6 mice 

mated to obtain IRE1α Het and KO embryos. Both IRE1α KO and control embryos were surgically collected from the 

pregnant IRE1α Het mice at 14.5. 

 

For D. Melanogaster experiments we used several strains obtained from Bloomington stock center: Cg-Gal4; HmlΔ-Gal4, 2xEGFP; 

UAS-mCD8-GFP; Iref02170/TM6B; hsFLP; Tub-Gal4, UAS-GFP/CyO, Act-GFP; Tub-Gal80TS. FRT82B P{EP}cherG9093 are from the 

Vienna Drosophila Research Center: UAS-Ire1-IR (v39562). For all experiments we used pupae at 20 ±2 h APF (After Puparium 

Formation)  

 

For Zebrafish experiments we used several strains available in Miguel Concha's Laboratory including Wild-type TAB5, 

Tg(actb1:mCherry-utrCH) and Tg(sox17::GFP). Embryos were used at 1-cell stage embryos to inject mRNAs and then analyzed at 
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7, 9, 11.5 and 12 hpf depending on the experiment. 

Wild animals The study did not involve wild animals, no animals in the study were collected from the field

Field-collected samples The study did not involve wild animals, no animals in the study were collected from the field
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 Foreword 

Tumor cells develop a highly efficient secretory pathway since there is a 

group of stressful factors responsible for alterations in the secretory machinery. 

These factors can cause the loss of protein homeostasis in the ER by the 

accumulation of misfolded proteins, generating a cellular condition known as ER 

stress. The stress of ER triggers an adaptive response called unfolded protein 

response (UPR). The activation of the UPR has been described in different tumors 

and multiple cellular and animal models of cancer. The three pathways of the UPR 

have been related to cancer progression and are directly connected to different 

hallmarks of cancer. In this review, we covered relevant aspects of the cell migration 

and invasion processes. Next, we discuss and summarize state of the art on the 

roles of the UPR in the regulation of cell migration, invasion, and metastasis. A 

discussion about the therapeutic potential of targeting the different UPR branches 

is also included.  

 Contribution 

 The author of the present thesis wrote section number 3 that contains a brief 

overview of the UPR and discusses the role of UPR in cancer and the connections 

with metastasis.  
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Abstract: Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) proteostasis is often altered in tumor cells due to intrinsic

(oncogene expression, aneuploidy) and extrinsic (environmental) challenges. ER stress triggers

the activation of an adaptive response named the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR), leading to

protein translation repression, and to the improvement of ER protein folding and clearance capacity.

The UPR is emerging as a key player in malignant transformation and tumor growth, impacting

on most hallmarks of cancer. As such, the UPR can influence cancer cells’ migration and invasion

properties. In this review, we overview the involvement of the UPR in cancer progression. We discuss

its cross-talks with the cell migration and invasion machinery. Specific aspects will be covered

including extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling, modification of cell adhesion, chemo-attraction,

epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), modulation of signaling pathways associated with cell

mobility, and cytoskeleton remodeling. The therapeutic potential of targeting the UPR to treat cancer

will also be considered with specific emphasis in the impact on metastasis and tissue invasion.

Keywords: cancer; cell invasion; cell migration; ER stress; IRE1; PERK; ATF6

1. Introduction

Cell migration/invasion is one of the cancer hallmarks that drives cancer progression leading

to tumor expansion of the adjacent tissues and/or to tumor dissemination through metastasis.

These properties compromise the efficacy of the anti-cancer therapeutic approaches such as surgery or

irradiation that rely on the existence of defined and limited zones within the tumor site. For instance,

in glioblastoma (GBM), the diffuse infiltration of tumor cells into the cerebral neighboring parenchyma

renders the complete and safe tumor resection as almost impossible. In turn, this leads to the recurrence

of GBM [1,2]. Metastases observed in many tumor types, in concert with anti-cancer drugs tumor

resistance, also largely contribute to most of the curative failures in cancers and in cancer-related

Cancers 2019, 11, 631; doi:10.3390/cancers11050631 www.mdpi.com/journal/cancers
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mortality [3,4]. Therefore, in recent years, targeting tumor invasion/migration has become an attractive

approach for the development of new types of anti-cancer treatments [2,5].

Cancer cells can adapt to restrictive microenvironmental conditions associated with nutrient and

oxygen deprivation. This occurs by triggering a series of adaptive stress responses that include the

Unfolded Protein Response (UPR). The activation of the UPR allows tumor cells to restore Endoplasmic

Reticulum (ER) proteostasis [6–8]. In the past couple of years, increasing evidence has linked the

UPR to cancer progression due to the ability to regulate many cancer cell functions. However, the

link between the UPR and the ability of cancer cells to migrate and invade has not been addressed

in depth, and only a few examples have been described so far. In this review, after a brief overview

of ER stress signaling, we describe the cellular and molecular aspects of the cell migration and their

relevance to cancer cell migration/invasion, mainly focusing on brain and skin tumors, and how this

can be connected to UPR signaling. Moreover, we discuss the therapeutic perspectives targeting the

UPR/cancer cell migration/invasion links to limit the tumor dissemination.

2. Mechanisms and Molecular Actors of Tumor Cell Migration and Invasion

Increased tumor cell migration/invasion capacity is one of the hallmarks of cancer [9,10] and leads to

tumor dissemination and aggressiveness [11]. To spread within the tissues, tumor cells use migration

mechanisms that are similar to those occurring in physiological processes such as embryonic development

(Figure 1) [12]. Tumor cell invasion/migration involves diverse patterns of interconvertible strategies

including mesenchymal, amoeboid single migration or collective movements (Figure 2).

2.1. Different Steps of the Migration Process at the Cellular and Molecular Levels

2.1.1. Polarization of the Migrating Cell

Cell migration can be described as a five-step process [11,12]. In the first step, the moving cell

becomes polarized and elongated due to the generation of a protrusion at the leading edge (Figure 1,

(1)). These protrusions, composed of parallel and crosslinked actin filaments, take several forms such as

broad lamellipodia, or spike-like filopodia [11,13]. This step is initiated spontaneously or by different

stimuli including chemokines and growth factors leading to the activation of RHO family GTPases such

as RAC1, RHOA and CDC42 [11,12]. RAC1 is a key regulator of migration and localizes to the leading

edge of moving cells [14,15]; together with CDC42, these GTPases are involved in the formation of

filopodia and lamellipodia whereas RHOA is involved in the formation of stress fibers [16].

2.1.2. Dynamic Interactions of the Migrating Cell with ECM

In the second step, the elongated protrusions form focal contacts with adjacent extracellular matrix

(ECM) components which then mature into focal adhesions (Figure 1, (2)). These stable cell-ECM

interactions comprise adhesion molecules, most notably transmembrane receptors of the integrin family,

and other receptors such as CD44 and syndecans [17]. Intracellularly, focal adhesions are composed by

integrin clusters that recruit signaling proteins such as the non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase named

focal adhesion kinase (FAK, also known as PTK2 for protein tyrosine kinase 2) that acts a major player in

the positive regulation of cell migration. Upon integrin-mediated cell adhesion formation, FAK becomes

auto-phosphorylated on Y397 residue leading to its association with SRC and resulting in activation of both

kinases. Through carboxy-terminal proline-rich regions, FAK binds CAS (for Crk-associated substrate), a

scaffold molecule important for regulating cell migration; and paxillin (PXN), another important molecule

for cell spreading and migration events, resulting into more stable and mature focal adhesions [18–20]. In a

third step, specific surface proteins are recruited near substrate attachment sites leading to the cleavage of

ECM components, such as collagen, fibronectin and laminins (Figure 1, (3)). These proteins involved in

ECM degradation comprise secreted metalloproteinases such as MT1-MMP, MMP1 and MMP2 (Figure 1,

(3)) [11,21]. In this step, one of the major driver of tumor cell invasion though ECM is the invadopodium.

Invadopodia are β-actin rich invasive protrusions that degrade the cross-linked networks of EMC which
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restrict tumor cell motility to cross the epithelia and endothelia cell layers. The capacity of these structures

to degrade ECM is attributed to the presence of membrane-bound MMPs such as MT1-MMP and to the

release of others MMPs, like MMP2 and MMP9 [22,23].

 

Figure 1. The cellular processes and molecular actors involved in cancer cell migration/invasion and

their links to the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) sensors. Cancer cells start to polarize via cytoskeleton

reorganization at the leading edge (1) and generate new cell-matrix contacts (2). The proximal extracellular

matrix (ECM) surrounding the leading edge is degraded by metalloproteinases (MMPs) activation to
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allow cell movement (3). Finally, cell contractions (4) and retractions allowed by cytoskeleton

reorganizations, synchronized with cell-matrix detachments (5), lead the movement of the cell body.

The molecular partners involved in the different cancer cell migration steps are presented in the

associated boxes. The UPR sensors and their down-stream pathways that control the migration

associated molecules are indicated in the green boxes (i.e., direct (solid lines) or indirect (dotted

lines) links).

 

Figure 2. The migration modes used in cancer cell migration/invasion and their links to the UPR sensors.

Cancer cells migrate either collectively (1) or individually according to the mesenchymal (2) or amoeboid

(3) modes. The latter modes involve cell reprogramming processes including epithelial-to-mesenchymal

(EMT), mesenchymal-to-amoeboid (MAT) and amoeboid-to-mesenchymal (AMT) transitions. Although

less characterized, a collective-to-amoeboid transition (CAT) has been also documented. The molecules

involved in these different cancer cell migration modes are presented in the associated boxes. The UPR

sensors and their down-stream pathways that control the migration associated molecular partners are

indicated in the green boxes.

2.1.3. Cell Contraction and Detachment to ECM Allowing Cell Movement

In the fourth step, intracellular myosin II binds to actin filaments to form actomyosin, thus allowing

cell contraction due to a reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (Figure 1, (4)). The calcium/calmodulin

dependent enzyme myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) phosphorylates myosin light chains (MLC) to

activate myosin II and generate actomyosin contraction [24]. Dephosphorylation of the myosin light

chain by the MLC phosphatase (MLCP) results in myosin II inactivation. RHOA regulates actomyosin

contraction predominantly through its effector, ROCK (for RHO-associated protein kinase), which
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phosphorylates and inhibits MLCP [25,26]. In the last, the detachment of the tail occurs through

different actin binding proteins cause actin filament strand breakage thereby promoting filament

turnover. FAK causes focal contact disassembly once phosphorylated by AKT1 [27]. Following

this focal contact disassembly, integrins detach from the substrate and become internalized through

endocytosis for further recycling towards the leading edge (Figure 1, (5)) [11]. Integrin endocytosis is

mediated by clathrin, and its adaptor molecules ARH (for autosomal recessive hypercholesteremia)

and DAG2 (for Disabled-2) [28]. All these steps are sequential and polarized through the cell in order

to induce a positive force that allow cell to move in a specific direction.

2.2. Different Cellular Patterns of Migration

2.2.1. Collective Migration

Collective cell migration is a fundamental process that enables the coordinated movement of

groups of cells that remain connected via cell-cell junctions (Figure 2, (1)) [29]. In this migration

mode, cells remain physically and functionally connected, preserving the integrity of cell-cell junctions

during movement. The connected cells require multicellular polarity and “supra-cellular” organization

of the actin cytoskeleton generating traction and protrusion force for migration and maintaining

cell-cell junctions (Figure 2, (1)). Migrating groups of cells structurally modify the tissue along the

migration path, which may result in the deposition of a basement membrane. All of these processes

are guided by chemical and physical cues including chemokines, such as stromal cell-derived factor 1

(SDF1; also known as CXCL12), and members of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and transforming

growth factor-β (TGFβ) families [30]. Cell-cell adhesion is mediated by adherens junction proteins,

including cadherins, other immunoglobulin superfamily members and integrins, all of which directly

or indirectly connect intracellularly to the actin and/or intermediate filament cytoskeleton. Several

mechanisms polarize the cell group into “leader” cells that guide “follower” cells. Leader cells localize

at the front of a moving group, where they receive guidance signals and instruct follower cells, at the

rear, into directional migration through chemical and/or mechanical signaling [31]. This polarity of a

group of cells is probably cell type and tissue/context specific and might result from the differential

expression of surface receptors, extracellular inputs and downstream intracellular signals that define

and maintain leader cells. The key components that induce and regulate collective migration include

the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR7, mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)/extracellular

signal-regulated kinase (ERK), focal adhesion kinase FAK, phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT, SRC

kinases, NOTCH and RHO GTPases [29,30,32]. The key point of a collective migration is that moving

cells influence each other bidirectionally between leading cells and follower cells. Follower cells can

also influence the behavior of the leaders to modulate the collective movement. Follower cells can also

engage in cell-substrate traction forces, and transmit forces across a longer distance and multiple cell

bodies within moving cell sheets [29].

2.2.2. Single Cell Migration/Invasion through a Mesenchymal Mode

Mesenchymal cells move via the five-step migration cycle presented above. Mesenchymal

migration can be compared to fibroblast-like motility. Apart from fibroblasts, keratinocytes and

endothelial cells, some tumor cells also use this mode of migration. In mesenchymal migration, cells

adopt an elongated, spindle-like shape and exert traction on their substrates via focal adhesions

associated with actin rich protrusions at the leading edge, such as lamellipodia or filopodia (Figure 2,

(2)) [11,33], where RHO-family small GTPases RAC1 and CDC42 are key players [11,33,34].

RAC1 is activated by DOCK3 (for Dedicated Of Cytokinesis 3) and its adaptor molecule NEDD9

to drive mesenchymal migration [34]. Active RAC1 negatively regulates RHO/ROCK signaling,

inhibiting cell rounding and promoting mesenchymal movement. The mesenchymal mode requires

ECM proteolysis to allow RAC1-dependent actin protrusions to pass through the ECM mesh [34].

Integrins, membrane-type MMPs and other proteases co-localize at fiber binding sites to contribute to
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ECM degradation. The activation of MMPs and uPA (for urokinase-type plasminogen activator) is

required for maintenance of the phenotype and mesenchymal migration [11].

2.2.3. Single Cell Migration/Invasion through an Amoeboid Mode

Amoeboid-like movement has been described in leukocytes and certain types of tumor cells. In

amoeboid migration, cells adopt round or irregular shapes (Figure 2, (3)). During locomotion these

cells constantly change shape by rapidly protruding and retracting extensions, which allow them to

squeeze through gaps in the ECM [33,35]. These cells are highly deformable, due to their lack of focal

contacts, allowing them to move at 10- to 30-fold higher velocities than cells that use mesenchymal

migration mechanisms [11]. Amoeboid migration involves a range of different sub-modes, such

as bleb-based migration or gliding. Bleb expansion is driven by hydrostatic pressure generated in

the cytoplasm by the contractile actomyosin cortex [36]. In contrast to the mesenchymal mode of

invasion, in the amoeboid-like migration, the contractile polarized actomyosin cytoskeleton is crucial

for the generation of the motive force, promoted by the RHO/ROCK signaling pathway [37]. This

underlines a mutual antagonistic role between RHO-family GTPases RAC1 and RHO/ROCK that

display exclusive functions in mesenchymal and amoeboid-like migration respectively [38–40]. By

modulating these RHO GTPases, several molecules as such FILGAPP and ARHGAP22 control the

mesenchymal/amoeboid switch in cancer cells [34,40,41]. Importantly, the key marker of the amoeboid

invasiveness is its independence from ECM proteolytic degradation [35,36].

2.3. Migration Strategies Used by Tumor Cells at the Cellular and Molecular Levels

The ability of cancer cells to invade adjacent tissues or to form distant metastases is one of the

most life-threatening aspects of cancer. Most solid cancers progress to disseminated metastatic disease,

leading to secondary tumors arising in sites distal to the primary tumor [42]. The local invasion of

tumor cells to tissues adjacent to the primary tumor site is one of the early steps in the metastatic

process and one of the key determinants of the metastatic potential of tumor cells. In order to overcome

the ECM barriers and surrounding cells, tumor cells develop abilities to use and switch between

different migration modes, i.e., collective, mesenchymal and amoeboid (see above) resulting in the

high plasticity of cancer cells. The conversion from epithelial cells to motile individually migrating

cells is an intensively studied phenomenon known as epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) [42].

The amoeboid and mesenchymal types of migration/invasion are mutually interchangeable in processes

named mesenchymal-to-amoeboid transition (MAT) or amoeboid-to-mesenchymal transition (AMT),

respectively (Figure 2) [33]. In the following sections, we describe the tumor migration processes by

mainly focusing on two well characterized tumor types (i.e., melanoma and GBM) known to exhibit

high migration/invasion properties through a metastatic or a tissue infiltration process.

2.3.1. The Metastatic Process in Melanoma

Cutaneous melanoma is a skin cancer derived from melanocytes is considered as one of the most

aggressive malignancies with one of the worst prognoses. The aggressiveness of this malignancy is

due to the complexity and dissemination potential of this disease. Metastatic melanoma accounts

for approximately 80% of skin cancer-related deaths [43]. Malignant melanoma represents a very

relevant model for studying tumor invasion because of its highly metastatic behavior. Melanoma

progression involved radial and vertical growth phases. The radial growth phase (RGP) represents

early-stage disease and encompasses horizontal growth within the epidermis. When the tumor lesion

enters the vertical growth phase (VGP), the repertoire of adhesion molecules changes, the tumor

enters the dermis and acquires the capacity to metastasize [44]. At the cellular level, melanoma

cells invasion results from a combination of several mechanisms: (i) the epithelial-to-mesenchymal

transition, (ii) the loss of cell-to-cell adhesion, (iii) the loss of cell-matrix adhesion, (iv) matrix

degradation, (v) chemo-attraction/repulsion and (vi) migration. At the molecular level, all these cellular

events are closely regulated and tightly interconnected through the activation of select signaling
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pathways including MAPK, PI3K and WNT/β-catenin [43,45]. Somatic mutations in the BRAF or NRAS

oncogenes are present in the majority of melanoma cells and lead to the spontaneous activation of the

MAPK pathway, promoting cell proliferation, migration and survival [46]. One of the best described

phenomena of cell-cell interactions responsible for melanoma progression is the “cadherin switch” [47]

by replacing E-cadherin to N-cadherin. This switch is mainly regulated by the PI3K/PTEN pathway

through the transcription factors TWIST and SNAI1, two major players of EMT [48]. Loss of E-cadherin

may affect the β-catenin/WNT signaling pathway, resulting in upregulation of genes involved in growth

and metastasis [44]. Moreover, in malignant melanoma, α4/β1 and αv/β3 integrins play a major role in

metastasis dissemination. Indeed the expression of integrin α4/β1 correlates with the development

of metastases and is negatively associated with disease-free and overall survival [49]. Moreover, the

αv/β3 integrin is highly expressed during the transition from RGP to VGP, suggesting a specific role

in melanoma invasion. Indeed, the silencing of integrin αv/β3 in B16 melanoma cells reduces their

migratory capacity in vitro and metastatic potential in vivo [50]. Other important players involved in

melanoma invasion are metalloproteinases. Protein and activation levels of MMP1, 2, 9 and 13 are

upregulated in malignant melanoma [51]. As such, MMP2 cleaves fibronectin into small fragments

to enhance the adhesion and migration of human melanoma cells mediated by αv/β3 integrin [52].

In addition to mesenchymal movement, melanoma cells can also adopt amoeboid motility through

specific effectors of RHOA, namely ROCK and MLC2 [43], stimulated by the TGFβ/SMAD pathway [53].

RAC1 is involved in mesenchymal migration of melanoma cells, through the adaptor protein NEDD9.

NEDD9 gene is amplified in approximately 50% of melanomas [54]. NEDD9 is a member of the CAS

family of proteins that interacts with the guanine nucleotide exchange factor DOCK3 to promote RAC1

activation [55]. Besides, NEDD9 overexpression leads to increased phosphorylation of β3-integrin

on Tyr785 in the cytoplasmic domain promoting the assembly of a signaling complex containing

β3-integrin, SRC, FAK and NEDD9. Altogether, this leads to an increased activation of RAC1, SRC

and FAK and a decreased ROCK signaling that drive an elongated, mesenchymal type invasion [54].

Malignant melanoma represents a very relevant model for studying tumor invasion because of its

highly metastatic behavior.

2.3.2. Tumor Migration in Glioblastoma

If most solid tumors spread by metastasis like melanoma, there are exceptions such as glioblastoma

(GBM) which is characterized by a diffuse invasion of tumor cells within the surrounding brain

parenchyma (referred to as diffuse infiltration hereafter). GBM is the most common primary malignant

brain tumors. Despite the aggressive standard of care currently used, including surgery, chemo-

and radiotherapy, the prognosis remains very poor. One of the central hallmarks of GBM is the

diffuse infiltration of tumor cells throughout the neighboring normal tissues, rendering complete

and safe resection almost impossible [56]. GBM cells mainly appear to invade the surrounding

brain parenchyma using the mesenchymal form of motility in vivo, in contrast, amoeboid invasion of

GBM cells has been only described in vitro [56–58]. GBM cells move along myelinated axon tracks

and disseminate into healthy brain regions along the vascular basement membrane and the glia

limitans externa where fibrous proteins such as collagens, fibronectin, laminins and vitronectin are

expressed [56]. GBM cells secrete ECM proteins into the microenvironment and release MMPs for ECM

remodeling and to promote their own infiltration. In GBM, matrix metalloproteinases are particularly

involved in aggressive tumor cell infiltration [59]. MMP2, MT1-MMP and MT2-MMP activities are

highly increased in GBM tumors compared to normal [60–62]. MMP2 expression levels correlate with

malignant progression in vivo [60,63]. Concomitant with the upregulation of pro-migratory ECM

proteins, elevated expression cell adhesion molecules such as integrins receptors and ICAM1 (for

intercellular adhesion molecule) has been detected in GBM samples. Integrin receptors reported to be

upregulated on glioma cells include α2β1, α5β1, α6β1 and αvβ3. ICAM1 and LFA3 (for lymphocyte

function-associated antigen 3) were distinctive markers of GBM [2,64]. A recent study showed that

β1 and αv integrins represent the primary adhesion systems for glioma cell migration in different
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migration models [65]. Interestingly, SRC, FYN, and c-YES kinases belonging to the SRC-family kinase

(SFK) are involved in glioma proliferation and motility in vitro [66]. Conversely, LYN, another kinase

of this family, shows anti-tumor effect in a glioma orthotopic xenograft model [66]. Components of the

FAK/SRC tyrosine kinase migration signaling network are upregulated and activated in GBM suggesting

a role of this pathway in tumor invasion [67,68]. The IL6/STAT3 signaling axis is also involved in

GBM cell migration by modulating the expression of metalloproteinases MMP2 and MMP9 [69,70], as

well as GRP1 (for Glioma Pathogenesis-Related 1) that contributes to GBM stem cell migration [71].

STAT3 is also implicated in mesenchymal GBM progression by modulating the mucin-type protein

podoplanin and the EMT-related transcription factors SNAIL and TWIST [72]. Recently we showed

that CD90 (THY1) expression controls tumor cell migration/adhesion mainly through SRC signaling.

In addition, we show that CD90 expression regulates tumor invasive characteristics in a mouse model

and in human tumors [73]. CD90 is a glycophosphatidylinositol anchored glycoprotein considered as a

marker for mesenchymal stromal/stem cells that has been earlier described in glioma/GBM specimens

and immortalized glioma/GBM cell lines [73].

In the past few years, pharmacological approaches aiming at dampening GBM invasiveness showed

promising results in vitro, in mouse models or in clinical trials and targeted metalloproteinases [74–76],

integrins [77], cytoskeleton reorganization [78], or signaling molecules such as FAK [79–81]

and SRC [82–85]. Despite intensive efforts, there has been little improvement in the ability to

treat GBM. Hence, understanding cell migration is a necessary first step in developing new

“anti-migration” therapies.

3. Brief Overview of the Unfolded Protein Response and of the ER Stress Sensors

Cells depend on the production of membrane and secretory proteins to maintain their survival.

The production of these proteins is ensured in part by the early secretory pathway comprising the ER

and the Golgi apparatus [8]. To adapt to the cellular demand and to the challenges imposed by the

surrounding environment, the secretory pathway needs to adjust the associated molecular network

involved in protein biogenesis including chaperones, foldases, glycosylation enzymes, oxidoreductases

and molecules involved in protein quality control [8]. Despite this elaborate system, a proportion of

newly synthesized proteins does not reach the quality criteria and is targeted to the ER Associated

Degradation (ERAD) system. When the protein folding demand outweighs the ER folding capacity,

improperly folded proteins accumulate in the ER lumen resulting in a condition named ER stress.

To combat ER stress and return to a homeostatic situation, an adaptive cellular stress response named

UPR is triggered [6,86]. The UPR is exacerbated in the course of tumor development, when cancer

cells are exposed to intrinsic and extrinsic challenges, i.e., activation of their oncogenic program or

nutrient and oxygen deprivation [6,7].

3.1. UPR Signaling Pathways

The UPR activation is controlled by three ER resident transmembrane proteins that act as

molecular ER stress sensors: the activating transcription factor 6 alpha (ATF6α, referred to as ATF6),

the inositol-requiring enzyme 1 alpha (IRE1α, referred to as IRE1 hereafter) and the protein kinase

RNA-like ER kinase (PERK) [6–8,87]. Herein, we will provide a brief overview of the UPR signaling

pathways and invite the readers to refer to the following reviews on UPR for more details [6–8,86–96].

3.1.1. Activation Mechanisms of the ER Stress Sensors

The current dogma reports that activation of these three sensors is regulated by the ER resident

chaperone GRP78/BiP. Under basal conditions, GRP78 constitutively associates with the luminal

domains of the 3 sensors, thus repressing their activation [7,8,97]. The fine tuning of the ER stress

sensors activation has been more precisely described by different mechanisms but a consensus about

IRE1 and PERK activation is missing. For instance, several key players have been described such as the

importance of the ATPase domain of GRP78 for the interaction with IRE1 [98]; and the involvement of
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other molecular partners such as the co-chaperone ERDJ4 and the protein disulfide isomerase PDIA6

that participate in the stabilization of the GRP78 and IRE1 interaction [99,100]; and also facilitates

IRE1 dimerization during ER stress induced after disruption of ER calcium homeostasis [100]; the heat

shock protein HSP47 that favors GRP78 release and stabilizes IRE1 dimerization [101]; or misfolded

proteins that can directly interact with IRE1 to trigger IRE1 dimerization/oligomerization [102]. Upon

accumulation of misfolded proteins in the ER lumen, GRP78 is released from the ER stress sensors

which leads to their activation by allowing IRE1 and PERK dimerization/oligomerization and ATF6

export to the Golgi apparatus [87,97]. ATF6, IRE1 and PERK then trigger downstream signaling

pathways to reprogram cells to cope with the stress or to die if the stress cannot be resolved.

3.1.2. ATF6

ATF6 is an ER-localized protein that exists in two isoforms α and ß forming homo- and

heterodimers [103,104]. Compared to the isoform ATF6ß, ATF6α appears to be a very potent

transcription factor [105]. ATF6 is considered as a natively instable protein [106]. Under ER stress,

GRP78 dissociation and disulfide bond modification mediated by the protein disulfide isomerase

PDIA5 [107,108] stabilize ATF6 and promotes its export to the Golgi apparatus. In the Golgi apparatus,

ATF6 is activated by its cleavage mediated by the S1P and S2P proteases [109–111]. This releases an

active membrane-free transcription factor, ATF6f, that translocates to the nucleus and induces the

transcription of genes mainly involved in protein folding and ERAD such as calreticulin, GRP78,

HERPUD1 and SEL1L [7,89,112,113].

3.1.3. IRE1

The cytoplasmic region of IRE1 is composed of two domains with distinct enzymatic functions

including a serine/threonine kinase and an endoribonuclease (RNase). During ER stress, IRE1

dimerization/oligomerization leads its trans-autophosphorylation that prompts a conformation change,

resulting in the activation of its RNase domain [7]. This RNase has the unique ability to proceed with

the excision of 26 nucleotides of a short intronic region of the mRNA of the X-box binding protein XBP1.

Together with the tRNA ligase RTCB, IRE1 catalyzes the unconventional splicing of XBP1 to generate

a new mRNA with a novel open-reading frame encoding for the transcription factor XBP1s. XBP1s

activates expression of genes involved in protein folding, secretion, ERAD and lipid synthesis [7].

When ER stress cannot be resolved, IRE1 RNase also catalyzes the degradation of ER localized mRNA,

ribosomal RNA and microRNAs through a process called Regulated IRE1 Dependent Decay of RNA

(RIDD), participating to the attenuation of the global mRNA translation. The dual IRE1 RNase activity

(XBP1 splicing vs. RIDD) is dependent on IRE1 dimerization/oligomerization state with still debated

models [7,86,87]. On the other hand, once IRE1 is activated, IRE1 kinase domain interacts with the

adaptor protein TRAF2, and triggers a phosphorylation cascade leading to c-Jun N-terminal protein

kinase (JNK) and NFκB activation [114,115]. Upon sustained ER stress, IRE1 activation favors the

activation of cell apoptosis through terminal RIDD that cleaves mRNAs non-specifically.

3.1.4. PERK

Upon ER stress, PERK trans-autophosphorylation leads to its activation and phosphorylation of

the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 alpha (eIF2α) and the transcription factor NRF2 [7,8,92,95].

Phosphorylation of eIF2α leads to the attenuation of the global translation, reducing the folding demand

on the ER [7,89,116,117]. Phosphorylation of eIF2α also prompts the translation of the transcription

factor ATF4 through a uORF-dependent mechanism [118,119]. Phosphorylation of cytoplasmic NRF2

leads to its dissociation from KEAP1 and its nuclear import [120]. The transcription factors ATF4 and

NRF2 induce expression of genes involved in protein folding (via HSF1 that regulates HSP genes),

amino-acid metabolism (PHGDH, PSAT1, SHMT2 and SLC genes), antioxidant response (NQO1),

autophagy (ATG genes) and apoptosis (CHOP) [7,8,121,122]. Translation restoration is induced

by eIF2α dephosphorylation which is catalyzed by the GADD34/PP1c complex [123]. GADD34 is
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activated downstream of CHOP and its expression results in a negative feedback loop for PERK

signaling pathway. If the stress of the ER is maintained, sustained ATF4/CHOP activation leads to the

apoptosis of the cell through induction of pro-apoptotic genes related to BCL2 family such as BIM and

PUMA [124,125].

3.2. Roles of the ER Stress Sensors in Cancer

During tumor development, cancer cells are exposed to several challenges such as acute demands

of protein synthesis due to oncogene expression and drastic extracellular conditions linked to hypoxia

or low nutrient availability. These challenges require efficient UPR allowing the cancer cells to cope

and adapt [88,92,95]. Thus, fingerprints of UPR activation have been found in several types of

primary and metastatic tumors including brain, breast, colon, liver, lung, hepatocellular carcinoma

and skin (reviewed in reference [126]). For instance, GRP78 and ATF6 mRNAs are up-regulated as the

histological grade increases in hepatocellular carcinoma tissues [127]. In human breast carcinomas,

high GRP78 and XBP1 protein levels are found in comparison with normal tissue [128]. High GRP78

expression is associated with metastasis and poor prognosis in breast, colon, esophageal, lung and

skin cancers [129–133]. Moreover, ablation of the UPR sensors leads to a significant reduction in

tumor growth in different types of cancers like colon, pancreatic, breast cancer and GBM [134–137].

In addition to restoring ER proteostasis, a number of studies have demonstrated that tumor cells

hijack the UPR machinery to provide new molecular pathways for supporting tumor development

and aggressiveness associated with microenvironment remodeling of the stroma and resistance to

anti-cancer treatments [88,92,95]. For instance angiogenesis, another important cancer hallmark, is

modulated after hypoxia-induced UPR activation by modulating expression of several proangiogenic

mediators as such VEGF and angiogenic inhibitors including THBS1, CXCL14 and CXCL10 [88,138].

Moreover, UPR activation is also observed in tumor associated cells such as endothelial cells and

infiltrating macrophages, lymphocytes and dendritic cells to increase their ability to support tumor

growth by promoting neo-angiogenesis and by providing important secreted growth factors [90,93].

Currently, many studies are further documenting the involvement of ER stress in cancer hallmarks [9,10].

The following section of this review will be mainly focused on the links between UPR and tumor

migration/invasion.

4. Connections between UPR Signaling and Tumor Cell Migration

Growing evidence suggests that the UPR is an important regulator of different steps of the

tumor migration and metastasis. The three sensors of the UPR have been recently linked to tumor

cell migration/invasion processes such as ECM and actin cytoskeleton remodeling and cytoskeleton

reorganization, modification of cellular adhesion, activation of signaling pathways associated with cell

mobility, and EMT [7,91,94,95].

4.1. Links between UPR Sensors Activation and Cancer Metastasis

The IRE1/XBP1 axis has been the most extensively correlated with cancer progression and

metastasis. Importantly, studies with tumor samples from patients with colorectal carcinoma,

breast cancer and oral squamous cell carcinoma, described the overexpression of IRE1 or XBP1

in metastatic samples compared to the primary tumors [139–142]. In addition, elevated levels of XBP1

at primary tumors are statistically associated to the presence of distant metastasis in patients with

esophageal carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma and oral squamous cell carcinoma [143–145]. XBP1s

overexpression at the primary tumor was correlated with intrahepatic invasion and distant metastasis

in hepatocellular carcinoma [144]. In pancreatic cancers, latent liver metastases are developing from

quiescent single disseminated cancer cells (DCCs) that evade to the anti-tumor immune response [146].

Intriguingly, these DCCs shut down IRE1 activity leading to escape from CD8 T cell cytotoxicity

by down-regulating MHC class I molecules expression. Restoration of IRE1 signaling branch by

overexpressing XBP1s in DCCs leads to the outgrowth of liver macro-metastatic lesions [146]. These
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findings suggest that IRE1 activation might be important for the initial and final steps in metastasis, like

tumor cell dissemination and the formation of macro-metastasis, with a temporary downregulation

for avoiding anti-tumor immune response. Besides IRE1, PERK activation has been also linked to

tumor invasiveness. In triple negative breast cancers (TNBC), PERK activation characterized by a

cancer-specific PERK signaling gene set is associated with distant metastasis [147]. Also, overexpression

of ATF4, a component of PERK pathway, is associated with lymph node metastasis in esophageal

squamous cell carcinoma [148]. In vivo experiments demonstrated that ATF4 induce cell invasion

and metastasis stimulating MMP2 and MMP7 expression [148]. Although more accurate experiments

are required, this evidence shows that UPR activation might be relevant for the development of

metastatic lesions.

4.2. UPR-Dependent Control of ECM Protein Production and ECM Remodeling

ECM remodeling is an important step to allow tumor migration/invasion. ECM degradation is a

key phenomenon in tumor cells migration through the adjacent tissues. In addition, the regulation

of cell/ECM interactions determines the cell ability to migrate, i.e., strong cell adhesion to the ECM

will limit cell invasion [30]. UPR-regulated molecules such as ECM components, i.e., collagens and

fibronectin, enzymes that cleave ECM, i.e., cathepsin and MMPs and adhesion molecules, i.e., integrins,

are involved in this process.

4.2.1. ECM Remodeling by the IRE1/XBP1s Signaling Axis

One important process in metastasis is the invasion allowed by the degradation of the ECM

through the expression of MMPs [149]. In esophageal squamous cell carcinomas, XBP1s overexpression

promotes cell invasion and metastasis through the upregulation of MMP9, one of the MMPs most

widely associated with cancer progression [143]. Similarly, XBP1 deficiency in oral squamous cell

carcinoma cells impairs cell invasion and leads to a decrease in the expression of invasion-associated

genes including MMP1, MMP3 and PLAUR [141]. Intriguingly, in GBM, IRE1 signaling is found to

negatively modulate cell migration and invasion [137,150–153]. Gene expression profiling reveals that

loss of enzymatic IRE1 activity results in an upregulation of ECM proteins, by negatively regulating

the expression of SPARC through the RIDD-mediated degradation of its mRNA, a protein associated

with changes in cell shape, synthesis of ECM and cell migration [151]. In addition, the expression

of genes involved in cancer cell migration including ECM components (i.e., collagens), MMPs and

chemokines is under the control of IRE1 activation in GBM cells [152].

4.2.2. PERK-Dependent Regulation of MMPs in Cancers

As described above for IRE1, PERK is also found to contribute to ECM reorganization in cancer

cells. For instance, in esophageal squamous carcinoma cells, ATF4 directly controls tumor migration

in vitro and in vivo by regulating the expression of the metalloproteinases MMP2 and MMP7 that, in

turn, facilitate this process via the ECM remodeling [148]. Interestingly, ATF4 has been described as a

potential poor prognostic biomarker in this cancer type [148]. In chronic myeloid leukemia, eIF2α is

constitutively phosphorylated and enhances invasive ability of tumor cells but also tumor associated

stromal fibroblasts by modulating ECM remodeling through cathepsin and MMPs expression via the

induction of ATF4 [154]. Interestingly, TRAM2 (for translocation associated membrane protein 2), a

component of the SEC61 translocation channel located at ER, is highly expressed in oral squamous

cell carcinoma and has a main role in metastasis by controlling PERK activation and the expression of

MT1-MMP, MMP2, and MMP9 [155]. Breast cancer cell lines exhibit increased secretion of ECM proteins

that perturbs ER morphology due to the overload in secretory proteins and show a constitutively

activated PERK/eIF2α/ATF4 axis [156].
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4.2.3. ECM Remodeling upon ATF6 Activation

Little has been described so far on the potential role of ATF6 in modulating tumor cell

migration/invasion. One recent study reports that ATF6 activation, upon ER stress induced by

gemcitabine, leads to the increased expression of PLAU, a serine protease involved in the degradation

of the ECM. Its activation is, in turn, associated with enhanced migration properties of pancreatic

cancer stem cells [157]. Also, ADAM17, a member of the disintegrins and metalloproteases family that

promotes tumor invasiveness and is found to be up-regulated in breast, gastric ovary and prostatic

cancers and is induced by ATF6 in breast cancer cells [158]. Interestingly, PERK/eIF2α/ATF4 UPR arm

also regulates ADAM17 expression as ATF4 binding sites are present in the ADAM17 promoter and

PERK activation induces the ADAM17 protein release [158].

4.3. Involvement of the UPR-Dependent Secretome in Tumor Migration

Tumor cell migration depends on the interaction with the microenvironment, extracellular matrix

adhesion, cell-cell contacts and matrix remodeling. Cytokines and growth factors that are secreted in

the tumor microenvironment regulate all of these processes and therefore control the invasion capacity

of tumor cells. These molecules can be secreted by both the tumor cells (autocrine signals) and by

the surrounding non-tumor cells (paracrine signals), controlling the initial steps for the metastatic

cascade and allowing tumor cell adaptation to environmental changes. The different UPR sensors

have been involved in the production of pro-migratory cytokines and chemokines. IRE1 has been

described to regulate the secretion of several factors that control tumor angiogenesis that can also

affect tumor cell migration. For instance, in GBM, the inhibition of IRE1 decreases the expression of

proangiogenic factors such as VEGFA, IL1β, IL6, and CXCL8 (also named IL8) and leads to a reduction

of angiogenesis [150,151]. Moreover, IRE1 activity affects the adhesion, migration and invasion

properties of GBM tumor cells [150–152] by controlling the production of the chemokines/cytokines

IL6, CXCL8, and CXCL3, all involved in these processes [150,152]. Selective impairment of IRE1

RNase increase invasion, vessel co-option capacity and mesenchymal features in U87 glioma cells [153].

Interestingly, in colorectal cancers high XBP1s expression is associated with metastatic tumors in

patients and with cancer cell invasion in vitro by controlling VEGFR2 expression [139]. In intestinal

cancer cells, early growth response protein 1 (EGR1), an important transcription factor that controls

the expression of chemokines/cytokines involved in tumor metastasis such as CCL2 and CXCL1, is

positively regulated upon activation of PERK and ATF6 [159]. Suppression of PERK or targeting ATF6

decreased EGR1 expression levels as well as EGR1-associated chemokine expression. Interestingly,

ATF3 through a direct interaction with histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1) mediate EGR1 suppression [159].

PERK activation also increases VEGFA expression in medulloblastoma, which favors tumor migration

through an autocrine manner by interacting with its receptor VEGFR2 [160]. In melanoma, both ATF6

and PERK branches of the UPR are involved in the induction of the fibroblast growth factors FGF1/2

increasing cancer cell migration in vitro [161].

4.4. UPR-Mediated Regulation of EMT in Cancers

In recent years, the EMT and UPR activation mainly through IRE1 and PERK signaling pathways

have been closely linked to cancer progression in many models [7,91,94,156,162]. EMT-like phenotypes

are induced upon UPR activation including cellular morphological changes and modulation of EMT

markers, i.e., E-cadherin and vimentin [140,156,163]. Importantly, the common chemotherapeutic

drugs used in cancers induce ER-stress mediated EMT, independent of the cancer type [164]. PERK

activation is mandatory for tumor cells to invade and metastasize [147]. Furthermore, EMT gene

expression signature has been correlated with ECM protein secretion and ATF4 expression (but not

XBP1) in various cancers including breast and colon [156]. Inhibition of the PERK/eIF2α/ATF4 signaling

axis with acriflavine (an antiseptic agent that also targets HIF1 pathway) prevents EMT at the cellular

and molecular levels (i.e., no change in cellular morphology and no induction of EMT markers as such
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E-cadherin, vimentin, SNAI1, SPOCK1 and TWIST1); and inhibits the tumor cell migration (Figure 2,

(2)) [165]. However, other studies indicate that XBP1s increases the metastatic potential of tumor cells

by the induction of the expression of several EMT transcription factors, including SNAI1, SNAI2, ZEB2

and TCF3 [140,144,163,166]. The induction of these transcription factors for the IRE1/XBP1s signaling

is dependent of lysyl oxidase-like 2 (LOXL2). Overexpression of LOXL2 induces its accumulation in

the ER and its interaction with GRP78 inducing IRE1/XBP1s branch activation [163]. The inhibition of

the RNase activity of IRE1 using small molecules reduced EMT markers expression patterns in breast

cancer cells [140].

4.5. UPR-Dependent Regulation of Other Molecular Actors of Tumor Cell Migration

4.5.1. Direct Interaction between IRE1 and Filamin A

We have recently uncovered a novel mechanism of cell migration regulation underlying IRE1

function. Using an interactome screening, FLNA is identified as a major IRE1-binding partner in

non-cancer mouse and human cells [167]. FLNA is a 280 kDa actin crosslinking protein involved

in the regulation of cytoskeleton remodeling through a direct phosphorylation at serine 2152 [168].

Remarkably, the regulation of cytoskeleton dynamics by IRE1 is independent of its canonical RNase

activity, but instead IRE1 serves as a scaffold that recruits FLNA, scaffolding to PKCα, to increase

FLNA phosphorylation. Using genetic manipulation, it was determined that deletion of IRE1 impaired

actin cytoskeleton dynamics at the protruding and retracting areas. These finding were corroborated in

zebra fish, drosophila and mouse models. In addition, using a panel of tumor cell lines, IRE1 silencing

decreased tumor cell migration [151,169]. This discovery unveils the possibility of direct interaction

between IRE1 and the cytoskeleton network which could also take place in cancer cells (Figure 1, (1)

and (4)) [167].

4.5.2. HIF1α Regulation by XBP1s

Basal XBP1s expression has been described in TNBCs and has a key role on tumorigenicity and

tumor dissemination [170]. According to genome-wide mapping to determine XBP1s regulatory

network, XBP1s interacts with HIF1α forming a transcriptional complex that enhances the expression

of HIF1α-regulated genes by promoting the recruitment of RNA polymerase II [170]. It is well

documented that the HIF1α transcriptional program plays a key role in critical steps of metastasis like

EMT, extravasation and metastatic niche formation [171]. Furthermore, silencing of XBP1 decreased

the formation of lung metastases in an orthotopic TNBC xenograft mouse model (Figure 2, (2)) [170].

4.5.3. Dual Functions of CREB3L1 Induced by ER Stress on Tumor Migration

CREB3L1 (so called OASIS) is a transcription factor initially described in human astrocytes [172]

and later considered as an ER stress sensor [173]. This protein is located at the ER membrane and

under ER stress, CREB3L1, like ATF6, is exported to the Golgi apparatus and cleaved by S1P and

S2P proteases. The membrane-free cytosolic domain is released and translocates to the nucleus to act

as a transcription factor regulating the expression of several genes including ER chaperones such as

GRP78, and CREB3L1 itself [173]. Using a bioinformatic approach that integrates gene mutations and

DNA methylation changes, CREB3L1 was identified as an important regulatory driver in prostate

cancer [174,175]. In glioma cells, ER stress induces CREB3L1 that, in turn, negatively modulates the

expression of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan and is associated with increased ability of tumor cell

migration/invasion [176]. Surprisingly, CREB3L1 is lost in metastatic cells from breast and bladder

tumors due to the methylation of its gene (in the promoter region and the first intronic region) leading

to an epigenetic silencing [175,177]. Restoration of CREB3L1 expression in metastatic cells dramatically

reduces their migration/invasion ability [175,177]. Importantly, CREB3L1 is transcriptionally regulated

downstream of PERK via ATF4 induction but this also requires additional signaling molecules from

the EMT pathway such as COL1A1, COL1A2, and FN1 [147]. Remarkably, CREB3L1 expression is
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a predictive marker for distant metastasis in the mesenchymal subtype of TNBCs [147]. CREB3L1

increases breast tumor migration capacities through ECM production and remodeling, i.e., COL1A2

and FN1. CREB3L1 inhibition also reduces FAK activation, an important kinase that regulates cell/ECM

interaction via its impact on ECM (Figure 1, (2)) [147].

4.5.4. LAMP3 Regulation by PERK Signaling in Cancers

Under hypoxic conditions, the PERK/ATF4 axis is activated and promotes breast tumor cell

migration/invasion through the up-regulation and activation of LAMP3, a lysosomal-associated

membrane protein [178]. PERK-mediated eIF2α phosphorylation also induces LAMP3-dependent

cervix cancer cell migration under hypoxia [179]. Importantly, LAMP3 expression is also associated

with metastasis and poor prognostic in breast, cervix and colorectal cancers and head and neck

squamous carcinomas [178–182]. Although the LAMP family members are described as lysosomal

membrane proteins, their cell surface expression is often observed in cancer cells. The biologic function

of LAMP3 in tumor migration and metastasis needs therefore to be further characterized. As described

with LAMP1, LAMP3 might participate to the membrane ruffles and filopodia in migrating tumor cells

(Figure 1, (1)) [183].

5. Conclusions: UPR Signaling and Cell Migration as Future Targets in Cancer Therapy

Cancer cell migration/invasion has appeared as an important axis to target in the perspectives

of anti-cancer therapies development [2,5]. As described above, tumor cell migration is linked to

UPR signaling, thereby opening new therapeutic avenues. Interestingly, several inhibitors of the

ER stress sensors have been reported to affect tumor migration. For instance, ATF6 inhibitors of

the flavonoid family extracted from plants, i.e., apigenin, baicalein, kaempferol; display a strong

effect on inhibiting tumor migration of the large range of cancer types including brain, breast, liver,

lung, pancreas and skin, however this might be due to off target effects [184–195]. They mainly

modulate MMP2 and MMP9 metalloproteinases expression [184,188,190–192], interfere with the EMT

process through the regulation of SNAI1 and SLUG [187,189,194] and affect the AKT and MAPK

signaling pathways [186,190–192,194,195]. Like flavonoid molecules, another ATF6 inhibitor melatonin

modulates important kinases FAK, SRC and ROCK1 involved in tumor migration [195–197]. IRE1

inhibitors such as quercetin and sunitinib also inhibit tumor migration by modulating the same

molecular actors of the ECM remodeling and intracellular signaling pathways, i.e., metalloproteinases

and kinases, but again, these effects were not yet proven to occur through the inhibition of IRE1 [198–201].

More specific molecules that inhibit the PERK/eIF2α branch also affect tumor migration. The PERK

inhibitor GSK2606414 blocks brain tumor cell migration [160], but this inhibitor is also known to target

RIPK1 and c-KIT [202,203]. Subtoxic doses of eIF2α phosphatase GADD34/PP1c inhibitors guanabenz

or salubrinal reduce breast and bone cancer cell migration/invasion through the reduction of SRC [204]

and RAC1 [204,205] activity and through the modulation of MMP13 expression (for salubrinal) [204].

Altogether, although none of the UPR inhibitors are currently tested on clinical trials for cancer patients,

these findings highlight the need for clarifying the molecular mechanisms occurring under UPR that

control tumor migration/invasion. Better understanding of these mechanisms will allow to more

specifically target the relevant actors to prevent tumor invasion and metastasis; and therefore, improve

current therapeutic approaches for patients with cancer diseases.
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Résumé 

Les cellules tumorales sont exposées à plusieurs perturbations intrinsèques et 

extrinsèques qui peuvent altérer le bon fonctionnement du réticulum endoplasmique 

(RE), une condition cellulaire connue sous le nom de stress ER. Ce stress engage 

une réponse adaptative appelée « Unfolded Protein Response » (UPR), une voie de 

signalisation qui transmet les informations sur l'état de repliement des protéines dans 

la lumière ER vers le noyau en vue de rétablir l’homéostasie protéique. La 

signalisation des trois branches de l'UPR a été liée à la progression tumorale. La voie 

de signalisation transduite par la protéine IRE1α (appelée ci-après IRE1) est la 

branche la plus conservée de l'UPR, et son association avec le développement des 

cancers a été documentée au cours des dernières années. L'activation d’IRE1 induit 

l'épissage non conventionnel de l'ARNm XBP1 contrôlant l'expression du facteur de 

transcription XBP1s et simultanément la dégradation d’ARNm et de microARN par un 

processus appelé RIDD. En outre, nous avons décrit qu’IRE1 interagit directement 

avec la filamine A (FLNA), une protéine de réticulation de l'actine impliquée dans la 

migration cellulaire. 

Malgré les preuves croissantes suggérant qu’IRE1 est un régulateur important 

de la progression tumorale et d'autres caractéristiques du cancer, son implication dans 

l’apparition de métastases et les mécanismes moléculaires sous-jacents restent 

ambigus. Plusieurs études ont lié l'activité IRE1 à la migration cellulaire, à l'invasion 

et aux métastases dans différents types de tumeurs. Cependant, la plupart des 

preuves disponibles sont toujours corrélatives et les mécanismes moléculaires restent 

à élucider complètement. L'une des tumeurs les plus métastatiques est le mélanome 

cutané malin, dont l'incidence et la mortalité ont augmenté au cours des dernières 



décennies. Aucune preuve concernant le rôle de l'IRE1 dans la migration et l'invasion 

cellulaires du mélanome n'a été publiée jusqu’ici. Par conséquent, dans cette thèse, 

je vise à caractériser la contribution de l'IRE1 dans la migration et l'invasion cellulaires 

dans les cellules de mélanome, son impact sur le processus métastatique et sa 

relation avec la signalisation de la FLNA. 

À cette fin, j’ai sélectionné comme modèle cellulaire quatre lignées cellulaires de 

mélanome humain, dont une non métastatique et trois métastatiques. J’ai également 

utilisé la lignée cellulaire B16F10 dérivée de C57BL/6 pour des expériences 

complémentaires, un modèle hautement métastatique et bien établi pour l'étude des 

métastases de mélanome. Fait intéressant, l'ablation génétique de l'expression d'IRE1 

a conduit à une augmentation de la capacité de migration et d'invasion cellulaire des 

lignées cellulaires de mélanome métastatique humain. Notamment, je n’ai pas pu 

corroborer une interaction entre IRE1 et FLNA, ni la phosphorylation IRE1-

dépendante de FLNA sur la sérine S2152 avec ce phénomène. Surtout, les processus 

connus pour être régulés par FLNA, comme le cytosquelette d'actine et l'adhésion 

cellulaire, ne sont pas affectés par la déplétion de l'IRE1 dans les cellules de 

mélanome métastatique humain. Ces résultats suggèrent que la régulation de la 

migration / invasion cellulaire par IRE1 est un mécanisme indépendant de la FLNA. 

Qui plus est, en utilisant un inhibiteur sélectif de la RNase IRE1 (MKC-8866), une 

augmentation significative de la migration des cellules de mélanome métastatique a 

aussi été observée. Ainsi, nous avons évalué l'effet de la surexpression de XBP1 sur 

la migration cellulaire des cellules de mélanome métastatique humain sur le déficit ou 

le contrôle pharmacologique de l’activité d’IRE1. En utilisant cette approche 

expérimentale, nous avons observé que XBP1 n'affecte pas la capacité des cellules 

de mélanome humain à migrer. Sur cette base, nous avons émis l'hypothèse que 



RIDD en aval de l'activité IRE1 RNase pourrait être responsable de l’atténuation de la 

migration des cellules de mélanome métastatique. 

À l'aide d'analyses bioinformatiques, nous avons ensuite évalué l'état d'activation 

de la branche IRE1 (XBP1 ou RIDD) dans les métastases du mélanome humain. En 

utilisant les signatures génétiques déjà décrites pour les tumeurs de glioblastomes, 

nous avons comparé l'activité IRE1 dans les tumeurs primaires et métastatiques de 

469 patients. Nous avons observé une diminution significative de l'activité IRE1 dans 

les échantillons métastatiques par rapport aux tumeurs primaires. Cette diminution de 

l'activité IRE1 dans les métastases était corrélée à une diminution de l'activité RIDD, 

mais pas de l'activité XBP1s, ce qui suggère que l'inhibition IRE1 / RIDD pourrait être 

un processus nécessaire pour développer des métastases de mélanome. En utilisant 

la même base de données d'expression génique, nous avons constaté que les 

tumeurs identifiées avec une activité RIDD élevée présentaient une diminution 

significative de l'expression d'au moins neuf gènes impliqués dans les métastases du 

mélanome. Un effet totalement indépendant de l'activité XBP1s. Bien que ces cibles 

RIDD possibles doivent encore être validées in vitro, nos résultats soutiennent 

fortement l'idée qu’IRE1, à travers l'activité RIDD et la dégradation de multiples 

ARNm, pourrait agir comme un suppresseur de migration, et peut-être d'invasion, 

dans les lignées cellulaires de mélanome humain. 

Enfin, pour déterminer la pertinence de l'expression d'IRE1 dans les métastases 

de mélanome in vivo, j’ai sélectionné un modèle expérimental de métastase, 

consistant en l'injection de veine latérale de la queue de cellules de mélanome 

métastatique humain chez des souris NSG ou des cellules de mélanome métastatique 

de souris chez des souris immunocompétentes. Bien que les données obtenues in 



vitro soutiennent qu’IRE1 peut supprimer la migration cellulaire, je n’ai pas pas trouvé 

de différence significative concernant le nombre de nodules métastatiques dans les 

poumons entre les cellules de mélanome métastatique IRE1KO et contrôle. Une 

explication du faible effet de la déficience IRE1 dans les métastases dans nos 

expériences pourrait être que le modèle in vivo choisi n'est pas adéquat pour évaluer 

le mécanisme régulé par IRE1 dans le mélanome. Le modèle expérimental de 

métastase choisi (injection directe de cellules tumorales dans la circulation) est une 

excellente stratégie en première approche car il permet le contrôle du nombre de 

cellules injectées, en excluant l'effet de la croissance tumorale primaire. Cependant, 

ce type d'expérience a des limites. Je considère qu'outre la complexité de ce modèle, 

l'évaluation de l'effet de la déplétion IRE1 dans les métastases spontanées pourrait 

être pertinente pour tester mon hypothèse de travail. 

Les résultats obtenus dans cette thèse constituent la première analyse de 

l'implication d'IRE1 dans les processus liés aux métastases dans le mélanome, 

comme la migration et l'invasion cellulaires. Surtout, plusieurs résultats indiquent que 

l'inhibition de l'activité IRE1 RNase altère la progression tumorale dans différents 

types de cancer. Néanmoins, les résultats obtenus corroborent la complexité et le rôle 

tumeur-spécifique de la signalisation IRE1. Les données obtenues au cours de ma 

thèse suggèrent que le ciblage de l'activité IRE1 RNase pourrait ne pas être la 

meilleure option dans le traitement du mélanome car cela pourrait avoir des effets 

indésirables sur l'amélioration de la migration / invasion et peut-être des métastases. 
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Résumé : Les cellules tumorales sont exposées à des 
perturbations intrinsèques et extrinsèques qui altèrent le bon 
fonctionnement du réticulum endoplasmique (RE); une 
condition cellulaire connue sous le nom de stress du RE. 
Cette condition engage une réponse adaptative appelée « 
Unfolded Protein Response » (UPR). IRE1 est le capteur du 
stress du RE qui est le plus conservé dans l’évolution. 
L'activation de l'activité RNase d’IRE1 contrôle l'expression du 
facteur de transcription XBP1s et la dégradation d’ARNm par 
un processus appelé RIDD. L'activité IRE1 a été liée à la 
migration et à l'invasion cellulaires dans différents types de 
tumeurs. Cependant, aucune preuve concernant le rôle de 
l'IRE1 dans la migration / l'invasion des cellules de mélanome 
n'a été publiée jusqu’ici. Il est important de noter qu'en 2018, 
notre groupe a décrit une nouvelle fonction de l'IRE1 
indépendante de son activité catalytique, dans laquelle IRE1 
agissait comme un échafaudage favorisant la migration 
cellulaire via la filamin A (FLNA), une protéine de réticulation 
de l'actine impliquée dans la migration cellulaire. Cela a été 
démontré dans des cellules non tumorales. Par conséquent, 
dans cette thèse, mon objectif initial était de tester et 
caractériser la contribution de la signalisation IRE1/FLNA 
dans la migration cellulaire et l'invasion dans les cellules de 
mélanome, son impact sur le processus métastatique. 

En utilisant des approches génétiques et pharmacologiques, 
j’ai constaté que le déficit d'expression d'IRE1 et/ou 
l'inhibition de son activité RNase augmentent les propriétés 
de migration et d'invasion des lignées cellulaires de 
mélanome métastatique humain, indiquant que la branche 
IRE1 pourrait agir comme un suppresseur de la migration et 
de l'invasion dans ces cellules. Notamment, nous n'avons 
pas été en mesure de corroborer la phosphorylation 
dépendante d’IRE1 de la FLNA. Surtout, les structures et 
processus connus pour être régulés par la FLNA comme le 
cytosquelette d'actine et l'adhésion cellulaire ne sont pas 
affectés par la déplétion de l'IRE1 dans les cellules de 
mélanome métastatique humain. Ces résultats suggèrent 
que la régulation de la migration/invasion par IRE1 est un 
mécanisme indépendant du FLNA. En analysant une base 
de données d'expression génique de tumeurs de mélanome, 
nous avons constaté que les tumeurs identifiées avec une 
activité RIDD élevée présentaient une diminution 
significative de l'expression des gènes impliqués dans les 
métastases du mélanome. Nos résultats suggèrent que 
IRE1 (via le RIDD) pourrait agir comme un suppresseur de 
la migration et de l'invasion des cellules de mélanome 
métastatique. Les résultats obtenus dans cette thèse 
constituent une première étape dans la caractérisation de 
l'implication d'IRE1 dans les processus liés aux métastases 
dans le mélanome. 

Title : Novel function of the ER stress transducer IRE1 in cell migration and invasion of metastatic 
melanoma cells. 
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Abstract : Tumor cells are exposed to cell-intrinsic and 
extrinsic perturbations that alter the proper functioning of the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER); a cellular condition known as ER 
stress. This condition engages an adaptive response termed 
as unfolded protein response (UPR). IRE1 is the most 
evolutionary conserved ER stress sensor of the UPR. 
Activation of the IRE1 RNase activity controls the expression 
of the transcription factor XBP1s and the degradation of 
mRNA through a process termed RIDD. IRE1 activity has 
been linked to cell migration and invasion in different types of 
tumors. However, no evidence regarding the role of IRE1 in 
melanoma cell migration/invasion has been published. 
Importantly in 2018 our group described a novel function of 
IRE1 independent of its catalytic activity, where IRE1 acted 
as a scaffold favoring cell migration through FLNA, an actin 
crosslinking protein involved in cell migration. This was 
demonstrated in non-tumoral cells. Therefore, in this thesis, 
we initially aimed to uncover the contribution of IRE1/FLNA 
signaling in cell migration and invasion in melanoma cells, its 
impact on the metastatic process. 

By using genetic and pharmacologic approaches, we found 
that deficiency of IRE1 expression or RNase activity 
inhibition enhances cell migration and invasion of human 
metastatic melanoma cell lines, indicating that the IRE1 
branch could be acting as a suppressor of cell migration and 
invasion in metastatic melanoma cells. Notably, we were not 
able to corroborate the IRE1-dependent phosphorylation of 
FLNA. Importantly, processes that are known to be 
regulated by FLNA like actin cytoskeleton and cell adhesion 
were not affected by IRE1 depletion in human metastatic 
melanoma cells. These findings suggest that the regulation 
of cell migration/invasion by IRE1 is an FLNA-independent 
mechanism. Analyzing a gene expression database of 
melanoma tumors, we found that tumors identified with high 
RIDD activity presented a significant decrease in the 
expression of genes involved in melanoma metastasis. Our 
findings suggest that IRE1 through RIDD acts as a 
suppressor of metastatic melanoma cell migration and 
invasion. The results obtained in this thesis constitute the 
first approximation on the implication of IRE1 in metastasis-
related processes in melanoma, such as cell migration and 
invasion.  
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